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TOURING
June
-1
Wild & Coastal, OC, L Sunart
1 - 3 Norwegian Sea Symposium,
Sotra
2
Cricklade [01491 834806]
10
R Gt Ouse [01480 391818]
16
Conwy Ascent [01492 650989]
23
Come & Try, Knockburn L
A/B/C - Proﬁciency/Proﬁciency +/Advanced. K/C - kayak/canoe. 1 - 6
- grade.

SURFING
June
2/3
Welsh Open, K, Llangenith
9/10 Red R, W
16
Croyde, W, Fun
July
7
Llangenith, W, Fun

W - wave skis (British Wave Ski Association). K - kayak (BCU). I international. HP - high performance. O - open. BCU Yearbook £2.00 + A5
SAE from 19 Widworthy Drive, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 9BD..

MARATHON
June
5
Vltavotynsky
7
Pembroke R
9
Skanderborg, WC
16
Conwy Ascent
23
27th Crestuma, S/J
29 - 1 Durban, SS
July
14/15 European Championships, S/J
Trencin

H - Hasler ﬁnal qualiﬁer. K2 - no Div 1 K1. K1 - no Div 1/2 K2. L - long
course. S - short course. SK - sea kayak. SS - surf ski. Yearbook £4.50 from
Diane Bates, 11 Cranley Rd, Burwood Park, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey
KT12 5BX.

SLALOM
June
2/3
Mayor City Cup, C, Krakow
2/3
Tacen KD Slovenia Cup & Alpe
Adria Cup, C
2/3
Bala Mill, P/1
2/3
Langham Farm, 3/4
9/10 Merano, C
9/10 Holme Pierrepont, Pan Celtic
Cup/P/1
9/10 Sowerby Bridge, 3/4
14 - 17 European Championships, S,
Liptovsky Mikulas
16/17 Fairnilee, 2 - 4
16/17 Stone Town Council Cup, 3/4
21/22 Hit Challenge, Tacen/Solkan
23/24 Cardington, 2/3/National
U14/U16/U18/V Championships
30/1 Praha, WC 1
30/1 Shepperton, 3/4
30/1 Hatﬁeld Water Park, 4/O
July
3
Ljubljana Trophy Parallel, C,
Tacen
7/8
Tacen, WC 2
7/8
Washburn, 2/O
14/15 Augsburg, WC 3
14/15 Orton Mere, 3/4
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20/21 DWD, C, Zoetermeer
20 - 22 15th Pan American
Championship, Río de Janeiro
21/22 Washburn, 1/Yorkshire Water
Championships
27 - 29 Pre World Championships, U23/J,
Roudnice

A - restricted entry international. B - invitation international. C - unrestricted
entry international. P - Premier division. 1 - 4 divisions. Cl - club event.
Yearbook £4.00 from Jim Croft, 12 Holmscroft Rd, Luton, Beds LU3 2TJ.

WILD WATER RACING
June
8/9
2nd Dordogne Intégrale
9/10 Lofer, WC 1/2
16
Stone
16/17 Karlovy Vary, WC 3/4
17
Chester Dee, Sp, B/O/Wh/U
23/24 Ivrea, WC 5/6
23 - 7 US Cup/N American J, Denver
July
14
Nene 2, Sp, B/O/Wh/U
15 - 22 World Championships, J,
Charlotte/Columbia

W - world ranking. A - restricted entry international. B - invitation
international. C - unrestricted entry international. Cl - classic. Sp - sprint.
A/B/C - Divisions. OC - open canoes. U - under 14 and under 16. Yearbook
£3.50 + 57p A5 SAE from Sarah Wright, Church Lea, 26 Church St,
Hemswell, Lincs DN21 5UQ.

FREESTYLE
June
3
Nene, Y
22 - 24 Euro Cup, Lienz
25 - 1 Euro Cup, Sverige
July
28/29 Europa Cup, S, Creciente
SPRINT
June
1 - 3 Gérardmer, WC 3
2/3
Bosbaan
2/3
National Water Sports Centre
15 - 17 55th Ruhr, Bochum
16/17 Snagov
22 - 24 Bydgoszcz, U23/J
23/24 Decize
23/24 Euro, J, Auronzo di Cadore
27 - 1 European Championships, S,
Pontevedra
July
7/8
British Open, I, Eton
13 - 15 Moscow
13 - 29 XVth Pan American Games, Río
de Janeiro
21/22 Hungarian Masters, I, Lake
Velence
27 - 29 World Championships, U23/J,
Racice
MULTISPORT
June
10
Mighty Morph
July
14
N Lincs
15
Karlstejn, Sp, WC
MD - middle distance. Sp - sprint.
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SAILING
June
23/24 Grafham, P, IC
23/24 Welsh Wander, OC, Bala
July
14/15 Weston, P, IC
14/15 Lakes Classic, OC, Ullswater

P - Premier. 2 - Secondary. IC - International Canoe. OC - open canoe.

POLO
June
2
Essen
16/17 Merseyside, I
23/24 Flanders Cup, Mechelen
July
7/8
18th Franco Baschirotto Memorial
Challenge, San Giorgio di Nogaro
7/8
Hull, I
N - national teams. C - club teams. 1 - 5 - divisions. ID - indoors. OD outdoors. Yearbook £3.00 + 50p P&P from Beverley Dancer.

DRAGON BOAT RACING
June
3
Cirencester, N
8 - 10 28th Penang, Teluk Bahang Dam
8 - 10 ICF World Club Crew
Championships, Gérardmer
10
Dijon Challenge
10
Exeter, N
16 - 24 Zhaoqing/Zanjiang/Shaoguan/
Guanzhou
19
Tuen Ng/Tuen Yang/Poetʼs
Day/Duan Wu Jie
24
Nottingham, N
29 - 1 Cup of Governor of Primorye
Territory, Vladivostok
July
8
Cardiff, N
21
London, N
BELL BOAT RACING
July
7
National Championships,
Holme Pierrepont
OUTRIGGER
June
29 - 1 Orofero Challenge, Toulon
July
28
Porquerollaise, Toulon
MISCELLANEOUS
June
8 - 10 Beale Park Thames Boat Show
10
World Canoeing Day
13 - 15 World Canals Conference,
Liverpool
23
Water Fest, Reading
23/24 Cardiff Canoe Festival
23 - 15 Festival of Rivers, York

Italics - change, late addition or late notiﬁcation. I - international. O - open.
WC - world cup. GP - grand prix. EC - European championships or Europa
cup. M/L/W/B/G - men/ladies/women/boys/girls. S/J/Y/V - senior/junior/
youth/veteran. U18 - under 18.C085

Appearing before the EFRA Select Committee on the work of BW
and its grant cuts, IWA chairman John Fletcher said ‘just about any
department would seem better’.
Demonstrations against
the cuts have taken place
across the country, supported
not only by narrowboaters
but also by walkers, anglers,
canoeists, cyclists and other
interests using the canals and
towpaths.
At the same time, 98% of
all inland rivers in England
and Wales remain closed to
all boaters at all times. Three
of the four showpiece river
access agreement schemes
launched by the EA in
October seem to be in
serious trouble. On the Wear a lawyer’s letter has been sent to the BCU,
threatening action if canoeists use a major part of the agreed section.
On the Waveney the Broads Authority website suggests use of the
legally permitted tidal section speciﬁcally banned by the agreement. On
the Teme there is a deathly silence.
DEFRA ofﬁcials are considered by many to be far from supportive
of boating and other human activity except angling. They may give
environmental and ﬁsheries interests precedence and are often seen to
do so. Enthusiasts of new salt marshes caused by breaching sea defences
have more to celebrate than those concerned about coastal erosion or
river ﬂooding of their properties. The DEFRA track record is hardly an
example to hold up on how they would operate the Marine Bill.
If boating came under the control of a different department it
would have someone to defend its interests, a situation reﬂected by
other commercial interests. I asked Tessa Jowell, Secretary of State for
Culture, Media & Sport, if it wasn’t time for a change of department.
She said this was not on the agenda. She would not be drawn on
potential damage to canal infrastructure as a result of the cuts, preferring
to discuss the expenditure to come on the east London waterways
and how they will assist sustainability during the construction of
the Olympic sites, which will not be helped by the time slippage in
restoring a vital lock needed to reach them.
On river access, she singled out one of some 650 rivers in England
and Wales, the Avon at Stratford, rightly extolling its virtues. Sadly, even
here, the upstream section from Leamington is only available one day
per year for the charity Doggy Paddle and there is no use permitted at
all above that.
Opening the OS Outdoor Show, Sports Minister Richard
Caborn exclaimed ‘The great outdoors is there for everybody.’
Paddlers International reminded him that he had launched the four
demonstration access agreements the previous autumn, now mostly
not examples of which to be proud. Our rivers are not for everybody.
He said he could not discuss individual cases and observed that some
anglers complain to him that having to share 2% of our rivers with
canoeists is showing unfair favouritism towards canoeists. At least we
could agree that the courts are not the place for resolving such issues,
even if we could not agree on the DEFRA role.
Will the Marine Bill allow DEFRA ofﬁcials to show the same bias on
the sea as they do on rivers? If so, we should be very concerned. If not,
we should asked why the difference.
One change in the near future will be Gordon Brown as the new
Prime Minister. He will, inevitably, have a ministerial reshufﬂe. I would
expect DEFRA to be a department to be affected.

Any
department
but
DEFRA

Stuart Fisher

Kayak
chavs

Stuart Fisher

UP THE CREEK

Editorial

I have been involved with all the canoeing disciplines over the years.
While some participants have been rather tunnel visioned about their
own interests, they have generally supported responsible behaviour
within these disciplines, as most still do.
However, over recent years there has been a
tendency to push the sport down market, to draw
in anyone with money to spend. Are those of
us who are concerned getting snooty and staid
or are we right to feel uneasy about the chav
element? Do we need to loosen up? Are they
just the shouting exuberance of youth or are we
increasingly seeing examples of behaviour which is unacceptable not
just to others outside paddling but also to us?
Two recent stories stand out from a general murmuring of concern.
At the River Dart in January there was an incident. The precise facts
are hard to glean but it seems that someone got drunk and then went
missing at night, resulting in a full scale search with the emergency
services around the river, the person concerned turning up well away
outside the area the next day. In consequence the River Dart Country
Park, centre of the activity, was closed down to canoeists. This has been
the one white water venue in the southwest which has supported
canoeists in the face of opposition from anglers and landowners, even
being in conﬂict with the BCU. It has been watched from Ministerial
level to see if it could be an access example for elsewhere. Much money
has been spent on making this an attractive venue for paddlers. The plug
was not pulled because of this incident but because this incident was the
ﬁnal straw in a run of bad behaviour. Somebody overseas asked if we
always call out the rescue team when somebody gets drunk and wanders
off. Those present had sufﬁcient grounds for real concern that this was
a life threatening situation. All others staying at the centre were roused
and checked, following plenty of times when guests have just been kept
awake by drunken revelry.
At the coast the RNLI report that there has been a large increase in
the number of rescues of those taking part in surﬁng of various sorts. Of
these, kayaks in surf have by far the poorest record, numbers of lifeboat
launches to paddlers being up a massive 40% in 2006 compared with
2005. If beach rescues are added then the ﬁgure leaps to 56% increase
over the previous year. Almost overnight we have gone from being
one of the safest groups of users of the sea to the one with the worst
safety record. The RNLI are pointing the ﬁnger very directly at those
taking part in ‘extreme sports’ in kayaks in surf. We are seeing increasing
numbers of people with more kit and ambition than knowledge and
skill.
These two situations are gifts for those opposed to us, to those who
do not wish to share the rivers or the waves with us, for example. We
can expect to see more of these problems until we get our house back
in order. This minority are doing nothing for the rest of us at a time
when we are ﬁghting our case to share our waters with others.
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Another
Thames tour

Dutch dream
becomes reality

A white water venue
has been opened in
the Netherlands. Dutch
Water Dreams is there
to serve those who have
a long way to drive to
the mountains.

German
champs stamp

The German post
ofﬁce have been
preparing a stamp
for the world sprint
championships, to be
held in Duisburg in
August. Valued at 45c, it
has a 20c surcharge to
support German sport.

Watersports
degree courses

Myerscough College
are working with Salford
University, the RYA, the
Professional Association
of Diving Instructors and
the Chartered Institute
of Management to put
on a 2 year foundation
degree course in
watersports leisure
management. As well as
canoeing, sailing, diving
and powerboats it will
include business and
management. Salford
Quays and Salford
University campus
will be used. [01995
642211]

Herefordshire’s stalwarts

Congratulations to Hereford County Canoe Club
who have celebrated their 50th anniversary, many of
their members having been on the roll since early days
although less are titled ladies and gentlemen than in the
past. Amazingly, the annual subscription has risen from
£6 to just £9 in 25 years. The country has a vacancy for
a treasurer with the skills of Keith Pratley.

Trips

Wanting to join the Stop Planet Chaos rally in
London without damaging the environment, Nat Spring
paddled by kayak from Oxford. The 22 hour overnight
paddle took him to Teddington, from there he walked
the ﬁnal 19km after hitting the tide. So, how did he
get back and how many extra calories did he consume
to balance against the fuel saved by not using public
transport? The trip would seem worth doing in its own
right.
Paddlers supported Lewis Gordon Pugh, who swam
the Thames from Lechlade to Southend last year to draw
attention to the WWF’s anti climate change campaign.
The latest globe trotting expedition of the Adventure
Dolphin teenagers in Pangbourne has been to New
Zealand. They spent the first week of a three week
expedition paddling in the Picton area of the South
Island before moving on to trekking in the mountains.
A Kiwi team, accompanied by Arndt Schaftlein, have
made the ﬁrst descent of New Zealand’s Wainui. They
had three portages in 17km, one in the order of 25m
high, so there is still scope for others to ﬁll in the gaps.
Peter Bray is hoping to cross the Bering Strait from
Alaska to Russia with a team this summer.
Sean Hudson and friend Tom are planning to paddle
from Plymouth to Brittany. The 190km trip is expected
to take 23 hours and the hope is to raise £15,000 for
Cancer Research UK.
Ian Collins is paddling 120km round Anglesey for
Breast Cancer Care. You can support him at www.
justgiving.com/k4bc.

Their own place

Having repeatedly
cleared moorhen
nesting materials out of
a bailing bucket with
one of their Voyageur
canoes, Canoe
Adventures transferred
it to an old dinghy. The
moorhen was happy
with this but tragedy
resulted when the
chicks were unable to
get out of the bucket.
This year Derek Guy has
built a nesting house
from old pallets and
foam, the exotic roofed
ﬂoating residence
intended to avoid
previous problems.
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Noel Webb is attempting to paddle solo round Britain
to raise £10,000 for the Cystic Fibrosis Trust. He is
being sponsored with an IC-M71 VHF by Icom. [www.
cfpaddler.co.uk]

Occupying youth

Two youths were given long sentences in November
for murdering a lawyer. A report suggested such activities
are now done for kicks as much as for ﬁnancial gain and
that it is more enjoyable if the victim ﬁghts back rather
than admitting defeat, overtones of angling. The lawyer’s
father has set up a trust to occupy youths with sport and
art.
At the same time there were complaints that CRB
checks were stopping people coming forward to take
activities involving youngsters as they were too time
consuming. The balance of risk seems to have gone too
far. The BCU, undoubtedly under pressure from outside,
are requiring instructors in clubs to take CRB checks
before working with children. The concern should not
be so much those unable to pass such a check as those
who will not bother, resulting in fewer instructors, less
children being supervised and more at risk. A CRB
check simply shows that a person has not yet done
anything wrong (or not been caught). Surely the need
is to get in as many instructors as possible and then act
quickly on any suspicions of subsequent wrongdoing,
not try to brush them under the carpet in order not to
impugn the BCU name.

Longridge sails close
to the wind ﬁnancially

The good news is that Longridge has raised £300,000
in a year. The bad news is that a further £200,000 must
be raised by September if the Scout boating centre is
not to be sold to developers. Over the last year there
have been many improvements including a computer
booking system and a Frisbee golf course. The new
toilet and changing block were due this year, as is a
Sharon Miller

The Canoe-Camping
Club are to run another
international Thames
Tour in June. Previous
tours by them from
Lechlade to Westminster
have proved particularly
popular with overseas
paddlers.

Katrina Miller, whose diary we featured in 2004, runs the Dart. Her 7 year old brother, Brendan, did likewise.
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move for the Ridge Café. Not insigniﬁcantly, activity
sessions have been standardized at 75 minutes to allow
groups to rotate and some activities have been identiﬁed
which cost more to provide than they earned. However,
getting over the next ﬁnancial hurdle will be a great risk
and a total of £1,500,000 is needed. Friends are asked
to make donations. Call 01628 483252 to add your
contribution.

Obviously

James Grifﬁn of Wyvern Shipping (p62) likes making
seagoing narrowboats and then taking them to places
like the Caledonian Canal. Disbelieving yachtsmen
in Kilbrannan Sound between Arran and the Mull of
Kintyre approached him for a better look, as you would,
and asked him ‘Where did you come from?’
They received the unlikely but true answer ‘Milton
Keynes.’

BCU move

BCU HQ has moved to 18 Market Place, Bingham,
Notts NG13 8AP, 10km east of Holme Pierrepont and
not near the river. Bingham was the venue for slalom
AGMs in the mid 1970s. The new telephone number is
0845 370 9500.
The for mer premises are being retained for
competition use. An investigation is being undertaken
into making possible changes to the top half of the
slalom course.

Whither the exhibitions?

The future of the International Canoe Exhibition
must be in the melting pot again as the BCU complete
the five year run at the NEC for which they were
contracted. A number of the large players in the ACT
would rather exhibit anywhere than at the show. Traders
such as White Water Consultancy and Johnson Outdoors
attended the NEC on the weekend of the exhibition
but went to the Go Fishing exhibition on the far side
of the building instead, angling sit on tops being a
growth area. Numbers of canoe traders exhibiting at
the ICE seems to decline each year and the same may
be true of canoeing punters, probably a vicious spiral.
Don’t be surprised if the ACT and BCU both shun the
exhibition in future and the OS Outdoor Show offer
their own canoe section, probably under another name
as they already seem to have dropped International
Canoe Exhibition in favour of Paddle and the date. For
those who remember fondly the Crystal Palace days, the
trend seems inexorably in the opposite direction and
becoming increasingly fragmented.
It was commented about the Boating Business
Exhibition in Bournemouth that there were not enough
canoeing centres present.
This winter a proposed Earls Court boat show could
fragment exhibiting in London. The Whyte & Mackay
Earls Court Boat Show has been announced for the
ﬁrst nine days of December to rival the Collins Stewart
London Boat Show at ExCeL in January, an apparent
attempt by Earls Court to regain some of the business
lost after the show moved from their venue after decades
there although they claim not to be in competition with
the existing show. The new show is in association with
such bodies as the Prince’s Trust and the Guinness
Bar. Feeling within the marine trade is that, whatever
the failings of the ExCeL show, rival shows will be
unhelpful and there is not enough business to support
one decent show, let alone two. Earls Court’s promoters
say that many traders have signed up but there has been
a marked reluctance to give names of who these are, all
the largest boat manufacturers having said they will not
support the new show. Looking further ahead, ExCeL
is to have a Crossrail station from some time after 2015,
making it rather more accessible for visitors coming

The Canolfan Tryweryn centre building is to be named after Sandy Buttle in
recognition of his work for canoeing. He has also been given a BCU Award of
Honour. Our proﬁle of him appeared on page 25 of the June 1995 issue. The
picture shows him being thanked by Huw Evans after opening Huw's shop at
Bronwydd. See page 12 for an appreciation of Huw.
from the west or ﬂying into Heathrow.
The Daily Telegraph Adventure Travel Show is to
move across London for its 13th running. Next year it
will be at the Business Design Centre in Islington. It
will also move later in the month, being set for Jan 25
- 27th.
The Cardiff Canoe Show is to take place in Cardiff
Bay on Jun 23rd/24th as part of an outdoor show.
Visitors will ﬁnd the trade and competitors and will
be able to get aﬂoat themselves to get the experience
ﬁrsthand, something they cannot do at other shows.
The Broads Green Boat Show is to be run at Salhouse
Broad by the Broads Society and the Electric Boat
Association, the only green boat show in the UK. Kayaks
and canoes will be part of it. There is a £50 charge for
commercial exhibitors but voluntary organizations and
charities may exhibit free of charge.
The Outdoor Industries Association’s OutdoorPreview
in Harrogate has been cancelled, usually an indication

Upstaging the
Falkirk wheel

A lottery bid is to
be made for funding
for two 35m high
kelpie heads to go at
the eastern end of the
Forth & Clyde Canal.
These would be the
world’s largest horse
sculptures, as high as
the Falkirk wheel, and
would rock backwards
and forwards to move
water for locking to
and from the River
Carron, leading out
onto the Firth of Forth.
The wheel is already a
major tourist attraction.

50 years of
open canoes

Once again we
are being used
to encourage
engineers to
emigrate, this
time to Australia
and New Zealand
by Beresford
Blake Thomas.
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It was in May 1955
that the Canadian
Canoe Paddling Group
was established,
initially restricted to
members of Richmond
Canoe Group. Later
the Canadian Canoe
Association of Great
Britain, it is now
the Open Canoe
Association and
rather more... open.
The 50th anniversary
rally was set for May
at Chasewater Park,
Cannock.
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Simpson
heads AINA

Julia Simpson, the
EA’s head of Recreation,
Navigation & Marine,
has been appointed
head of the Association
of Inland Navigation
Authorities for 3 years.
BW and the Broads
Authority did not submit
alternative nominations.

BW gazumped

BW are planning to
leave Willow Grange in
Watford to ﬁnd a less
expensive head ofﬁce,
ideally by the canalside.
They had suitable
premises lined up by
the Grand Union Canal
at Apsley but were
gazumped.

Broads go high

The Broads Authority
have increased their
licence charges for
private boat users by
9.9% this year. Until
the BCU talked to them
about bulk purchase of
compulsory licences
they paid little attention
to canoeists but then
canoe licences rocketed.

Biodegradable
boats

NetComposites are
working towards a
plant based plastic
which is light and
very strong but which
biodegrades at the end
of its useful life rather
than after thousands of
years. Boat hulls have
been suggested as one
possible use.

Jeff Moore

Grandtully station
campsite is to see an
increase in camping
fees. However, the
railway management are
no longer involved and
we will see something
in return for the price
hike, an increased
number of toilets.

Klepper Faltbootwerft AG

Grandtully
upgrades

The National Maritime Museum
Cornwall have added a Klepper
to their collection. With Egyptian
canvas deck and mountain ash
frames, it is waterproof and
breathable yet the design is a
century old. Roald Amundson took
some on his North Pole expedition
in 1926 and Franz Römer did the
ﬁrst recorded Atlantic crossing by kayak with one two years later but Kleppers are still used today by the SBS
for covert operations. Their Mad Dogs & Englishmen exhibition ranges from John MacGregor’s Jordan Rob
Roy to the bathtub which Tim FitzHigham rowed from Calais to Tower Bridge as a follow up to paddling a
paper kayak there from Lechlade (May 2003 issue), raising another £20,000 for Comic Relief.
of lack of support. The exhibition is to go back to the
drawing board.

What a pane

The opening of the OS Outdoor Show was
accompanied by the Royal Marines team abseiling off
the roof, dressed in the gear of various activities on
display inside. Thus, somebody came down with a kayak
paddle, another with ﬂippers and one astride a mountain
bike. Being a high vertical pitch, the horizontal pull
was greatest at the top, where the ﬁnal 2 - 3m were
of glass. The various equipment was brought down
but it was someone in relatively conventional clothing
who found out what the risk assessment should have
found out if the Royal Marines had to ﬁll in the same
forms as the exhibitors. There was a crack and shards
of glass showered down from roof level onto those
on the ground, both inside and outside the building.
Fortunately nobody was injured and the abseiler
managed to extract himself from the cut edges with
which he was surrounded.

EPIRB monitoring change

From this year only 406MHz EPIRBs are being
monitored, usually larger and less convenient than the
previous lower frequency models. Some of the satellites
for the lower frequencies have already failed and it can
take longer to get a ﬁx. The newer models need to be
registered so that the rescue authorities know whether
they are seeking a sea kayak or a tanker when they
come looking. The advice is to change sooner rater than
later if you can.

Baughurst bombshells

Those with long memor ies may have sensed
something familiar about the ﬁnd of potential bomb
making materials at a house in north Hampshire earlier
in the year. We believe it was the house directly opposite
the one from which Canoeist was launched in 1983. A

Reading Water
Fest on Jun 23rd in
the abbey area will
include canoeing
demonstrations.
Canoeing will also be
part of the York Festival
of Rivers which begins
the same day and
continues until Jul 15th.
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Alternative to the BCU

Suggestions of an alternative body to the BCU are
not new, one inconclusive meeting having been held at
Garstang as long ago as the 1980s. There have been more
discussions of late, however. One discipline chairman has
talked in his AGM of leaving the BCU. Coaching is
particularly dissatisﬁed. One regional chairman has said
that if a recreational canoe association of GB is set up
he will join it, along with 40 other coaches. This does
not say that anything will be done beyond crying into
their beer but the same message is coming from various
unrelated paddling interests.

Restoration works

Planning applications have been submitted for
restoration of the Barge Canal and the Junction Canal
in Droitwich. Work will take 2 years and result in 11km
of canal. While much has been usable by canoeists, 500m
will be completely rebuilt.
The section of the Montgomery Canal between
Gronwen Wharf and Redwith Bridge is being restored
and is expected to be rewatered in the foreseeable future,
a further extension of this popular Welsh border canal.

Unnecessarily ominous?

Promoting evening canoeing courses by Kingﬁsher
Canoe Club in Abingdon, our local free magazine,
Round & About, says ‘The cost is £55, all equipment is
provided and the only requirement is you should be able
to swim 50 metres in your clothes. Sounds ominous!’
Have we got our marketing right? Some potential
participants, especially adults, ﬁnd the idea of capsizing
to be the least attractive aspect of canoeing.
Sean Clark photographs

Boat shows
include canoeing

couple of years earlier we had strong reason to believe
that a house just behind us played a central role in
exchanging the radio ham messages about the invasion
of the Falklands. We just sat quietly in the wooded
crescent and didn’t say a word out of place to anyone!

Brighton’s Paddle Round the Pier Beach Festival has now become a two day event, Jul 7/8th. The whole
thing becomes an orgy of fun and fundraising for the RNLI, SurfAid and the Rockinghorse Appeal. Amongst
many other events Perception will run a kayak challenge again and there will be a Pier-to-Pier race for kayaks
and canoes. [07876 773923]
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Abingdon’s proposed reservoir and its implications for watersports
Two locks are needed for this section. The current suggestion is that
these might be built as weirs suitable for later conversion.
What Thames Water are not offering is to complete the line to the
far side of their site. They have already ruled out narrowboats crossing
the reservoir because of the potential wave size, a point of concern
for potential sprint racers, bringing
back memories of the end of the much
smaller and more sheltered Holme
Pierrepont regatta course during the ﬁrst
world marathon championships. They
could equally have expressed concern
about interference with watersports on
the reservoir and loss of water in locking
up to and down from reservoir level.
Restoration of the canal would
need to include a further 6km of cut
and crossing of the minor Hanney
road which needs to be diverted, also
crossing a toe drainage channel round
the reservoir in the same vicinity. Indeed, it would seem possible to
use the canal as a major part of that drainage channel. Thames Water
are proposing to build a canal sized dry culvert on the future line
of the canal at the road crossing when the Hanney road diversion is
constructed.
Anyone building what is, in effect, a huge dam ought to feel uneasy
about having outsiders digging a large trench along its toe at a later
date. Likewise, while balancing the quantities of earth required for cut
and ﬁll it would make more sense to include the material from the
canal in the landscaping during construction rather than having to
dispose of it separately afterwards. From the canal enthusiasts’ point of
view it would be far more cost effective to have the canal dug as part
of the landscaping, using skilled labour and plant already on site, than to
bring them in at a later date.
Rather than leave the job unfinished despite building most of
the structures, it would make sense for Thames Water to complete
the project and take the credit for it as one of the ancillary amenity
schemes they are obliged to undertake, provision of recreational
opportunities being a legal requirement for such schemes. The Wilts &
Berks Canal Trust have been in detailed talks with Thames Water and it
is to be hoped that the canal will be fully restored from the Thames to
the southwest of the site of the reservoir if the scheme goes ahead.
Thames Water

Thames Water are currently consulting over their plans to build an
enormous reservoir to the southwest of Abingdon. If it is approved
(despite the feeling of many that it would not be required if Thames
Water repaired their leaking pipes) it will place a 4km diameter lake
contained within a continuous embankment across the line of the
former Wilts & Berks Canal.
Any project of this kind offers a range
of sweeteners to enlist local support, in
this case 152 possibilities having been
considered from watersports to public
art, with varying degrees of enthusiasm.
A slalom course on a discharge channel
did not meet with favour but there is a
signiﬁcant chance of canoeing on the
lake itself. While a sprint regatta course
is a possibility, open canoe sailing would
seem a probability, already taking place
on the rather more cramped Farmoor
Reservoir some 10km further north.
Restoration of the canal to the far side of the site where it could
rejoin its former line would have grounds for being near the top of the
priority list.
The northern end of the canal disappeared under a housing estate
in Abingdon years ago but 150m of a new connection to the River
Thames was opened as Jubilee Junction to the south of the town
opposite the Culham Cut last year, a marker for the planned restoration
of the canal, strongly welcomed by local residents.
Thames Water’s initial stance was that canal enthusiasts would be
permitted to build at their own expense along the longer diverted line
around the outside of their dam. Detailed plans are rather more positive.
The operational water link between the Thames and the reservoir will
be a tunnel. However, there will also be an open channel in case of an
emergency requirement for rapid drawdown. This would need to drop
the reservoir level by a metre a day and Thames Water have agreed
this could be built as canal from the reservoir to Jubilee Junction. This
3km link, used as a haul road during the construction phase to prevent
placing additional trafﬁc on local roads, would include crossings of the
B4017, the A34 and the new and only approach road to the reservoir
site. The A34 is the main north - south transport link through central
southern England and the channel would need to be in deep cutting at
this point, otherwise posing a major obstruction for canal restoration.

Late news

New
Government
requirements
for Water
Resources
Management
Plans mean that
this scheme
will be put
back until at
least May 2008.
CANOEIST June 2007
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Watched by Howard Pridding of the BMF, Waterways Minister
Barry Gardiner attempts to brush aside the concerns of waterways
users in a meeting at the London Boat Show. He was also due
to visit the IWA stand to meet a delegation of IWA members but
failed to keep the appointment.

Muddying the waters

The third adjournment debate on waterways funding on Apr 25th
was introduced by Michael Fabricant, ensuring that ‘Lichﬁeld’ was
mentioned frequently although some dozen MPs backed him, raising
issues across England and Wales. 180 BW jobs had been lost, the freight
division dissolved, two units merged and a project stopped on the
Montgomery yet the Minister met waterways enthusiasts only rarely.
He had said the cuts were for one year only but now they were seen to
be year on year. Breaches cost millions of pounds last winter, the work
of recent years is unravelling and there is no clarity from DEFRA over
future grants.
The only support beleaguered Waterways Minister Barry Gardiner

received in the cross party opposition was from Charlotte Atkins with
the Caldon Canal in her patch, grateful for past support, but that was
only after she had called for him to answer questions she had put to
him the previous month and assure no future in-year cuts. When did he
last discuss freight with BW? Had he talked to the Treasury? Would he
fully cooperate with the EFRA subcommittee and give them the full
ﬁgures?
Former BW vice chairman Sir Peter Soulsby was outspoken,
referring to the EFRA meeting two days earlier and the extraordinary
attack in which the Minister had slated BW several times, saying that
BW had not been transparent with him and implying that BW had
orchestrated the demonstrations, something they did not need to do.
Other concerns included the likely closing of the Grantham Canal as
a direct consequence, safety implications for structures, tourism lost if
breaches closed the Llangollen, future decline in volunteer restoration,
effects on some of the poorest wards in the country if restoration of the
Manchester, Bolton & Bury was stopped and loss of the regeneration
catalyst in other inner city areas.
The Minister’s claim that he did not have BW’s full projections
including timetables and assumptions of commercial and grant income
until April 20th was seen as a muddying of the waters. How hard had
he tried to get them? Bill Wiggin said Gardiner had only met BW six
times in six months.
Who had made the decision that DEFRA would take the full hit of
the £200M hole in their budget and that Treasury help would not be
asked? Had DEFRA underspent by £747M in ﬁve years? Ian Stewart
called for £5 - 10M from contingencies to make up BW’s shortfall
over the next few years. Others wanted funding at least to cover safety
concerns such as the Shenton embankment on the Ashby where the
adjacent village is at risk of ﬂooding. There had been calls for the
waterways to be moved from DEFRA to another department.
We are due a new Prime Minister in the near future. There will be
a ministerial reshufﬂe. Barry Gardiner’s failure to give clear answers
(except that the property portfolio will reduce dependency on the
grant) will not have enhanced his prospects. DEFRA has become a
byword for incompetence said David Tredinnick.
* Grant details for 2007/8 were announced on the afternoon of
the last working day before Christmas, when most people would have
been at ofﬁce parties, if they had not already left. It does not suggest
that DEFRA were proud of what they were doing, in contrast with the
Scottish Executive, who have increased their grant to BW Scotland by
£2,445,000.
* In the second adjournment debate on the subject in March
the Minister had failed to answer a single one of the many speciﬁc
concerns put to him.
* IWA senior ofﬁcials met the Minister on May 14th to present the
Save Our Waterways petition. The discussion was described by the IWA
as ‘courteous but robust’ and left the impression that some form of
study may be underway. On May 24th the Times suggested this was a
study of all possible options, including a complete sale of BW's assets by
the Government, suggested to be worth £1,000,000,000. BW quickly
claimed this option was included only for completeness.

Goring during the November demonstrations. Unfortunately the Thames was red boarded because of the high water level so most
potential participants were unable to arrive by water but there were some canoeists.
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Canal
demonstrations

Newbury Wharf during March, this time with a
representative turnout including local MP Richard
Beynon in the centre (with whom Paddlers
International was able subsequently to exchange
correspondence on access). He was to speak
brieﬂy at the third Adjournment Debate. Some of
the canoeists had paddled here from Hungerford
and faced a slow return, the Kennet again
running on the high side. (The item about the
protest meeting on the information panel above
relates to 1955 when restoration of the canal was
ﬁrst promoted seriously.
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The IWA have
orchestrated two rounds
of demonstrations
across the country in
protest at the DEFRA
grant cuts to BW
and the EA in the
aftermath of their
ﬁne because of their
mishandling of the Farm
Subsidies Payments.
The ﬁrst round in
November drew many
powered craft users
but a lack of others.
It was commented
that canoeists were
noticeably absent
despite the fact that
more compulsory canoe
canal licences are sold
via the BCU than any
other form of licence.
The second round in
March saw additional
users taking part,
including canoeists,
anglers, walkers,
cyclists and others.
Nearly 200 MPs signed
an Early Day Motion
in opposition to the
cuts. The Government’s
EFRA Committee
subsequently made
clear that they were
concerned at DEFRA
incompetence.
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Huw Evans
1961 - 2006

I ﬁrst met Huw some 19 years ago; he was walking down the main
road past my bungalow in full canoe kit, still dripping water. I was
building the bungalow at the time with my uncle but seeing a canoeist
walking on the road I asked if he was OK. ‘Yes,’ Huw said, ‘Just walking
back up for my van.’ I had just started canoeing myself at the time and
so immediately offered him a lift which he gladly accepted; this was
the start of a friendship that would last many years. Huw was taking
a group of Girl Guides down the River Gwili and left them having
lunch so he could sort out the shuttle, ever resourceful and forever
introducing young people to a wonderful sport. I recognized in Huw
someone who not only knew what he was talking about but was
prepared to share that skill and knowledge with others.
I ended up paddling with Huw that very day and shot Tunes Pool for
the ﬁrst time that afternoon. Huw had an uncanny knack of checking
our skill level without making us feel intimidated or under pressure.
For me, as a new paddler, it was a real boost to be able to call on
Huw and then quite quickly paddle many of the rivers in south and
west Wales. I do not consider myself to be anywhere near the same
league as Huw or many of his friends in the paddling world but what I
did get was a friend who was quite prepared to paddle at whatever level
I was and move me along a bit at a time.
I have never met a man who in his lifetime has done so much and
yet boasted about it so little. Few knew that he served in the army
before becoming a canoe instructor then a businessman. He fought in
the Falklands conﬂict; in fact, I found out recently that he did 2 tours
of duty there. He never spoke about one of them in any detail.
It became apparent quite quickly when I started reading some of the
many canoeing books that mentioned him and there are many, believe
me, that here was a man of some considerable skill, bravery and focus.
There is a reference in late Terry Storry’s book Raging Rivers Stormy
Seas that suggests that if Huw said there was a line down a river then
it was deﬁnitely a portage! Well, I would say that this is not quite true
because there would be a line but it was only Huw had the ability to
both see it and then have the sheer determination to make it.
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I have always felt safe canoeing with Huw. I have one vivid
recollection of canoeing on the Wynion in north Wales as it went into
quite a signiﬁcant spate with 10 (too many) paddlers in the group and
a swollen river. I made a mistake and got into a very dangerous and life
threatening situation. Swallowed into a sump with a tree in it, to be
ejected into the gorge below, breathless, disorientated and out of my
boat, all I saw was Huw looking down on me shouting ‘Line.’ There
was the throwline, inch perfect, to save me; later there was a consensus
that all the paddlers were at the edge of there skill levels and not one
except Huw made the breakout and the rescue.
You have to think about this for a moment because not only was he
ahead of me on the river and so could not have seen me, he knew the
level, the skill and the danger. He was checking all the time, not just
shooting the river in some gung ho fashion but doing it safely in the
full knowledge of who could manage what. I happily placed my life in
his hands on many occasions.
Huw had only just started his business when I ﬁrst met him and was
selling paddles and some bits and pieces out of the back of his van at
canoe events, not forgetting the biggest array of paddles I have ever
seen in a barn on his father’s farm, family conscripted to help start the
business, of course!
Taking a stand in the basement of the then Crystal Palace canoe
show was a big step at the time and a few of us went there to help him.
These events turned out to be real bonding ones where friends came
together to support a good man in a new business venture. Of course,
this has now moved to other venues and the number of shows attended
by Huw increased dramatically.
Huw and I used to paddle at Llandysul on a Sunday morning
frequently. When one day he asked me what I thought of his taking
over the small shop I realized that this was a business going somewhere.
It was not long before he became one of the biggest suppliers in Wales.
His ability to talk from experience and with real knowledge ensured
that he secured many of the contracts from the numerous outdoor
pursuit centres and educational institutions.
All through this time Huw did not lose sight of youngsters entering
the sport. He used to pay for the hire of Llanelli swimming pool every
Wednesday, where a few of us would help him take boats into the
pool and bus groups of local young people down so they could be
introduced to paddling safely and in controlled conditions.
He also continued to take groups of Venture Scouts and disadvantage
youngsters out on local rivers. I would be one of his many friends who
helped with this and felt valued for being asked.
We must remember that while Huw was developing a business,
training youngsters, organizing pool sessions and going to shows, he
also found time to engage with the more adventurous elements of
the sport. With expeditions to the Tila Khosi River in Nepal (a ﬁrst
descent, I believe), paddling in Corsica, the Alps, the Grand Canyon,
rivers in South America and many ﬁrst descents of the lesser known
torrents throughout Wales as well as crossing the Irish Sea (something
his mum did not know about until very very recently) Huw lived his
business. He even found time to take his father, Richard, for a canoe
trip down the Ardèche gorge in France (while delivering a trailer load
of boats to a customer down there, of course, never an opportunity
missed). I know Huw was very pleased by this trip with his father.
I remember one day Huw asking me to help him secure a
distributorship for a major canoe manufacturer with whom he was
having some difﬁculty. I went down to the factory with him and was
shocked to see how this company perceived him. They thought Huw
had a reputation for undercutting and this was not good for the canoe
industry. However, what they had failed to recognize was theirs was
the only canoe line that Huw did not sell so when I asked what was
wrong with theirs that Huw did not sell it an eyebrow was raised and it
sunk in. Here was Huw, a guy who was capable now of inﬂuencing the
success of a manufacturer; needless to say, they changed their minds and
Huw became their biggest distributor.
I tell that little story so that you recognize the business mind that
Huw had, always looking to succeed, perhaps the focus he had when
paddling was being channelled into his business activity, always a line
down but make sure there is adequate bank support, use the skills of
the group and understand the water in which you are.
Huw further diversiﬁed and moved from Llandysul to Bronwydd,
taking over the old village hall and then completely rebuilding it to
create what must be the largest canoe shop in the UK. He moved away
from the direct retail and into distribution, becoming White Water
Consultancy International. I think it is important to understand that
this was not just a name but reﬂected what is now one of the largest
and most dynamic canoeing equipment suppliers in Europe.
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I am sorry that during the past few years Huw had less time for
paddling in the way we used to; his commitment to his family, a
growing business and my changing career meant we had less time on
the water. In fact, the last trip I had with Huw was not in a canoe but
in altogether different pursuit, motorcycling. Huw, myself and 2 other
friends, Steve and Hywel, rode to Italy last July and then rode up the
highest mountain pass in Europe, some 3,000 metres off road (and
Huw on an XJR).
I know he enjoyed this trip, a new experience with old and new
friends and an opportunity to relax away from his busy business.
While we were in the small village of Bardonecchia, Italy won the
World Cup. The town exploded into celebration. Hywel and I were
trying to sleep with some difﬁculty while an air raid siren wailed in
the square, ﬁreworks cracked and horns sounded. I found out later it
was Huw and Steve, Steve on the siren and Huw waving an Italian ﬂag,
saying ‘We have ridden to Italy, climbed a mountain and Italy has won
the World Cup while we are here; does life get any better than this?’ I
am glad I had that time with him.
Huw’s interest in motorcycling became just as involving as his
canoeing. An active member of the Yamaha XJR club, he went on and
organized many rides with this club. His thrill seeking saw him riding
on the racetrack and putting in some very respectable times at Pembrey
Race Track on his Kawasaki and also enjoying the bike he loved, his
Ducati 999R on the twisty roads we have in this area, always the best
for Huw, no compromises.
Very recently he even realized a dream with the purchase of his
Porsche Carerra. (Now I am jealous!)
Huw lived life to the full; he made time to enjoy the fruits of his
work. I spent many an afternoon talking about life, the universe and
meaning with Huw; he was a friend in the truest sense, not replaceable,
never to be forgotten and an inﬂuence for many.
I know he has many many friends throughout the world who will
echo my thoughts. We must never forget Huw’s smile and love for life.
This world has lost a good man but given us a legend.
Thank you, Huw, for being my mate.

Angelo Conti

I wish that there were words that I could ﬁnd to express my feelings
and my sadness over the news of Huw’s passing. He was and will always
be a true friend, business partner and brother.
Huw loved life and was not about to be cheated of its greatest
blessings… life itself, love, fun, laughing, happiness, paddling… We
know he left us doing what he loved to do in life… What I will always
cherish is that very lesson which he taught to me and at times allowed
me to be a part of… Live your life to the fullest and Huw Evans was
the perfect example of someone doing just that… thanks, Huw. I
guarantee you that I will never, ever forget it!

We will keep Huw and all of you in our hearts and prayers as well as
in our spirit and souls… Much love to you all.
Kelley Woolsey,Vice President of Sales & Marketing, Conﬂuence Inc.
Huw passed away in his sleep on December 22nd while on a kayak
trip to Costa Rica.
He had started White Water Consultancy on a £40 a week
Enterprise Allowance scheme, selling boats and bits of kit out of
the back of his battered VW camper. His drive, ambition and sheer
determination eventually led him to getting a permanent base in a tin
shed in Llandysul, west Wales. As he expanded and needed more space
the old village hall came up for sale in his home village of Bronwydd.
He gambled, bought it, made it bigger and got ﬂooded (twice) but
succeeded where others would have failed. He eventually became
the sole importer for Mad River Canoes, Wave Sport and Wilderness
Systems kayaks and Harmony accessories in the UK.
WWC will continue to trade. Huw would have expected nothing
less. It has been left in trust to his twin girls, Mari and Gwenda. The
trust will be managed by his brothers until the girls are 18 years old in
2014. I will be running WWC as the general manager and all the staff
have pledged with me to continue to succeed as a ﬁtting tribute to
Huw.

Mark Owen

I have to confess that I did not relish negotiating advertising with
Huw. He always drove a hard bargain. However, when it was done he
gave us more support in promoting canoeing to the general public
than any other company in recent years. His ﬁnal booking run, nearly
completed, was for a further ﬁve years of full page advertisements. That
shows a tremendous level of business conﬁdence, rarely seen in any
business. Furthermore, we did not have to chase him for payment!
At events such as the Windsor trade show Huw exhibited even when
others didn’t. I was not allowed to leave his stand until I had been
shown and photographed all the new products for the coming season.
Huw was always the salesman. Anyone who could produce the peak of
British canoe retailing from the far corner of Wales could have been
successful anywhere.
It says much that friends came from both sides of the Atlantic for
the crematorium service and many of us listened from outside as there
were far too many to get into the building. It was a day when the south
Wales rivers were all ﬂowing full. Huw would have approved.
We talked of other places where Huw would be missed. Ray
Goodwin said the Welsh Canoe Symposium would be one. We thought
2 minutes’ silence would not be appropriate for Huw. Perhaps there
should be 2 minutes of raucous behaviour.

Stuart Fisher

One of Huw's early
advertisements for the
shop at Llandysul.
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The Longest Day Paddle

Paddling from Land’s End to Dover, 720km, 56km/day
A journey starts with the ﬁrst step
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Training is hard, up at 5am, eyes not yet open, tiptoeing
through the house like a cat burglar so I don’t wake the
family, only to ﬁnd I forgot something when I get outside,
lashing the boat to the roof and ﬁngers going numb before I
even get on the water.
On the water at 5.30am; two hours later I am back home
and nobody any the wiser. Add the wind and rain and I start
to question my sanity!

‘Less than three there will never be’

That’s our motto for safe training when other members of
the team have commitments. Up and down, up and down in
Dover Harbour; we keep telling ourselves that it is good for
our mental strength as well as our physical strength.
Then there are the big 60km days, not to mention the
gym work three times a week and the running programmes
to which we have committed ourselves.
Please, I am not moaning. I am just saying all of the above
and more are nowhere near as hard as the task at hand,
writing this article, so here goes; there is a ﬁrst time for
everything.

From little acorns mighty oaks grow

Introductions, my name is Mark and I am a ﬁreﬁghter
who likes a challenge. (If you look at the website all will
become clear.) Shaun is also a ﬁreﬁghter; he’s a big lad who
loves to crash and burn (another reference to our website).
Last but not least there is Brett, the carpenter; he is the good
looking one according to his mum but I think that she is a
little biased!
Shaun and Brett have been friends since school and,
believe me, that is a long time. I have known them for
about 4 years. They are experienced paddlers and between
them they must easily have 40 years’ experience. I am a self

taught paddler of 5 years and consider myself to be a bit of a
newcomer in this company.
It all started one day at work; there was a shout across the
drill yard ‘Marky, what do you reckon? Fancy paddling from
Land’s End to Dover?’
My reply was a very ﬂippant (on reﬂection, a little too
flippant, especially at 5 o’clock in the morning), ‘Yeah,
sounds good.’
That was it, a done deal; all we needed now was a pass
from the boss and I don’t mean work boss. I mean the real
boss, our better halves! A week later we all checked in with
2 week passes, all systems go. So began the planning phase of
the Longest Day Paddle.
First things ﬁrst, when do we leave? The decision was a
unanimous one; we leave around the summer solstice, the
longest day, hence the name. It also gives us more daylight to
make the most of our time. So, there it was; we leave Sennen
Cove on 21st June 2007. Not long, admittedly, but, hey, we
do like a challenge!

You only get out what you put in

6 months to go, planning begins and ﬁrstly how are we
going to get down to the launch site? Step up Kent Fire &
Rescue Service, for whom Shaun and I work. They will give
us the use of a minibus since we are raising money for the
Fire Service National Benevolent Fund. We are also raising
money for the Dover Water Sports Centre, a charity that
helps young people get back on track; they have kindly lent
us a kayak trailer.
Then slowly, slowly, the Longest Day Paddle snowball
starts to gather pace and it gets bigger and bigger. We have
had meetings with the coastguard who have offered their
support and help in any way they can, so much so that on
a training paddle we received a ﬂy by from a coastguard
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Shaun has just emailed me a training plan that takes us
to the leave date. It looks like a killer but in for a penny, in
for a pound, and I am certain it will be nothing compared
with the trip. Brett is busy concentrating on diet and he is
working out what we need to eat and take with us so there
it is, the beginnings of our expedition. There are lots of
people to thank for helping us get to this point; they know
who they are. I am sure we will be helped in many ways
between now and the conclusion of our voyage so we will
take the opportunity to thank everyone at the end.
Please feel free to browse our site, www.longestdaypaddle.
talktalk.net, and to make a donation.

Mark Foulds

Just a quick observation:- we all watched the programme Coast.
Land's End looks very scary. Let’s hope for sunshine and a calm
day!
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Jamie Muddle photographs

spotter plane. We could see the pilot’s teeth he was so low;
it’s nice to know we are being looked out for. The RNLI
have also offered their full support and help; we have one
of their members providing us with navigation training.
Can’t be bad. Then there is talk of giving interviews on
BBC radio and going on local TV. Surely a celebrity
lifestyle can’t be far away!
It begins to feel like it has taken over our lives. Before I
go on I must mention our non paddling fourth member;
his name is Jamie and he is Shaun’s and my boss. Without
him we would not have a website. His organization skills
enable myself, Brett and Shaun to concentrate on our
training; he is also responsible for the photos and ﬁlm clips
on our website. (One day he will pay for those dodgy
pictures so he had better watch out!) The lovely fella is also
driving us to the launch site and waving us goodbye, I am
sure, with a tear in his eye.

Nepal settlement

Weir collapse
closes Kennet
& Avon

The collapse of
a weir at Shefﬁeld
Mill, owned by
singer Kate Bush, on
the Kennet & Avon
Canal in November
resulted in the closure
of the canal and
ﬂooding downstream
at Burghﬁeld Mill.
High water in January
delayed repair work.

Cross platform
access meetings

The SCA have been
taking part in access
discussions to cover
a range of outdoor
activities. They have
also run a course
to allow walking
access ofﬁcers to
discover canoeing’s
problems, those
attending including a
representative of the
Countryside Council
for Wales.

Public right of way,
EA style

If a landowner placed barbed wire all over an
obstruction to a public footpath but allowed you to walk
up to it from either side it would not comply with the
spirit or the letter of the law. However, Peter Quarmby,
SE area manager for the EA’s Thames region, claims it
is different on water and that public rights of way do
not need to be continuous. Paddlers International have
continued to press the EA over the notorious Jubilee
River, which provides ﬂood relief past Maidenhead and
Windsor and which has a public right of navigation
as a result of the Thames Conservancy Act although
the Taplow intake structure can only be passed with
extreme difﬁculty. The EA say that portage points would
encourage people to use the fast water, which they do
not want to happen, and they have increased the barrier
to stop boats entering the channel leading to it. They say
canoeists must portage from the River Thames to get
in below the structure, although they planted ﬁr trees
at very close spacing when the channel was opened,
making access on foot difﬁcult even here. Having failed
to get the right of navigation removed because of an
administrative error and having failed to design it to be
safe for its legal users, the EA are pressing ahead with
doing all they can to thwart its use, regardless of legal
right. Whatever the ﬁner legal points, the EA’s attitude
towards boats is obvious once again.
Rich Moore

Peace has broken out
between the Maoists
and the government in
Nepal. While paddlers
have not had many
serious problems,
ending of the conﬂict
will allow visitors
to feel more free to
visit the rivers of this
fascinating country and
worry about shooting
rapids than shooting
marksmen.

New Futaleufú
rapid

Engineering work
on a dam through
the Inﬁerno Canyon
on Chile’s Futaleufú
has dropped debris
into the river, forming
a new rapid. This is
currently grade 5+ but
there are hopes that
it might wash down
into something less
extreme.
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Keeping the Thames open

The River Thames Society are continuing their canoe
tours of Thames backwaters to ensure the right of public
navigation is maintained both legally and physically.
At times this involves cutting through fallen trees and
other vegetation. The next trip on 2nd Jun will go from
Cricklade to Lechlade. [01491 834806]

Engineers oppose EA
coastal defences role

Municipal engineers have opposed handing over
coastal defences to the EA. They say the EA do not
have local knowledge and would not be answerable
to the electorate. Recently, the EA have been more
enthusiastic about creating salt marshes than about
protecting people’s property.

European dams

The Rizzanese, the
river which opened
up Corsica as a
white water paddling
destination in the early
1980s, is faced with
the threat of a dam.
Meanwhile, a rash of
hundreds of small dams
in Greece are spoiling
many of their rivers.

Following reconstruction of Culham Lock without any
attempt to make portaging easier for small craft, the EA
say they will rebuild the walkway at the lock tail lay by next
winter which should make it safe by Easter 2008.

Whose wave?

Portaging the Taplow intake structure on the Jubilee
River.
* The Jubilee River is to be extended downstream by as
much as 16km. Rather than a single channel there will
be three ﬂood relief channels. Like the existing Jubilee
River, they will have public navigation rights because of
the Thames Conservancy Act.

Buildings to spoil
river environments

Two important riverside settings are due to be spoiled
by building projects. The River Pang, inspiration for
The Wind in the Willows, has been earmarked by housing
developers. Victoria Falls, perhaps the most spectacular
falls in the world, are due to see a development of
hotels, a golf course and hundreds of holiday chalets on
the Zambian side.
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Surfers at Southbourne will now have less concern
about colliding with other beach users. An anti erosion
project has covered the sand with sharp stones and shells,
hardly likely to appeal to families. Unfortunately, it has
changed the shape of the wave so that surﬁng has also
been killed. The council’s principal coastal protection
engineer claims the beach will return by the end of the
decade. It remains to be seen whether the surf will also
return.
* Plans to build a wave farm 16km off the north
Cornish coast could reduce wave size for surfers by up
to 30%, claims an oceanographer. The British surﬁng
industry is said to be worth £100,000,000 and would be
damaged by such a development on its most important
section of coast.

Grand Canyon peep show

A glass walkway has been opened up extending out
from one rim of the Grand Canyon. The walkway
reaches out 21m and is 1.2km above the canyon ﬂoor.
Funded by a Las Vegas businessman, it has not been
welcomed by environmentalists.

Graham Saunders

Cleaning the
Thames

Thames Water
propose to clean up
the Thames by boring
a 32km tunnel beneath
the river to intercept
existing sewers to
comply with EU
requirements. It will be
the deepest UK tunnel
of all and threatens
to produce serious
technical difﬁculties.

DEFRA will cut
red tape for some

A sample of Loch Creran's colouful serpulid reef.

Sea life ﬁnds

The Countryside Council for Wales report that seal
pups are being born about a fortnight earlier than in
the past and that numbers are stable. The Whale &
Dolphin Conservation Society say Risso’s dolphins
have been seen near Bardsey Island, even rare sightings
of ﬁve mothers with calves. Seasearch have found the
broadnosed pipeﬁsh, transparent gobi and yellow slug in
Tremadog Bay.
Research for Scottish Natural Heritage has revealed
a level of underwater wildlife of which they were not
aware. Loch Creran, east of Lismore, has over 1km2 of
serpulid worm reef round the edge, one of only four
such known venues in the world. The brightly coloured
reefs are like a ﬂower garden and accompanied by large
pillow sponge colonies and dense beds of horse mussels.
Since the Loch Creran discovery there has been a similar
ﬁnd, less extensive, in Loch Teacuis. It seems that it may
be worth watching for others in the area. Loch Maddy

on North Uist showed 59 habitats with over 800 species
including the extremely colourful jewel anemone, rare
northern sea fan and rare maerl beds like coral as well as
submerged meadows of eel grass in saline lagoons.

Catch up, you experts

In the July 1998 editorial, when I devoted more
space than usual to resolving the general problems of
the world, I wrote ‘If a country such as Brazil fells large
areas of jungle to create spaces for ranches so that cattle
can be raised to earn cash by competing in the world
cattle markets there are various reasons why that is not
a good idea. Perhaps, instead, the United Nations should

DEFRA ofﬁcials have
promised to reduce red
tape for agriculture and
rural affairs by 25% by
2010. This seems to
ﬂy in the face of what
is threatened by the
Marine Bill at a time
when future regulatory
bodies admit that
environmental changes
and the behaviour and
needs of much marine
fauna and ﬂora are both
poorly understood but
they are to be given
draconian powers which
they hope will suit the
interests of their selected
species.

Venice canals
to get quieter

Venice's canals are
to begin to get quieter
and cleaner. As a move
to counter pollution, the
ﬁrst solar powered boat
in the Vaporetti ﬂeet is
to be introduced.

Online access petition

Roger Revell has set up a petition on the Prime Minister’s Ofﬁce website, asking
for legislation to enable free rights of navigation for canoeists in England and Wales. To
sign it, go to http://petitions.pm.gov.uk/canoeists.

At the time of the launch of Brighton University’s access agreements in October the EA had a series of articles published which were
highly
articles have now been printed to give the rest of the story. Those shown are in Water & Environment Manager, Boating Business and
Countryside Recreation.
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use the money owed by a country with rainforest to
buy up a proportion of that rainforest and run it in an
environmentally satisfactory manner, employing staff
from that country.’ I was interested to hear the idea
repeated recently by a ﬁnancial expert on Radio 4. It
might have more beneﬁt than individuals paying carbon
footprint ‘indulgences’, another term I have heard used
elsewhere since using it in Canoeist.

Natural England
have been compiling
a draft consultation
paper entitled Enjoying
the Outdoors. It hardly
comes as a surprise that
they view countryside
in much the same way
that they might view
football pitches or
badminton courts, by
the quantity needed and
the distances apart per
given size of population.

English water quality
up again

Wye tree risk

The Government report that only two monitored
English bathing water sites out of 413, Staithes and
Hampstead Heath Ladies Pond, failed to meet European
law requirements in 2006, an improvement of 0.7%
over the previous year. 75.1% reached higher guideline
standards, a 4% improvement. A two year England
Catchment Sensitive Dairy Delivery Initiative has been
launched to reduce agricultural pollution in 40 priority
catchments.

Tay facilities

A DEFRA report drawing attention to recovering sea
levels and temperature also notes a reduction in pH. If
this continues, it will eventually begin to dissolve reef
deposits. There has already been a northwards shift of
plankton, animal and bird species around our shores.
This is an excellent time to get aﬂoat in warmer weather
and see species not previously found here but be aware
that regular species may be breeding a couple of weeks
earlier than in the past.

Fallen trees are a
problem on the Wye
between Glasbury and
Hay. These will move
with ﬂoods so it is
important to expect to
meet such obstacles at
any point and be able
to take the necessary
action.

Warmer seas

New steps to the River
Tay have been installed
at Thistlebrig by Perth
& Kinross Council.
Meanwhile, the parking
at Waulkmill has been
restored.

New laws for anglers

New laws are to be passed to boost stocks of salmon
and other fish wanted by anglers. There are to be
new controls on alien species (but no comment on
natural species displaced by those wanted by anglers).
Obstructions to fish are to be removed (but no
comment on removal of obstructions for other river
users). Fisheries Minister Ben Bradshaw said ‘Angling is
our most popular leisure pursuit’. If, by that, he meant
‘largest’ he ought to check his facts with the Ramblers’
Association. If he really meant ‘popular’ he might start
by asking other users of the river environment.

SCA to name
Core Paths

The SCA are to name
some rivers for listing
as Water Core Paths,
on a par with selected
footpaths in Scotland.
This will entitle them
to improved facilities
such as parking
arrangements. There are
no negative implications
for rivers not selected,
these remaining public
rights of way.

The Chartered
Institution of Water
& Environmental
Management are to
update their Policy
Position Statement
on Recreational Use
of Inland Water after
correspondence with
Paddlers International.
At present their position
closely echoes that of
the EA. The EA’s Julia
Simpson is a member
of the Conservation &
Recreation Panel which
seems decidedly light
on boat users although it
has plenty of regulators
and consultants.
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Jonathan Ludford

CIWEM to
reconsider
position

Tesco unhelpful

Relationships between BW and Tesco have all but
broken down in Kidderminster, where staff on the
Staffordshire & Worcestershire Canal have repeatedly
pulled out dozens of shopping trolleys (Jul 06, p16) and

Rod Cooke

Unnatural
approach

This sign was erected by the EA as
part of the Brighton University access
agreement for the Waveney. The EA
have now admitted to Rod Cooke that
there is a public right of navigation,
despite the fact that the canoeing
agreement speciﬁcally bans its use, and
have apologized for the ‘no canoeing’
notice. The sign has now been
removed, possibly not by the EA.

the shop manager has been approached on a number
of occasions. On one occasion the BW maintenance
manager stood in the shop until the manager agreed to
speak to him. Promised landscaping next to the canal
has not been done and £1 coin operated trolleys have
not been installed. BW are seeking to recover their
costs for the clear up work and are taking advice about
contravention of the Environment Protection Act.
* The IWA have taken on Tesco’s Jo Gibbertson as
their campaign manager. Perhaps he can do more for
relationships between canal users and the supermarket
giants from the other side of the fence.

Lake District park
told what to do with
charging scheme

The Lake District national park have been consulting
on the possibility of charging all users of the four main
lakes because they are not making enough money out
of powered craft, the operators of which are using
a loophole to register elsewhere. A speed limit on
Windermere will also have driven away some boats.
83% of those asked were opposed to registration of
unpowered craft on Windermere while up to 91% were
opposed to charges for rescue and law enforcement on
Derwent Water, Coniston Water and Ullswater. Looking
after the shoreline and islands was the most appreciated
service of the national park authorities.

UU want your proﬁts

United Utilities, who own some 580km 2 of land
in the north of England, have stated that they intend
to start charging users of this land, even where it is
designated as Open Access Land under the CRoW
Act (ie there is a public right of way) if someone is
organizing a group commercially and making a proﬁt.
Climbers and walkers are particularly incensed. UU
have proposed a licence scheme with organizers of
groups required to submit event outlines, participant
lists, risk assessments, insurance details
and administration fees of £30 50 plus £1 per person. Outdoor
centres and sole instructors would
have a permit scheme but would be
required to submit income details and
information on how much charitable
and educational work they do.
* From Apr 1st, water companies
have been required to submit their
obligatory resources management plans
to public consultation before they are
ﬁnalized. Some with signiﬁcant lakes
and watercourses are not keen on their
use. The ﬁrst consultation should begin
around April 2008.

Have your say

Tesco supermarket trolleys at Kidderminster.
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All local authorities in Wales are to
consult on ‘public footpaths and other
rights of way’ this summer. While

SEPA by nPower but the current position is that it goes
to the Scottish Executive for a ﬁnal decision with the
SEPA supporting the SCA’s opposition to the scheme.
Helen Evans

their primary interest is walkers, they will also consider
cyclists and horse riders. Canoeists should make a point
of having our grievances recorded regularly.
Volunteers are needed to make sure that canoeing is
represented on national and local panels being set up
in Scotland by SEPA ofﬁcials, required under the Water
Framework Directive. Consultations take place until Jun
22nd.

Banning some,
encouraging others

Virginia Prieto

The Government have decided that angling is too
white, male and middle aged. Thus, the EA have been
promoting to others, including Moslem women and
children. Countryside campaigners say the money
spent on this exercise should be spent on increasing
biodiversity in rivers while the Taxpayers’ Alliance say
the money should be saved. It might also be asked why
the Government are actively promoting one activity
while continuing to apply serious restrictions to others,
particularly various forms of boating.

CCW approved disturbance of wildlife.

Looking east up the Menai Strait.

Making the most
of the coast?

The CCW have held a Making the Most of the Coast
workshop to suggest how maximum commercial beneﬁt
can be gained for the Menai Strait and surrounding
marine areas without damaging biodiversity. Some four
dozen people attended although Suzanne Creasy of
Plas Menai seems to be the only one with a boating
background. Ideas of what would result in commercial
benefit seemed to vary. For example, the suggested
restrictions on the map were proposed by a member of
Conwy County Borough Council. CCW said they were
just one person’s opinion and would not necessarily
happen but they are a pointer to the kind of threats we
will face if the Marine Bill is passed.

The CCW have been trying to encourage children
to take their nets and go poking about in rockpools,
something we have all enjoyed doing in our youth.
Could this be the same CCW keeping us out of much
of Wales in case we disturb the wildlife by passing in
canoes? What is the thinking behind banning some
people but trying to encourage others?

Cleaning up the waters

Members of Brownhills Canoe & Outdoor Centre
were amongst 300 community members who joined 82
BW volunteers to spring clean the West Midlands canals
over a three week period. Between them they removed
109t of rubbish from 100km of canal, ﬁnds including 53
shopping trolleys, several refrigerators and empty safes.
* The WCA are working with Keep Wales Tidy to clean
up some Welsh rivers over Jun 23rd/24th. For example,
paddlers from Bangor are cleaning up the Ogwen. The
WCA would like to hear from anyone prepared to
tackle any piece of river or assist any existing group.
Paddlers do not have to be WCA members or even
Welsh. If you come from across the border and would
like to show that you appreciate the Welsh rivers then
please contact the WCA. Indeed, it would be a good
way to demonstrate that Welsh rivers are relevant to
English paddlers.

Braan could be saved

Following Perth & Kinross Council’s support of the
nPower hydro power scheme which would destroy the
Braan and its falls, the Scottish Environmental Protection
Agency have opposed it. It has been claimed that P&KC
never received all the relevant information presented to
them and that nPower’s ﬁgures were seriously ﬂawed.
The scheme could be made more acceptable to the

EA win Quaggy
award

The EA’s River
Quaggy ﬂood
alleviation scheme
has won the Natural
Environment category
of the 2007 Waterways
Renaissance Awards
to follow up a Living
Wetlands Award for
the same project
the previous month.
The work opened up
the river which was
culverted through
Greenwich’s Sutcliffe
Park in the 1960s.
As well as providing
a watercourse of
natural appearance,
the scheme provides
ﬂoodwater storage for
85,000m3 and reduces
the risk of ﬂooding
in Greenwich and
Lewisham.

Exterminating
the giant

Attempts to eradicate
giant hogweed from
the River Tweed are
said to have been 90%
successful although
the plant will return.
The River Usk is
now to be treated
by spraying by the
Countryside Council
for Wales, especially
between Crickhowell
and Newbridge, the
worst affected section
of river in Wales. Sap
from this large leaved
plant causes blisters
which leave longterm
scarring.

Freedom of
information
blocks access

One council ofﬁcial's view of how the public can
gain maximum beneﬁt from the Menai Strait.

Rochdale Canal sabotage

In the May 05 issue (p12) we noted that as soon as
one breach of the Rochdale Canal was restored there
was another one, closing the canal again. The growing
suspicion that sabotage has been involved, in the light
of other happenings on the canal in the area, is now
beyond doubt. A section of embankment has been
damaged by heavy machinery near Castleton, once again
not too far from the M62 crossing. BW were waiting
for English Nature’s permission to carry out repairs, this
being in a SSSI and SAC zone, when all four balance
beams were sawn off the near by lock gates, rendering
the lock inoperable and requiring substantial repairs. To
cut through four heavy beams would require a chainsaw
and is not the work of common vandals. Repeated
sabotage attacks are being made by criminals with access
to engineering plant.
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The second reading
of the Access to
Inland Waterways Bill
should have taken
place on May 18th
but nearly all of the
parliamentary time for
Private Members’ Bills
was taken up by the
Freedom of Information
(Amendment) Bill.
The second reading is
now set for Jun 29th.
It is being brought by
Brighton sailor Dr Des
Turner and contains
some concepts which
have long been familiar
to Canoeist readers.
Douglas Caffyn
suggests 50% of Private
Members’ Bills make
it into law within six
years.
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The right of public navigation on the Hampshire Avon
Legal research by Douglas Caffyn has shown there to be a right of public navigation on the Hampshire Avon from Harnham Bridge near the cathedral in Salisbury
40km to the sea at Mudeford. He has circulated his ﬁndings to a number of authorities including county and local councils and was interviewed for the better part of
a quarter of an hour on BBC South’s Inside Out programme. In six months the sole contradiction has been from a landowner who has expressed the unsubstantiated
opinion that there has never been a right of navigation on the river. Below is the paper putting the case for the right of navigation.

The River Avon from Harnham Bridge,
Salisbury, to the Sea
A public navigable river
Most legal texts which deal with the subject of public navigable
rivers state that a public right of navigation may be created by Statute,
Historic Use or Dedication at Common Law. These are considered in
order in this paper. However, it is also claimed that there is a public
right of navigation on all rivers which are physically navigable. The
reasons for this are set out in the paper The Right of Navigation on Nontidal Rivers and the Common Law [Dec 04, p27].

Right created by Statute
In 1664 an Act was passed for making the River Avon navigable
from Salisbury to the Sea (17 Charles II c 12). This section of the river
was made navigable but it is thought that part of the works were swept
away by a ﬂood soon after. However, John Chandler (Endless Street)
records that trafﬁc on the river included 25 ton barges.
It is understood that in the early 20th century a gentleman claimed
that there was still a right of navigation on the river but that when he
was sued for trespass it seems that the case was not defended and so no
precedent was created.
If there was such a case it has now been over-ruled by the Appeal
Court in A-G ex rel Yorkshire Derwent Trust Ltd v Brotherton ((1990) 61
P & CR 198). In this case it was held that when a Navigation Act
was passed it created, by implication, a public right of navigation on
the river, both for commerce and for recreation, either from the date
of the passing of the Act or from the date when the river was made
navigable. It was also held that this right continues until the Act is
repealed. However, if the river becomes silted up so that certain boats
are physically unable to use the river then the right of navigation is
suspended for such boats. Smaller boats may continue to use the river.
It was held by the House of Lords in A-G v Simpson ([1901] 2 Ch
671) that a river remains legally navigable even if the passage of boats is
obstructed by weirs or other structures.
The course of the River Avon has changed over the last four
centuries. It has been held that if a river changes its course then the
right of navigation follows to the new course ((1349) 22 Ass 93 and
Mayor of Carlisle v Graham ((1869) 4 LR 361).
Thus, there is now a Public Right of Navigation on the River Avon
from Salisbury to the Sea by virtue of the Statute of 1664.

Right created by Historic Use
Hatcher (The History of Modern Wiltshire) records that ‘From time
immemorial, the river Avon had been subject to commissioners of
sewers, to preserve various rights of ﬁshery and passage. The antient
custom of this part of the river was that a passage was to be left free,
ﬁfteen feet wide, and twelve feet distant from either bank. This custom
was conﬁrmed by the commissioners, in the third year of James the
First, 1604, and the eighth of Charles the First, 1632.’
A copy of an order made at Salisbury Quarter Sessions in 1590-91
conﬁrms Hatcher’s report (1590-1591, 24M82/PZ3).
It is also conﬁrmed by an Order issued by a Session of Sewers held
at Salisbury, concerning the River Avon in Wiltshire and Hampshire in
1605 (Hampshire Record Ofﬁce, 21 Dec 1605, 24M82/PZ41).
In 1592 an Order of the Commissioners of Sewers refers to the
obstruction of ‘the ffee passage of fﬁshe swannes and boates’ on the
river between Harnham Bridge, Salisbury, and Christchurch (Wiltshire
and Swindon Record Ofﬁce, PR/Salisbury St Martin/1899/223 - date
1592).
Also in the Hampshire Record Ofﬁce is an Inventory of Joseph
Warne of Bisterne, Ringwood, Hampshire, dated 1632 which includes
‘Boats and Nets’.
In 1623 John Taylor and his companions rowed a wherry upstream
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to Salisbury (John Taylor, All The Works of John Taylor the Water Poet. A
Discovery by Sea from London to Salisbury. London. 1630).
In 1685 two vessels laden with 25 tons were brought to Crane
Bridge in Salisbury (A.T. Morley Hewitt, The Story of Fordingbridge.
Fordingbridge. 1965, 42).
In 1724 Defoe recorded that ‘with a deep Channel, and a Current
less rapid, they [the Avon, Willy and Naddir] run down to Christ
Church, which is their Port, and where they empty themselves into the
Sea; from that Town upwards, towards Salisbury they are made navigable
too within two Miles, and might be so quite into the City, were it not
for the Strength of the Stream.’ (Daniel Defoe, A Tour Through the whole
Island of Great Britain. Volume I. (First published 1724.) London: Peter
Davies. 1927, 188.)
1753. In Salisbury ‘one of the piers of the north bridge had
been taken away, and two arches thrown into one, for the better
accommodation of the barges to be drawn up towards the city, as I
have been informed they did as high as Crane-bridge.’ (Francis Price,
A Series of particular and useful Observations Made with great Diligence
and Care, upon that Admirable Structure the Cathedral-Church of Salisbury.
London. 1753, 30.)
Where a public right of navigation has been established it can only
be extinguished by Act of Parliament, Statutory Authority or by the
river becoming physically impassable. (R v Betts, (1850) 16 Q.B. 1022;
Vooght v Winch, (1819) 2 B. & Ald. 662) and Josie Rowland v Environment
Agency [2002] EWHC 2785)
Thus, there is now a Public Right of Navigation on the River Avon
from Salisbury to the Sea by virtue of Historic Use.
It is often stated that only a Court can decide if there is a public
right of navigation on a section of a river. In the case of the River Avon
a Court has made such a ruling.

Right created by Dedication
Here only the section of the river at Fordingbridge is considered.
There may also be other sections of the river on which a public right
of navigation has been created by dedication.
Hewitt wrote about the Fordingbridge Regattas that ‘In the mid19th century sailing was a favourite pastime, and about 1850 regattas
were being held: … In 1870 a short-lived rowing club was formed, but
in 1889 a strong committee inaugurated a rowing and sailing club, their
initial regatta being held on the 1st August that year; it became a yearly
event until the outbreak of the 1914 War and was so well organised and
so popular that special trains were run from London. It even became
known as the ‘Hampshire Henley.’ The regattas were revived after the
war and continued until 1928, the 26th annual regatta being held on
the 12th August, 1925.’ (A.T. Morley Hewitt, The Story of Fordingbridge.
Fordingbridge. 1965, 74.)
There is a similar record of the regattas in A History of Fordingbridge
and Neighbourhood by Reginald Hannen.
The book Fordingbridge in Old Picture Postcards by Anthony Light
and Gerald Ponting has photographs of sailing boats, rowing boats and
punts on the river at Fordingbridge.
John Levell, vice chairman of the Wessex Salmon & Rivers Trust,
conﬁrmed in a statement quoted in the New Forest Journal dated 14
July 2006 that the river is still regularly used for recreation.
Thus there is such a public right of navigation on the river above and
below Fordingbridge.
Any queries about the above paper should be addressed to:Rev’d D.J.M. Caffyn
255 Kings Drive
Eastbourne
East Sussex
BN21 2UR
January 2007
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Marine Bill will give DEFRA extensive new powers
On Mar 15th the Government launched the Marine Bill White
Paper which seeks to set up a Marine Management Organisation as a
DEFRA department, incorporating the Marine Fisheries Agency and
Marine Consents & Information Partnership. The new body will have
wide ranging powers, from the siting of offshore wind farms, carbon
capture and storage and dockyard extensions to where boaters may
drop their anchors or their ﬁshing lines, swim or bathe.
There will be simplified legislation for the licensing of marine
developments, marine spatial planning and highly protected areas with
restrictions on entry and new controls on commercial and recreational
ﬁshing. Planning, licensing and enforcement are well to the fore. The
vision is to produce ‘clean, healthy, safe, productive and biologically
diverse oceans and seas.’
The whole of the UK will be affected, working with devolved
governments where applicable plus those of the Isle of Man and the
Channel Islands. The Irish Sea will be a particularly complex area to
regulate. Jurisdiction will run from mean high water springs to the 200
nautical mile limit and beyond in some areas. This will overlap with
terrestrial planning in the tidal zone. Marine plans are to be prepared
for all UK waters, reminiscent of the Local Environment Agency Plans
for inland rivers but with many fewer landmarks for users. Boundaries
with estuaries have still to be decided.
There is a wish to be transparent in planning, involving all regulators,
stakeholders, local government, industry and the public with ‘zoning,
sensitivity mapping, allocation of “preferred areas”’. It would seem that
boaters interested in touring large areas of sea will be less easily able to
represent their interests than locals with speciﬁc venues unless boating
bodies are extremely vigilant and proactive.
Nature conservation is a central issue with Marine Conservation
Zones being set up. An initial target of 30 marine protection sites has
been set for 2012 to get things started and there may be by laws to
regulate recreation and tourism. We are promised care to see that ‘a
proper balance is struck between competing users’ and conﬂict will be
resolved. Robust evidence will be needed before restrictions are placed.
‘Some small scale recreational boating’ will not be affected. ‘However,
these activities may have an impact on local areas that are particularly
sensitive from a biodiversity or heritage point of view.’
In balancing ecological, social and economic considerations ‘There
may be areas that we want to protect because they are particularly
sensitive, they are unique areas of rare or threatened species or habitats,
or are essential for ecosystem structure and functioning. In such
circumstances, ecological considerations are likely to have greater
weight and impacts on human activities may be unavoidable.’ This is at
a time when a bill is being prepared to allow the whole 4,000km of the
English coastline to be walked.

‘In some cases, objectives might be deliverable with very little change
to current activities. In others, delivery of objectives may require higher
levels of protection, including, for example, prohibition of any activity
within a site.’ (our emphasis)
Fishing is another major concern with rod licences being imposed
for all anglers. There will be powers to stop and search boats suspected
of violating regulations.

Environmentalists enthusiastic, others less so

DEFRA Secretary of State David Miliband introduced the bill at
the launch event and said that it would be brought before the current
Parliament. Human activity poses threats. Pressures will grow over the
next decade.
Gillian Tuson is leading policy on the MMO and explained that
this body will come under DEFRA. It steadily became clear from the
questioning that environmentalists are rather more enthusiastic about
the bill than are other interests.
The BMF, RYA and International Sea Kayak Association were the
only marine boating interests represented amongst the hundreds of
delegates. Sally Banham of the BMF asked about consulting with
customers and was assured this would happen. A lawyer asked about the
neutrality of the MMO and was told the DEFRA Secretary of State will
appoint the board members in association with other relevant ministers.
Marine planning policy leader Karen Morgan used terms such as
‘rational use of space’ and ‘best use of areas’, saying the marine plans
would ‘look at the spatial needs of activities’. The system must be
ﬂexible, not rigid. She was asked if it would be permitted to appeal
to the Secretary of State. No, that would be too bureaucratic and
costly. The RYA asked about international law. We must look at the
international obligations, came the reply.
Leading marine nature conservation, Ian Barrett frequently used
the word ‘enforcement’, as did Trevor Hutchings, the policy leader for
marine ﬁsheries, recreational and commercial.
Ben Bradshaw, Minister of State for Local Environment, Marine &
Animal Welfare, wrapped up the speeches. When faced by Iain Shepherd
of Marine Southeast with the claim that environmental concerns will
take precedence over business he said that the bill must not be seen
as just environmental and must not damage marine industries. With
DEFRA staff set to become judge and jury on all things marine, many
are still to be convinced.
The White Paper can be downloaded from http://www.defra.gov.uk/
corporate/consult/marinebill/index.htm or bought from the Stationery
Ofﬁce at £32.50. Consultation will take place until Jun 8th.

INCIDENT FILE
Llangollen slalom problems

During the autumn slalom at Llangollen, Joan Cawthray became
trapped in the slot and had to be rescued. There were also two
dislocated shoulders during the course of the event.

Sea paddler lost
on major crossing

Andrew McAuley disappeared in February within sight of the end
of a 1,600km crossing of the Tasman Sea which separates New Zealand
from Australia. Previous challenges included three crossings of the
Bass Strait between Tasmania and Australia and crossing the Gulf of
Carpentaria which separates Australia’s northern points. He made a
distress call on a satellite phone with failing batteries, his EPIRB was
not activated and his response phone did not work.

Be even more visible

A paddler in Aukland Harbour was in an orange plastic sea kayak and
wearing a high visibility jacket over a yellow buoyancy aid. When an
8m RIB travelling at 30km/h was clearly not going to take an avoiding
line he waved his yellow paddles, rolling away from it as it struck. One
of the twin propellers cut the kayak in half but the paddler’s injuries
were conﬁned to back compression on the cockpit rim, resulting in
10 days off work. The Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron said their
boat was not on ofﬁcial business and declined to discuss the problem
so the paddler went to the media, national TV showing more interest.
The paddler had been following all the safety advice to the letter. The
harbour authorities have responded by proposing a 19km/h speed limit
for that part of the harbour. The subsequent court case resulted in a
$1,900 ﬁne plus costs against the driver, nearly half of the maximum
possible ﬁne. What has particularly rankled with local paddlers has
not been the behaviour of the driver so much as the subsequent high
handed attitude of the RNZYS.
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An introduction to canoeing

This area of Jämtland is so unspoilt and peaceful
it appears completely untouched,
like an undiscovered playground

So I’ve got a canoe, a paddle, a pretty hunky man at my
rear to do the steering and 40 miles of water to cover in
less than a week.
My tent’s in my backpack, crammed in with copious
pairs of knickers, basic food rations and a battered copy of
Longfellow’s Hiawatha, all stuffed into waterproof bags to
keep them dry.
With a group of witty canoeists for company and after
a brief on what to do and ‘deﬁnitely not to do’ in a canoe,
we set off into Swedish Jämtland’s vast lakeland, our home
and playground for the next ﬁve days.
How do I feel? Absolutely fantastic. What’s more, a cut
of the cost we pay for the privilege of being there goes to
charity.
This area is a sprawling green province of central
Sweden (or should that be Eden?), blanketed only by forest
pines, peppered with small wooden housed communities.
The air is so clean we can taste it, the water so clear we
can swim in it (and drink it with the help of water ﬁlters)
and it all sits beneath a clear blue summer sky interrupted
only by the odd cotton bud cloud plus we can get 20
hours of daylight in the summer months, hence why it is
also known as the Land of the Midnight Sun.
There is a serenity here rarely found and there is no
better way to experience it than from the water under
our own steam, peacefully paddling along in an Intrepid
Expeditions canoe.
By night we beach on bays or islets, pitch our beds

Getting
back to
basics
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for the night (whether that be a tent on the forest ﬂoor
or a hammock strung from two tree trunks) and huddle
together around a ﬁre with our little gas cookers, glowing
with a ﬁne sense of achievement.
It continues like this throughout the week, paddling at
our own pace (at an average rate of about six miles a day),
stopping to talk, ﬁsh, snack or simply admire views of far
reaching sparkling waters.
When I travel I like to feel like I have ‘travelled’ in every
sense of the word, quite literally to go from one place to
another, and what better way to achieve that than on a
canoeing expedition with Intrepid Expeditions, founded
by Devon based former Royal Marine Nigel Startin?
But the trip experience offers far more than going from
A to B.
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As a team member said ‘It’s what happens on the way
that makes the journey memorable,’ and it really was one
of the best, most memorable breaks yet and in that ground
between A and B I made some brilliant friends but what
I loved most is how humbling it is to go back to the very
basics.
Kneeling on the banks of Harken lake in the midst of
the Swedish wilderness I recalled part of Longfellow’s
poem I had read the night before:
‘By the shores of Gitche Gumee,
By the shining Big-Sea-Water,
Stood the wigwam of Nokomis,
Daughter of the Moon, Nokomis.
Dark behind it rose the forest,
Rose the black and gloomy pine-trees,
Rose the ﬁrs with cones upon them;
Bright before it beat the water,
Beat the clear and sunny water,
Beat the shining Big-Sea-Water.’
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Now I know I am not an Ojibway Indian and I don’t
live in a teepee on the shores of Gitche Gumee in the
1800s but if I closed my eyes I could.
Because this area of Jämtland is so unspoilt and peaceful
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it appears completely untouched, like an undiscovered
playground I can make all my own.
(We did see only four other people during those ﬁve
days.)
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It really tests our ability
on how to survive without
the creature comforts in
which so many Westerners
wallow and also take for
granted.
So, by the Big-SeaWater (or rather Harken
lake) I ditch the idea of
a power shower and pour
lake water over my head
in a bid to rid my hair of
three days of dirt.
Then I hear Michelle
say ‘You can’t get much
better than this. It beats
having a power shower
any day of the week,’ and
I realize it isn’t only me
who is romanticizing
about the basic beauty of
it all, then I smile at the
thought of how many
of my fr iends who are
accustomed to gadgets and
comforts would cope with
camping.
One night when we are
bonding around an open
fire, barbecuing freshly
caught trout, an older
member of our 14 strong
team says ‘When we were
younger we were always in
the outdoors playing; we
didn’t have any of these
computer games you see
now. We had to entertain
ourselves.’
As the last sun of the
expedition sets over camp
I watch the group revel
in the delights of the
wilderness, shedding their
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Facts
Whatʼs included
Food (during time in cabin), transport to
and from Östersund airport, the cabin
and to the canoe drop off point, use of
a canoe, paddles, a storage barrel, a
buoyancy jacket, ﬁshing licence, spirit
cooker and fuel, a tent or hammock,
insurance, an instructor or guide,
accommodation in the cabin.
Whatʼs not included
Personal expenditure, personal travel
insurance, ﬂights (although these can be
arranged through an ATOL agent), rations
for the canoe phase.
Passport, visa and vaccinations
All that is required is a current, valid 10
year passport and a current European
health insurance card.
Weather
June 17˚C, sunrise 2.50am, sunset 11pm
July 18˚C, sunrise 3.15am, sunset
10.20pm
August 16˚C, sunrise 4.40am, sunset
9.30pm
(These are averages and the
temperatures can be a lot higher or lower.)
Luggage and personal kit
A full kit list will be provided which needs
to be packed into a waterproof bag not
exceeding 23kg.

Western habits along the way. Some ﬁsh, some
file and chip branches into arrows and axes
and others happily cook over open ﬁres; it is
as though a scene from Longfellow’s Song of
Hiawatha has risen from the very pages of my
battered book.
Then Richard proudly presents a freshly
caught trout to the team and glows with a
sense of success so rarely seen in men today.
When str ipped of all comfor ts and
conformist identities it is fascinating to see how
sexes slip naturally into roles so far removed
from their modern daily lives.
We drink no alcohol on the expedition;

Personal ﬁtness
You do not have to be super ﬁt to take
part in this trip as it is quite relaxing;
however, participants must be competent
swimmers.
Price
£495.
To book
Visit www.intrepid-expeditions.co.uk, call
Nigel on 01392 882445 or 07771 752507
or email nigel@intrepid-expeditions.co.uk
or call Claire on 07788 673637 or email
claire@intrepid-expeditions.co.uk
The next expedition runs from August 19
to 26th.
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the men happily take on the heavy duty work,
lending a hand of help whenever needed.
The women bond and the tasks of cleaning,
cooking and erecting shelters are down to
individuals.
One team member asks me what I miss
materially and I simply say ‘Nothing.’
I am surrounded by miles of wilderness and
wildlife, protected by friends and equipped with
enough knowledge to survive; what more could
I need except, perhaps, a copy of Longfellow’s
Hiawatha to stimulate my romantic notions.

Naomi Tolley

C Morris photographs

Summary
Seven days/six nights
Depart
UK airport to Stockholm then an internal
ﬂight from Stockholm to Östersund.
Return
Saturday/Sunday Östersund - StockholmUK
Itinerary
Day 1
Fly from the UK to Swedenʼs capital city,
Stockholm, then catch another internal
ﬂight north to Östersund. Upon arrival you
will be met by Intrepid Expeditions staff
with transport waiting to drive you to the
remote location that Intrepid Expeditions
use for their winter activities. (The cabin is
very basic; there is no electricity or indoor
bathroom and no television, phones or
computers but, letʼs face it, the week is all
about going back to nature.
Day 2
After breakfast the group say goodbye to
the cabin for the next ﬁve days and travel
for one hour until they meet the canoes at
the drop off point. After a safety brieﬁng
and a familiarizing themselves with the
canoes itʼs time to load up and head out
into the vast silent wilderness.
Days 2 - 5
Each day will consist of paddling about 10
kilometres across various lakes and rivers
in a relaxing and enjoyable atmosphere
whilst maintaining a steady pace. An
opportunity to ﬁsh while canoeing will
always be available. Each evening the
team will ﬁnd a suitable spot to camp for
the night; sometimes it may be a sheltered
bay or a remote island. When the tents
are up itʼs just a case of sitting around
the campﬁre or going for a spot of ﬁshing
or walking or just simply soaking up the
surrounding scenery and wildlife.
Each day has a similar routine but
what changes is the lakes, rivers and
landscape.
At two points along the journey the canoes
have to come out of the water to be
portaged around some rapid sections of
river. During the summer months the sun
shines for up to 20 hours a day, which
is ideal as it means the group are not
restricted by the number of daylight hours,
giving them plenty of time to relax and
fulﬁll their days.
Day 6
Once they arrive back at the cabin the
day is free for relaxing. The evening meal
is usually a barbecue cooked by Nigelʼs
Swedish friends.
Day 7
Unfortunately all good things must come
to an end and itʼs time to head back to the
UK.
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Stiff new material
Watch out for
Liquidlogic’s MFT. This
compression moulded
polypropylene material
is claimed to be light,
stiff and virtually
unbreakable. [00 1 828
698 5778]

Gel ﬁlled pads

Yakpads are available
for your comfort. Filled
with gel, they offer to
make your day on the
water more pleasant.

Kayaks included

Safari Beach Lodge at Senga Bay now has kayaks for
customers to use on Lake Malawi.
Crystal Active’s new beach resort of Galini is offering
a range of price inclusive activities. These include kayaks,
as at some of their other beach resorts. [0870 402 0290]

Do you use
yours as a rule?

Wood/carbon
composite
paddles

Wooden paddles
with composite tips
are not new. However,
Sawyer have taken
the concept a stage
further as about the
end quarter of their
wooden Sea Feather
V-Lam Graphite blade
is of carbon ﬁbre, as
is the entire loom, the
result looking extremely
smart. [00 1 541 535
3606]

Light pillar

The HydroStar
SOS is a pillar which
attaches to the deck
with a sucker and has
an attaching clip in
case it falls off. It has
a xenon strobe with
two ﬂashlight modes
and preprogrammed
SOS signal as well as
offering red and green
navigation lights. [00 1
800 632 6163]

Keen to launch
new footwear

Keen, who claim to
be the originators of
hybrid footwear, offer
their new range which
varies from nearly
training shoe to nearly
sandal and variations
on ﬂipﬂops. One thing
nearly all the models
have in common is a
toe protection system.
[0800 612 9292]
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As usual, Howies’
catalogue is full of gems.
There arew lots of Howies
clothes, including Work
Hard Canoe Home polo
tops and a description
of how they decided to
do their photoshoot in a
Welsh shed rather than on
a beach in Gran Canaria
(and still managed to get in
some palm trees). [01239
614122]

In the past some playboat manufacturers have
allowed hull shapes to be adjusted by bolting on
different shaped parts. Now American company
Trax have gone one better for their skin sea kayaks.
The rocker shape can be changed by pulling a lever,
meaning that it is possible to change between
straight tracking and manœuvrable hull shapes
while on the water. The T-1600 can even be given a
curve to one side or the other. [00 1 888 355 2925]
Ian Lockyer

Bending Branches
paddles are including
rulers on their shafts
so that ﬁsh sizes can
be measured. So you
thought you could
tell whether it was big
enough to eat just by
looking at it... [00 1
866 755 3405]

contains, the Ezidri allows you to select your own food
to dry. On arrival, water can be added if required to
reconstitute the food. The 500W heater comes with 7
trays for £69 although up to 8 more trays can be added,
each with individual air routes to allow non compatible
foods to be dried together. A recipe book is included.
[0870 905 5090]

Icom’s IC-M33 VHF marine transceiver has the
distinct advantage of ﬂoating if you drop it, rather
than sinking to the bed of the ocean. Other features
include backlit keypad, lithium battery operating
for up to 9 hours and large LCD display. [01227
741741]
Aquapac have been looking after your
music requirements on the water. They
have a £30 iPod/MP3 player case which
is worn on an armband, claimed to be
lighter and less bulky than other such
cases and able to transmit directly to a
Bluetooth headset. Alternatively, they
have headphones also at £30 which
have been tested to a depth of 10m
and are 100% waterproof or, at least,
work better above and below the water
than anyone else’s do, they say. They have won
a Queen’s Award for Enterprise: Innovation for
2007. The company was begun in 1983 by three
windsurfers to waterproof Walkmans and now has
a range of waterproof products. [020 7738 4466]

Assorted accessories

Nauticalia have some things which appear from
almost nowhere. Their aluminium Poacher’s Pocket Rod
at £24.95 is 200mm long but telescopes to 1.2m and
has a detachable reel with 7 glassﬁbre drawers.
Their Voyager bike is 840 x 610 x 330mm when
folded, small enough to carry in a canoe and use to get
back to the start. It costs £239.
Also of interest is a nightsight which allows viewing
even in complete darkness if infra red is used. It costs
£349 and runs on 6 AA batteries. Magniﬁcation is to 5x
and it is not at risk of burnout if it views a bright light.
If you only want to take dried food on your
expeditions, rather than all the water it normally
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Under the mistaken impression that woodstrip sea kayaks
were not available in the UK, Welshman Glyn Edwards has
begun manufacturing in Whitstable, just along the north
Kent coast from Wild Dog. Glyn uses western red cedar
and Alaskan yellow cedar, reinforced with ash and Fijian
mahogany, and ﬁnishes with glassﬁbre and epoxy. His ﬁrst
sea kayak is the Guillimot, with customers able to specify
what is required on the ﬁnished kayak. Also in production
is a wooden surf shoe. Now, that is a ﬁrst, isn’t it? [07736
549994]

Sea kayak manufacturer
regroupings

Valley Sea Kayaks have bought North Shore Designs
and been joined by Mike Agar. Richard Agar is too busy
having fun with his pyrotechnics these days.
Aled Williams has left Rockpool Kayaks and is to set
up a new company. Rockpool remains with Mike Wall.

Green paddling

Life is Good
produce outdoor
clothing items
from head to
toe for you and
your dog and
a selection of
accessories for
your outdoor
lifestyle. Colours
are muted,
patterns are often
repeated on
pants and shirts
frequently feature
character Jake
with or without his dog and a punning title. There
are a couple of kayak designs and they arrive in
Britain this year. [00 1 781 474 5050]

The Shewee is a shaped tube which allows women
to urinate standing up. Washable and with a liquid
repellent coating to ensure no drips, the 150mm
tube can be placed back in its resealable pouch until
next required. While all the excitement is about
standing up, paddlers can also use it sitting down
when it is not practical to get out of the boat, such
as on open water. In cold weather this is also going
to make life much more pleasant when the need
arises. [07970 535894]

For paddlers who
want low proﬁle
paddling rather than
high visibility, Pyranha
are offering a drab
olive and black colour
scheme. It will help
with watching wildlife
as well as not being
watched by those
opposed to paddling if
you don’t mind looking
a bit like a military
exercise. [01928
7816666]

Easing the
pressure

Scottish tourism
award winners

Congratulations to Clearwater Paddling who took
the 2006 Highlands & Islands Award for Innovation.
They began in 2001 with two sea kayak trips but built
up to 20 last year from their base in Barra. This year they
include a 10 day camping trip along the Outer Hebrides
and winter trips to Oman and Trinidad. [01871 810443]
Wilderness Scotland were Highly Commended in the
Best Tour Operator category in the World Travel Market’s
Global Responsible Tourism Awards, in which there were
over 1,200 nominations, a fantastic result. While HBOS
say they will be the ﬁrst carbon neutral company in
Scotland, Wilderness Scotland claim to have been there
since 2005 and are planning to offset carbon emissions
by 110%. Their tourism includes sea kayak trips off Skye
and inland canoeing journeys. [0131 625 6635]

Despite the name, Kayak UK has been set up to
import South African Kaskazi Kayaks. The models
are sit on top or conventional cockpit touring to sea
kayak models and include the Dorado ﬁtted out for
angling. [01889 566796]

The Baltic Henley is a
buoyancy aid designed for
rowers, who normally ﬁnd
these uncomfortable and
impractical. Thus, it may also
suit paddlers in sheltered
conditions. It has two layers
of Lycra with a bladder
between, inﬂatable manually
or automatically. The collar is
of Polartec ﬂeece and there is
a bottom belt and a duck tail
to keep the lower back warm.
Cost is €228 + tax. [023 8045 7272]

Chris Dickinson runs the teacher training business
Fieldwork in the Curriculum. He is now to run
kayak courses from his base in Spean Bridge, as well as
offering accommodation there. For those wanting to go
further aﬁeld he will offer guided kayak trips to Nepal,
Ecuador and Idaho, Washington, California and British
Columbia in North America. Readers will be aware that
his technical skills are at the advanced end of the scale.
[www.chrisdickinson.com]

Seaward recycle

Jo Overton

Chris Dickinson’s
further courses

Seaward Kayaks in Br itish Columbia are making
thermoform kayaks in ZY-TX. There is 15% wastage in
materials used but this can be returned to the supplier for
recycling. Indeed, a whole kayak can be recycled if terminally
damaged. Surprisingly, not only are the thermoformed models
cheaper than their glassﬁbre equivalents but they are also
lighter, the Cosma weighing 22kg in plastic compared with
24kg in glass. The Intrigue has a clear hull panel in
front of the seat so that the depths can be viewed,
assisted by a window in the spraycover. A
splashcover which reaches back only to the
body is another option. [00 1 800 595 9755]

Highlander’s Triton is a 20l waterproof
backpack with rolldown top, waterproof
zips, elasticated side pockets and air
mesh back system, priced at £40. The
larger 120l Kinghorn dufﬂe bag costs
£36 and can be carried by a shoulder
strap or rucksack straps.
The Intrigue cockpit with
its clear panel.

The Cosma TX.
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Padded elbows

Elbow padding has
been a necessity for
serious steep creekers
since the habit started.
Now Immersion
Research offer prebent
Swelbow Pads at
£24.99 a pair, ﬁtted
with foam pad inserts.

Marathon
sea sessions

Mick O’Meara and
Jim Morrisey, the
excellent Irish pair
who won the Devizes
to Westminster Race
three times, are each
providing sea kayak
courses. Mick’s
Seapaddling.com is
based in Waterford
while Jim is in Galway.

Ullman glasses
imported

Lou photographs

Blue Active Gel treats muscle stiffness
and soreness, cooling immediately but
soothing for hours. It contains golden emu
oil, glucosamine sulphate, aloe vera and
sulphur source MSN. A 50ml container
costs £7.95, the 150ml bottle shown costs
£12.95 and professionals can get a 300ml
tub for £19.95. [01526 344971]

Chris Burrows and
Dave Reese have
both largely retired
from Eurocraft. Son
Kit Burrows keeps his
shoulder to the wheel.

Lee Whitehead is
importing the American
Ullman polarized
sunglasses with
hydrophobic lenses.
Frames are of Nylon
or aluminium. [07887
573135]

Pooling skills
on Poole pool

Rockley Watersports
have won a 5 year
contract to offer
watersports to schools
and the public on the
24ha lake in Poole
Park. Although they
are primarily a sailing
organization, they are
spending £100,000 on
a ﬂeet of over 70 boats
which will include
kayaks.
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Functional fashion
for getting ahead
Terra Nova’s
Extremities hat range
includes some stylish
options for cold places
including Peruvian,
Russian, bucket and
cap with high loft
Polartec Thermal
Pro for tremendous
warmth. The hats can
be reversed to give
alternative styling.
[01773 837370]

YHA diversify

The 07/08 YHA
handbook contains a
few less youth hostels
than in the past, as
anticipated. However,
these are more than
compensated for
by the inclusion of
bunkhouses, camping
barns and even guest
houses. The YHA
needed to change and
it seems they have
been making some
surprisingly fast moves.
[0870 770 8868]
Likewise, the 2007
SYHA guide includes
afﬁliated hostels.

Ojibway returns

Johnson Outdoors are, once again, offering the
Ojibway as a result of popular demand. Based on the
world’s best selling open canoe, the Old Town 158, by
the world’s best selling canoe company, it is 4.78m long
with tumblehome for easier paddling. Rotomoulded in
three layer polyethylene, it is very strong and the deck
and three seats are part of the moulding. The weight is
36kg and the price £499. [01495 745192]

Johnson Outdoors also import Ocean Kayaks,
claimed to be the world’s number one in sit on tops,
of which the latest is the Yak Sport. 2.4m x 760mm
and weighing 20kg, it costs just £249 with moulded
in handles, footwells, backrest and rod and paddle
holders, all in polyethylene.

The Vent is a new 70N buoyancy aid from Yak, cut
for minimum restriction but with a high level of
buoyancy. The soft foam panels are at front and
back with stretch mesh sides and two adjustable
belts. The front of the ripstop covered aid is fully
zipped and there is a neoprene waistband. There are
two front pockets plus an extra pocket and loops for
a hydration pack, a lash tab and reﬂective piping. In
black with orange or blue, it comes in 3 sizes and
costs £65.95 [023 9252 8621]

The Snugpak
Travelpak sleeping bags
pack amazingly small.
You could sit a couple
of rolled up Travelpak
Lite bags side by side
on this page and they
weigh just 700g each
yet are comfortable
down to 7˚C. The
Travelpak Extreme is OK
for 2˚C and is slightly
larger at 1.1kg. A roll
away mosquito net is
another useful asset
for those heading for
warmer climates. Prices
start at £39.95 [01535
654479]

Moves

PeakUK have moved
again, now being at
Unit 29, Nottingham
S & Wilford Ind Est,
Ruddington Lane,
Wilford, Nottingham
NG11 7EP, tel 0115 981
6622.
Water by Nature
are at 3 Wath Rd,
Elsecar, S Yorks S74
8HJ, tel 01226 740444.
Congratulations to Rach
and Hamish on the birth
of Holly, who is already
enthusiastic about bath
water.
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Ocean Kayaks' Prowler 13 angler version now has extra features to allow a
Humminbird ﬁshﬁnder kit to be installed quickly and easily. With its various
other ﬁttings it costs £559 compared with £529 for the standard version.

The Necky Eliza is aimed at female paddlers. In polyethylene, it is 4.6m long but weighs only 22kg. Designer
Spike Gladwin draws attention to the low decks to suit narrow shoulders when paddling, shorter cockpit
and a shape which can be pushed along at a decent speed without having to be an Olympic athlete. 1% of
the £899 cost will go to the Breast Cancer Fund.
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Less for
your money

Katy Turner

Stand up kayak

Native Watercraft
have come up with
a tunnel hulled non
decked kayak which
is halfway to being a
canoe. Its stability is
such that an angler
can stand up in it and
there are also other
ﬁxtures for anglers. The
stability of the tunnel
hull is not new, as we
observed in our Bellway
Beaver review (Sep 83,
p31).[00 1 336 299
5055]

The Recoil is one of the Bollé eyewear range,
operating with polarization which works like
Venetian blinds to control incoming light. They have
Modulator lenses of polycarbonate, much tougher
and lighter than glass, and these change colour to
suit the ambient light. They cost £87.
[020 8652 9296]

Disabled wetsuits

Jed Yarnold is running
TrueNorth Outdoor, taking a range
of trips, journeys, explorations, river
descents and training and team
building outings, mostly in Scotland
but also in England and Wales.
In addition, TrueNorth Adventure
Equipment have tarps, canoe buoyancy
wedges, camp ﬁre seats and packs. The Zero 1 pack
is 50l, rugged, watertight and shaped to push into a
canoe bows. Unusually, it can even be used as a sea
anchor in extreme conditions.

Enable Enterprises are
selling the Warmbac
Full Beavertail wetsuit
with hood and socks.
Made to measure, it
is particularly suited
to the disabled user.
[www.lifestyle-select.
com]

Denzil Lee

Luminous blades

Canadian company Sundog are launching the
Ballistic, designed with input from extreme
sports competitors. Features include anti fogging
ventilation in the lenses and frames, air cushion
brow and nose shock absorption, hydrophilic
temples to prevent slipping, snap release adjustable
and removable head strap, ﬂotation if dropped in
the water, durable lightweight frames and injection
moulded polarized polycarbonate lenses. The cost is
£79.99. [01243 555880]

James Gregory

Surfers Against Sewage have released a range of
organic campaign T shirts, described as quirky and
thought provoking.
The Inka pen in
carbon ﬁbre and
stainless steel
has a tungsten
carbide tip and
pressurized ink
cartridge and
weighs 13g.
It can write
underwater,
upside down
and at extreme
temperatures.
[0845 130 6454]

I'm not sure whether Fluid intend to go into production with this model, shown at the International Canoe
Exhibition. If they do, this young lady could be an early customer.
CANOEIST June 2007

Johnson Outdoors
have bought Lendal.
However, production
will continue at
Prestwick as before.
Lendal’s Ion
blades are made of
polypropylene with
glass ﬁbres and a
luminous compound
which allows them to
glow in the dark. The
glow gradually fades
with time but can be
useful for keeping a
group together at night.
[01292 478558]

Correction

In the last issue I
stated that Brookbank
had bought Stirling
Canoes. Apologies to
Dave Rossetter who was
and remains the owner
of Stirling Canoes and
of Standing Waves.
[01786 464777]
Brookbank’s
purchase was of Perth
Canoes to become
Brookbank Canoes
Scotland, joining
other purchases of UK
Canoes in Lancaster
and of Paddlesport in
Warwickshire plus
Carlisle Canoes, Jim
Wilson remaining with
the latter to undertake
courses and trips.
Pete Howard is still
trading as Paddlesport
Designs at Park Farm
Est, Compton Verney,
Warwicks CV35 9HJ,
tel 01926 642333.
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St Kitts Tourism Authority
Terri Metz
Tahiti Tourisme photographs

Canoeing continues to be used to sell holidays to the general public.
Above are some of the holiday brochures on offer this year while
the photographs are from promotional material and even a stand at
the OS Outdoor Show. There are plenty of options and venues in a
world which is largely covered in water.
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Terri Metz

New York State Canals

Felanitx, Mallorca

Manacor, Mallorca

Slovenian Tourist Board

Ministry of Tourism, Government of India

Robert Holmes, California Division of Tourism

Touring
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Expedition Symposium

It felt like the gathering of a strange, diverse clan. I came to sea
kayaking from a mountaineering background so I don’t hang out with
other types of paddlers. Oh, I’ve chatted to river paddlers and I’ve seen
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open boaters pass with their craft on their car roofs but unless they’re on
the water in a long pointy boat there’s rarely a chance to sit down and
talk paddle sport with them. It’s my loss, of course.
The ﬁrst Expedition Symposium at PyB demolished such barriers.
It showed me what more all round paddlers probably already knew,
that we have more things which draw us together than push us apart.
All praise to Pete Catterall, the senior instructor, and all the team of
speakers for delivering a symposium which could be all things to all
paddlers.
The two days were broken into four sessions, two in the morning
and two in the afternoon, with the same sessions running twice in the
morning and twice in the afternoon of both days. I don’t think I’ve
explained that too well but it meant there were four chances to attend
almost every session. While this reduced the sensation of overwhelming
choice which greeted me at my ﬁrst sea symposium on Skye two years
ago it meant that there were only just enough sessions to keep me busy
and interested.
Gear choice is central to expedition success and the ﬁrst session run
by Ben Lawes consisted of his tipping out his dry bags and explaining
what went into them and why. Since starting to paddle in drysuits, Liz
and I have wondered how appropriate they would be for an expedition,
worn day after day for several weeks. We’d heard conﬂicting reports
but Ben had no doubts about their value. ‘For the ﬁrst few days in
Greenland we paddled with them rolled down,’ Ben said, ‘and we
wondered if we’d done the right thing. But once the weather changed
we were very pleased to have the drysuits.’
Olly Sanders, who was on the same Greenland trip, later told me
‘Providing you keep yourself clean you shouldn’t suffer any worse
rash in a drysuit.’ However, he carried a separate set of lightweight
waterproof jacket and trousers for around camp.
Most sessions had a collegiate feel. The people giving the talks didn’t
assume they had all the knowledge so the delegates (if that’s the word)
could frequently contribute to the learning experience. Liz mentioned
we dehydrated our own food for our 5 month PCT hike and someone
was quick to pick her brains about recommended machines.
Remote first aid is always an issue which interests people who
venture into wild situations. From the start Helen Barnard made it clear
you don’t have to be in deepest darkest wild-is-tan for the situation to
be remote. The west coast of Scotland, out of VHF and mobile phone
range, is wild enough. We ran through the DR-ABC basics with the
Annie torsos but the upshot of that session was to leave Liz and I
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thinking we needed to go on a proper kayak speciﬁc course. The Rescue
Emergency Care courses which last 3 days, tailored for mountaineering
or kayaking, were recommended.
‘If you’ve come looking for the box of free money, you’re in the
wrong place,’ was how Bob Campbell greeted us. He’s the marketing
manager with P&H Sea Kayaks and Pyranha and gave an illuminating
talk on how to go about getting expedition sponsorship. Given what the
companies want in return, it left some wondering whether it’s worth
it! I’ve recorded a podcast interview with Bob all about how to get
expedition sponsorship and, together with a download fact sheet, it’ll be
available on www.seakayakroutes.com.
Greenland is currently the place to sea kayak and Olly Sanders
whetted appetites with his Saturday night slide show. Dave Manby’s talk
about his life as an expedition paddler was (how shall I put this?) less
structured yet highly entertaining. Dave was the youngest member of
the 1976 Everest kayak expedition, when the team drove to Nepal, and
he’s been paddling ever since. Now 52, his mail still goes to his parents’
address because he doesn’t have a proper house. After a life of shooting
the world’s wildest rivers and (I think) chairing the BCU Expeditions
Committee, no one is better placed to talk about expeditions. He hurled
a guidebook across the lecture theatre with a ﬂourish and declaimed ‘If
there’s a guide book, it isn’t an expedition!’
I was unable to conﬁrm he was last seen in the early hours of Sunday
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Simon Willis photographs

morning, sliding down the artiﬁcial ski slope on a tray. This was clearly a
misidentiﬁcation.
Possibly the most popular sessions were those on camp and tarp craft,
run by Steven Yates, which also ventured into the areas of ﬁre starting
and open cooking. Held under a giant parachute shelter, these were
distinctly Ray Mears in ﬂavour and something no Song of the Paddle
devotees would miss. This is how Liz and I spent day 2. We’ll be buying
a canoe next…
Now, I’m not one for carrying axes to whittle tent pegs. What’s more,
we have tried tarps and found them not to our style for use in Scottish
hills.Yet Steve showed how one can be combined with a regular tent or
used in conjunction with paddles and a kayak to create a quick shelter.
When it came to our hands on attempt, we seized on a GoLite tarp to
use, largely because we have one at home and wanted to see whether
we could use it in a sea kayak context. In the end we decided it was too
small for kayaking and somewhat over designed for this purpose. We’ll
try to track down an Integral Designs tarp instead.
Sunday afternoon we were back in the back woods. Learning how to
make ﬁre and then cook food on it is a useful skill for any sea kayaker.
It was given all the more resonance by Olly Sanders’ talk the previous
night, in which he’d explained his team had been forced to cook on
open ﬁres for six days in Greenland when their MSR stove fell apart. It’s
worth knowing how to do it.
First tip, for hanging a pot over a ﬁre, was to use sheathless Kevlar
cord bought from a chandlers. It doesn’t burn and is so strong a special
knife is required to cut it.
Then we were out foraging for wood and scrapings of beech bark.
Once back, we were handed a ﬁre steel each and sparks were ﬂying
everywhere. If it didn’t catch, an unfolded makeup remover pad placed
underneath was a sure piece of tinder.
Best skill of all was learning how to make ﬁre sticks. Using a sharp
knife, we curled shavings from a piece of wood but leaving the shaving
attached. Once the whole stick was covered in these curly slivers it
looked like a Christmas decoration but was a hugely effective piece of
kindling which caught ﬁre easily and kept burning into the main wood.
The whole weekend was run with relaxed professionalism. Some
of the speakers conﬁded they weren’t sure they had it right because
this was the ﬁrst but they’d ﬁne tune it for next time. However, I’d be
surprised if they weren’t swamped with praise as most folk to whom I
talked had a great weekend and learned a lot.
Although Liz and I have done a few expeditions, none has been
in a kayak. So, as Donald Rumsfeld might say, there were ‘unknown
unknowns. That is to say, things we don’t know we don’t know.’ We
found plenty and, while I’m sure there are more to discover, that’s the
whole point of expeditions.
Simon Willis of seakayakroutes.com.

Unfinished
business

Susan with the canoe at Hoarwithy.
Ever since we went for a walk with a friend along the
River Wye in Hereford John had been wanting to put a
canoe on the river. This is not a journey to be made on
a whim! The river is very shallow in places, especially
above Hereford, and it is certainly not one to be made in
a wooden canoe. We knew we would scrape the bottom, if
not worse, but we had no option so the decision was made
to take the lighter of our two craft, Lunga, a double chine
5mm bruynzeel marine plywood canoe. In fact, we did
damage her (which necessitated strengthening the bottom
where it had split).
For those who have not got access to a plastic or
aluminium canoe it is possible to hire these from various
specialist ﬁrms who have businesses along the river and,
most important of all, there is a handbook, The Canoeists’
Guide to the River Wye, written for the Environment
Agency Wales (ISBN 1 8857 05635 3), cost £5, which
became our essential guide, along with the appropriate OS
maps. From the book we were able to work out distances,
campsites, shallows and launch sites.
So, during the summer of 2005 I had to ﬁnd out time
between work, grandson etc to accompany John on this
epic trip. I have to confess that from the start I was very
worried about the notorious rapid at Symonds Yat, not
to mention the long distances we had to cover each day
to get to appropriate launch/landing campsites and John
had to get on the folding bike to retrieve the car after
canoeing. To be honest, I wondered if we were biting off
more than we could chew. There was no recce beforehand,
not the way to carry on when proposing a cruise that was
to be 91.5 miles long.

Developing the skills

Our ﬁrst trip took us over the Welsh border to Glasbury,
the highest point of navigation. We had decided that we
needed to drive up one evening in order to start early the
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John loads the canoe at Glasbury.

Departure from Glasbury.

about ten times that morning. For that purpose we were
both wearing wetsuit boots with soles so that it was not
too uncomfortable underfoot when walking on the river
bed. By 2pm we were pulling up at the Boat Inn beyond
Whitney-on-Wye to have a well earned drink before
tackling more shallows on the way to Bredwardine. I
thought I was worn out before that drink but I was not
going to give in and, if I was honest, I was totally amazed
to have got that far without my neck giving notice.
We passed some deep pools where salmon are known
to have been caught. Then for the next 5 miles, we stop/
started as the stream sent us from one bank to the other
under the trees and into shallow after shallow. It was
difﬁcult to view the river surface when the sun blazed
overhead, causing a glare on the water. We passed a canoe
with father and 2 sons on board and finally came to
Bredwardine bridge where the car was parked. Below
the bridge we had a ﬂat shingle beach on which to land
with a path up to the road, a welcome sight after 191/2
miles. However, it must be said that, taking into account
the speed of the stream, the distance covered was probably
more like 16/17 miles. That night we met the father and
sons we had passed at the pub and exchanged views and
information. Mother was with them, doing the car shuttle
job!

next day. We found out where to launch and where to stop
for the night. Then we set out to explore Hay-on-Wye. It
is well known for its abundance of secondhand bookshops
and is also a lovely little town. The following morning
John dumped me with canoe and belongings and set off to
the selected place for ﬁnishing, some 19.5 miles by water,
about 11 by car. We knew there was a pub about 11 miles
downstream from the start so if we could get to the pub
with the canoe it was not far to bike forward to rescue the
car (as usual, our home).
About an hour and a half later John arrived back on the
bike so 10.30 saw us launching over the shingle bank to set
off under the road bridge in the direction of Hay-on-Wye.
The weather was warm and sunny, probably too warm, but
Time out for desirable property
we made sure we had food, spare clothes and lots of water
Early next morning we set off without moving the
for drinking (not alcohol, in the heat) in a plastic drum on car. The handbook indicated we had a high cliff with
board.
beech trees coming up and to look out for boulders just
In the first 5 miles to Hay-on-Wye we did not go under the surface. Indeed, some were above the surface,
aground too many times. The water levels were deﬁnitely an indication that the water level was not as high as
down from normal and the river ran quite fast, especially normal, then a beautiful Queen Anne style mansion, built,
over the shallows. The forward canoeist (me) had to be according to the literature, in 1783, came into view, ﬁnally
very vigilant and spot the next shallows. We soon became our ﬁrst real rapid! The whole of the river was ﬂat rock
adept at noting disturbance on the surface of the water above the surface with an island at the end where trees
which might mean just weed ﬂoating near to the top or overhung the channel. It was a very narrow passage. We
the rocks/gravel bottom! At Hay we were aware from are told to get out above it and have a look and we most
our journey there to see the town the previous day that certainly did. It was quite a schuss, as we say in skiing, and
to get under the bridge would require skill! Bridges were we rocked from side to side but got down intact! There
approached slowly because
they have usually been
repaired or even rebuilt
and the rubbish is just left
were it falls! Hay was no
exception and we had to
work hard to negotiate the
area above and below the
span.
From Hay we moved
on downstream as the sun
got higher in the sky. We
found ourselves right out
in the country as the river
meandered to right then
left. Sometimes the road
came close to the bank
and cars could be seen,
then we would be taken
away again. The remains
of the railway could
sometimes be followed
with embankments and
demolished bridges, the
piers still standing proud
in the water, but we had
to pay attention to that
water and deter mine
which way to go all the
time. I am sure John had
to jump out to stop the
canoe from sticking yet
more ﬁrmly to the bottom
Egress and relaunching at Hereford involved this bank in front of the cathedral.
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By the bridge at Hoarwithy.
were many times on the journey when we could clearly
see the river going downhill.
Following that excitement, we pressed on, passing a
couple of villages until we came to a steep bank and sharp
turn in the river. The house high above was called the Weir
and was owned by the National Trust. We drew up just
beyond the boundary and got out for lunch. As I had our
membership tickets to hand we decided that, with only
6 miles to go to Hereford, we could afford time to visit
the gardens. Then it was on to Hereford where we found
we had a ﬁfteen foot bank up which to pull the canoe in
order to get her out. John went off to get the car and I sat
and worked on my tapestry. I could see this black cloud to
the west but it was not me who got wet. When John got
back we packed and set off for home, well pleased.

Ungrateful for being rescued

In 2006 we had unﬁnished business on the River Wye
and chose two perfect days in August to canoe the next
28 miles from Hereford to Ross-on-Wye. Now we had
more conﬁdence. Back in historic Hereford we launched
down that steep bank, opposite houses belonging to the
ancient cathedral which stood overlooking it, with the aid
of a rope. Several other people were using the same launch
site and it was interesting to swap details. We had followed
the river on our way up to Hereford and come across a
sports ﬁeld by the river in the village of Fownhope. We
decided to take the car there in case we did not get as far
as our next projected stop but, with fewer shallows, we
made fast progress and were there by lunchtime. Then the
river made several huge meanders with the banks up to
180 feet in places, lots of wooded countryside, birds, cows
and sheep, more of which later. When we reached the
bridge at Hoarwithy we decided to get the car. Off went
John, leaving me to acknowledge any passing canoe. As it
happened, one of those canoes informed me of a better
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landing place just downstream. When John returned we
found not only was it a landing site but a campsite in a
farmer’s ﬁeld with a Portaloo and running water. The view
of the village, complete with an Italianate style church,
was spectacular, a good pub, too, where we were invited
to join the two families who had passed on the campsite
information. It turned out one of them was a sailor and we
had acquaintances in common!
Ross-on-Wye was now only 10 miles away and we
could see that it was going to be difﬁcult to park so we
left the car. The river was about to follow a hairpin bend
where the stream was slower; it seemed interminable but
an incident en route served to relieve the boredom. John
suddenly noticed movement and realized there was a sheep
in the water trying to get up a 6 foot bank. Clearly, if we
moved on without doing something the beast was going
to drown. The determined course of action seemed to be
rescue but how? It took us at least 15 minutes to get the
animal out of the water into the canoe, paddle thirty feet
to where the bank was lower and get it ashore. It kept
wanting (not unnaturally) to jump out. Talk about unstable,
any second it was going to be three of us in the river. I
found it very difﬁcult to paddle with all the rocking John
and one frightened sheep were creating. Eventually, when
the animal scrambled up the bank it turned round and
looked at us as if we were to blame! Exhausted, we ﬂoated
midstream to get our energy back.
Finally, we were aware of a church spire in the distance
and realized we had turned the corner and were facing
Ross. As we had our lunch (always go prepared with food
in case it is not to be found when needed) we ate it on the
steps of the rowing club and then did a recce to see if we
could get the car there but the entrance was through a park
which had a barrier but why stop at lunchtime? It was less
than 6 miles to Kerne Bridge where we realized we had
been by car on a previous trip to the Forest of Dean. We
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Police present all night

Six weeks later we were back again at Kerne Bridge, this
time with David. He had been warned that beautiful white
canoes were not for exploring this river so he had a red
plastic job. We thought we could camp on the grass by the
carpark. That was joke.
(a) John and I had not read the sign properly.
(b) There had been poachers at work there only the
night before and there were to be wardens, police etc in
evidence all night.
So, after much deliberation, we ended up going back
towards Ross, eating in the first pub we found then
camping in the carpark by the church in town, too late to
go to the campsite.

Symonds Yat looms

I did sleep even though I knew that next day we had
Symonds Yat to tackle. We were off early, having taken one
car down to the pub by the Yat. The river was quite quiet
and the weather dull; at least we could see the water and
what was coming. David soon got the measure of how to
go down the falls in the river. He amazed us by saying he

had not experienced this sort of canoeing before. There
were lots of swans and other wildlife. As we got near the
Yat the cliffs began to appear above us but we could not
see the rock at the top. Then the pleasure boat that cruises
this area came into view and we got to the pub. After
lunch we were ready to attempt the rapid and it was tame;
what a letdown but I would not want to do it in a ﬂood!
From there it was on to Monmouth and our last day of the
river.

Serious mud

After a wet night we had the worst day’s weather of the
whole trip. First we did a recce as we were going into tidal
waters and mud (and how, as we were to ﬁnd out). Up to
lunchtime the rain remained a threat but then became a
thin drizzle and we put on anoraks but nothing keeps out
drizzle. However, the ﬁsh liked it and started to jump. I was
willing a salmon to land in the canoe! It was a wonderful
sight. The road follows the pretty river valley which is
very narrow from Monmouth downstream and we could
see and hear cars splashing through puddles, time to go
but the river was not willing to let us get away clean. We
got covered getting ashore at Brockweir Bridge and were
lucky not to slip and hurt ourselves. Later, when we went
on to Chepstow and saw much more mud and the fast
ﬂowing stream, we realized that we had gone far enough
but what a wonderful river. Now I want to walk from the
source. Any takers?

Susan Greenford photographs

stopped ﬁrst to see if we could get out at the bridge near
Goodrich Castle, meeting, in the process, an acquaintance
of the Thames Traditional Boat Society captain as they
both own steam launches. We were annoyed with ourselves
as we overhit the narrow entrance to the Kerne Bridge site
and had to paddle back upstream for half a mile! So ended
another two days on the Wye.

Susan Greenford

PS We did visit Tintern Abbey, too.

Placid water at Kerne Bridge..
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The River Great Ouse & Tributaries
Andrew Hunter Blair
0 85288 943 5
Oct 2006
230 x 160mm
102 pages, paperback
The River Nene

Reviews of new books
and publications

Iain Smith
0 85288 944 2
Oct 2006
230 x 160mm
70 pages, paperback

Knots & Splices

Fenland Waterways of the Middle Level

Cyrus L Day & Colin Jarman
Adlard Coles Nautical, 37 Soho Sq, London
W1D 3QZ
0 7136 7748 1
1953. 2nd edition 2006
150 x 110mm
64 pages
£3.99
Cyrus Day originally published this book in
1953. A copy given to Colin Jarman some 4 years
later started him on the road to becoming a knots author himself and
in due course he has come to update and rewrite this book (Sep 93,
p15) by his mentor. This latest version has a more pleasant layout and
full colour photographs although use of speckled modern rope is less
clear than if plainer material, even plastic covered wire, had been used.
A subtle welcome change is the switch from circumference to
diameter of rope, more meaningful to current users.
Two methods are shown for tying the sheet bend. Surprisingly, both
have the thicker rope as the working line.
Some information on slipping, untying and other aspects of the knots
is accompanied by curiosities of interest. People in the water were able
to tie much of a midshipman’s hitch in the end of a line thrown to
them by rescuers, hopefully not round themselves.
The small size makes this a very handy pocket guide.

Andrew Hunter Blair
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson
0 85288 994 7
Sep 2006
230 x 160mm + 620 x 430mm map
56 pages, paperback
Imray have previously published guides
to the Nene and Great Ouse with its
tributaries (Jan 91, p44) but felt that they
needed to take another look, the IWA show
being on their doorstep this year. Indeed,
their ofﬁces are only just out of the picture
on the cover of the ﬁrst book.
The fenland book has only minor styling
changes from its previous edition (Jun 04,
p38) although the fold out map has been
updated to include the Relief Channel.
The other two books are new, in similar
style to the fenland book with large scale
two colour maps and extensive informative
text but no pictures, all wire bound for easy
opening.
The Great Ouse volume covers from
Denver to Bedford, upstream despite
correct reference to the left and right banks,
perhaps confusing for the powered craft
users and walkers for whom the book is
intended. The Cardington slalom course is
mentioned and the book is brought right
up to date with the DEFRA cuts. Additional rivers covered are the
Wissey, Little Ouse, Lark and Cam with its associated lodes.
The Nene book begins with the Northampton Arm of the Grand
Union Canal and continues to the tidal limit at Dog-in-a-Doublet
Lock. This times it goes with the ﬂow. The large scale maps are all at
the back rather than with the relevant text. Canoeing is covered with
Northampton and Proteus clubs located and the Nene Whitewater
Centre and all the decent canoe access points identiﬁed.

The Channel Islands
The Channel Islands
Peter Carnegie
Imray Laurie Norie & Wilson,
Wych House, The Broadway, St
Ives, Cambs PE27 5BT
0 85288 790 6
1997. 2nd edition 2006
A4
163 pages, paperback
£29.50
The Alderney Race is one of
our water features which can be
seen out of an aircraft window at
normal cruising height. It looks
pretty impressive from water level,
too, and it obstructs the most
obvious cross Channel approach
route. Tides are an important
aspect of life around the Channel Islands in general and this pilot has a
range of tidal stream chartlets. It also examines the winds in detail, thus
giving essential details on two of the most important issues for the sea
paddler.
There are numerous photographs, including aerial views, and a
selection of chartlets. Navigation marks are photographed. While
intended to give leading lines for larger craft, they can also be helpful in
locating present position. A further piece of useful information is bird
nesting dates, when landing is forbidden on some sections of coast as
indicated.
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The Independent Hostel Guide 2007
Sam Dalley
Backpackers Press
978 0 9536185 6 9
1992. 16th edition, 2007
170 x 120mm
416 pages, paperback
£4.95 from Cordee Books & Maps, 3A De
Montfort St, Leicester LE1 7HD
This year The Independent Hostel Guide (May
05, p35) takes a quantum leap forward. Still the
same price, it is an eighth thicker and moves from having mostly line
drawings and black and white pictures to full colour photographs
throughout with a much more pleasant layout. There are quite a
number of pages of photographs, some of canoeing in its various guises,
only lacking location captions.
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Signiﬁcantly, it is now the handbook of Independent Hostels UK, set
up this year by the publishers with a DEFRA grant. These hostels are
cheap with no membership fee and there are hundreds of them.
Reﬂections on San Francisco Bay Vol 7
John Boeschen
25 Valley View Ave, San Rafael CA 94901,
USA
1 4196 2334 6
2007
200 x 130mm
200 pages, paperback
‘Thursday nights are more about evading
modern times - if only for a brief remove than they are about kayaking.’ The latest volume
of reports covers the activities of 2006 for a
select gathering of men paddling San Francisco

Bay each week.
‘Certain offshore (UK) journals have referred to the Thursday
evening paddlers as anarchistic. To restore an element of probity and
respectability to our little band, I’ll be referring to Tim as The Mayor
in these paddle reports. In future, should you question our behavior,
remember that we yak with the law.' Authorities try to put out weekly
bonﬁres being used for preparing gourmet meals in waterside national
parks after dark. On the other hand, the group help prepare a kayak
trail for the bay and support long distance swimmers. Concepts include
conversations with belligerent paddles, comparison of the city skyline
at night with the last view seen by a lobster as the pan lid goes on and
Ninjas emerging from a swamp with terrorists and more.
There is a surprisingly large offshore input, Robin Hood and the
Sheriff of Nottingham, Henley Regatta, Princess Di, David Copperﬁeld,
Mary Shelley, Jekyll and Hyde and ‘Great Britain’s “Canoeist”, the
world’s largest monthly kayak/canoe magazine.’ No, we are probably
the only ones not to have made such a claim but we do contribute a
couple of paragraphs on mud and the effects of tides in some of our
more extreme estuaries.
38 pages of black and white photographs round off another year of
evading the world.

primarily addressed to mountaineers with altitude problems prominent.
This is useful preparatory reading for anyone planning a white water
expedition abroad, where mountains are usually involved, but wilderness
is deﬁned as being more than two hours from medical help, something
which could arise in this country.
Preparation, prevention, ﬁrst aid kits and use of medications and
painkillers are introduced first, followed by dealing with specific
accidents and illnesses. There is sound advice not to go beyond your
experience. More advanced procedures are listed but not described
so that the inexperienced will not attempt them. On the other hand,
more reasons for doing or not doing certain things would help with
remembering. For example, with an unconscious non breathing person,
‘if the victim is suffering from slow hypothermia (ie on land, or the victim
has been in the water for some hours and is cold and stiff), start rescue
breathing but do not start chest compressions’ but CPR is to be used on
a person who has just fallen in. Why?
In the list of river crossing dangers it would be useful to have foot
entrapment added.
A ﬁrst aid book is an important addition to a ﬁrst aid kit, especially
if you know your way around it. Having action checklists inside the
covers is a bonus.
Around One More Point

John Cantrell
Cicerone, 2 Police Sq, Milnthorpe, Cumbria
LA7 7PY
1 85284 479 5
1997, 2nd edition 2006
170 x 120mm
221 pages, paperback
£10.00
A walking and cycling guide to the Lleyn
peninsula, this book takes particular interest in the
routes used by pilgrims going to Bardsey island.
'It is galling to be walking on the road when excellent clifftops are
so near'. This is one of several complaints about not being able to gain
public access to walk along the coast and so missing ﬁne scenery. The
obvious answer is to see it from the water, which we can do.
Illustration is with colour photographs and sections of 1:50,000
map. Pictures of the Llyfni and Dwyfor suggest there could be some
interesting paddling on light white water with enough rain.

Mary Gazetas
TouchWood Editions, 10817665 66A Ave, Surrey, BC
V3S 2A7, Canada
1 894898 46 X
2006
200 x 230mm
84 pages, paperback
$24.95
If you are looking to get as far
as possible from supercharged
young men leaping down
waterfalls, this is what you need.
The author, now in her sixties, relates summer holiday trips with her
twin sister and other family and friends, mostly female, over a couple
of dozen years. They may travel by canoe or by kayak or a mixture but
the destination is always the Paciﬁc coast of North America, the Queen
Charlottes, the sheltered coast and various sounds.
It is very much an artist’s book, the photographs accompanied by
sketches and handwritten notes on the page, the latter sometimes an
effort to read.
The travelling is very much a means to an end. Often they will
camp in the same place for several days. The prime activity seems to
be beachcombing, not least for Japanese glass ﬁshing ﬂoats, and often
the found items at the end of the trip outweigh the food they have
consumed, especially as the latter is supplemented with caught ﬁsh. It
is not a travel book so much as a lifestyle book including ideas of what
to do with objects found along the shoreline. The author is an artist,
making displays out of her ﬁnds, and the Beachscapes page might give
you ideas of how to make the best of your own ﬁnds. A picture of a
camp dinner table includes peas in a canoe shaped wooden dish and
a bowl formed from a ﬁsh shaped recess carved into a piece of rough
plank. Ideas can be found in this book like beachcombing. They are
there but you have to pick them up for yourself.
It is also an enjoyable book to read a few pages at a time when in
the mood. You never know, it might also encourage you to sample this
coast yourself.

Pocket First Aid & Wilderness Medicine

Playas de Bandera

Drs Jim Duff & Peter Gormly
Cicerone
978 1 85284 500 1
1992. 10th edition 2007
160 x 100mm
247 pages, paperback
£7.99
Formerly published by Treksafe, the format by
Cicerone as one of their mini guide series includes a
small size and a protective plastic cover.
Although such issues as drowning and hypothermia are included, it is

Patronat de Turisme de
Formentera
2004
84 920811 3 9
210 x 240mm
24 pages, paperback
Mood pictures with captions
in six languages are the major
part of this booklet although
the absence of people in most
of the photographs suggests

The Lleyn Peninsula Coastal Path
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they were taken early in the morning. The centre page spread of a
couple of bits of stone poking out of the sand as a very small waves
washes up the beach does not really justify its space.
A map of Formentera lists out the facilities at seven of the leading
beaches. These and the presence of large numbers of footprints in the
sand in the photographs suggest that the place is rather busier than the
views imply.

Exploring Scotland’s Lowland Canals & the Millennium Link
Project
Richard Millar
64 pages
Exploring the Caledonian Canal

Serbia by Danube
Maja Beokovic, Radomir
Vlastelica & Luka Mijatovic
Tourist Organization of Serbia,
Beograd, 8/5 Decanska St
86 84643 20 8
A4
32 pages, paperback
The Serbian section of the
Danube is described and illustrated
in this guide to part of Europe’s
main river. Helpfully, it is taken
in the downstream direction
and includes several canoeing
photographs. Such is the river’s
size that even the largest cities tend
to be on one bank only rather than
spreading across to the opposite
waterside. Much of the river is
lined with trees and there is some notable birdlife, as noted.
Dolphins & Whales of Tenerife
Manuel Carrillo
Council of Santiago del Teide,
Oﬁcina de Información &
Turismo
140 x 210mm
83 pages, paperback
Free
Tenerife offers great potential
for watching cetaceans in a
warm climate, a venue yet to be
appreciated by sea kayak paddlers. This guide in Spanish and English
introduces the species and describes them, how to tell them apart,
how they behave and the chances of seeing them. The regulations for
watching them in the Canaries are also detailed.
The book is extensively illustrated although the pictures are not
captioned and it is not always obvious which species is being shown.
A set of sketches to scale would have made the book complete as an
identiﬁcation guide.

Graphic Design, Old Station, Coastal Rd,
Hest Bank, Lancaster LA2 6HN
A5
32 pages, paperback
£1
These two books have been produced for
BW Scotland and are free to licence holders.
As canoeists don’t need licences it might be
worth asking politely.
The larger one covers the Forth & Clyde
and Union Canals with colour photographs
(including one of a paddler and daughter
from Edinburgh whom some will recognize)
and advertisements of varying degrees of
relevance. As well as giving a geographical
run through of the main features and fold
out maps on the inside covers there are
articles on the history, the wildlife and the
Antonine Wall.
Both books have pages on the Falkirk
Wheel although it is not part of the
Caledonian Canal. The Caledonian book
follows a not dissimilar format to its southern counterpart, this time
including about a page of advice for canoeists considering paddling the
canal. Both books have attractions and assorted nuggets of information
of interest to anyone using these two routes.

12 Islands
Dodecanese
Tourism
Organization,
Eleftherias Sq, 851
00 Rhodes, Ellás
A4
51 pages,
paperback
The Dodecanese
islands are introduced
i n t u r n , h e av i l y
illustrated, it not
always being obvious
which of the long
captions relates to each picture. Included amongst the features are sea
caves and beaches which are only accessible by boat.
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Greece Cyclades
L Briola
Greek National Tourism
Organisation
2nd edition Mar 2006
240 x 240mm
28 pages, paperback
Moderate detail is given on each
of the islands in the Cyclades group,
drawing attention to the scenery,
facilities, archaeological remains,
beaches, ferries and what purchases
are good value. Maps mark the
larger sea caves. On a cautious note,
wild camping is not allowed.
Greece - Skiathos - Skopelos - Alonnisos
Andreas Treskas
Greek National Tourism
Organisation
310 x 210mm
55 pages, paperback
A reissue of a previous publicity
book, this time with ‘Greece’ added
to the title, it has much less text
than the Cyclades book, relying
on extended picture captions.
The last picture in the book has
six sea kayaks rafted up under
the instruction of someone in a
general purpose kayak, captioned
‘Rowing.’
Like the Cyclades book, most
pictures show ﬂat calm sea and it is
noted that some beaches can only
be reached by boat.

Montenegro Coast
National Tourism Organisation of
Montenegro, 81000 Podgorica,
Rimski Trg 10
A4
24 pages, paperback
Although Montenegro has only
290km of coast, a long way short
of Croatia’s scope, it does include
the stunning Boka Kotorska which
runs inland for 28km and is claimed
to be the most beautiful fjord in
the Mediterranean. The booklet
describes some of the attractions
to be found on this section of the
coast.

This little folded sheet is worth more than all the complex tomes
on access south of the border added together. The clue is in the six
green trafﬁc lights, which range from a kayak to a tractor. It encourages
responsible use of the countryside by recreationalists on one side and
by countryside managers on the other. Those who want more detail are
referred to the Scottish Outdoor Access Code.
The English and Welsh start with an expectation of coercion
and enforcement. The Scots start with an expectation of reasonable
behaviour and can sum it up in about 170 words on this sheet.
Navvies 1 - 218
Waterway Recovery Group
£5.00
The Waterway Recovery Group have done
the lion’s share of the labouring in restoring our
canals right across the country. Their medium of
communication has been the Navvies Notebook,
later just Navvies. This CD presents the ﬁrst 218
issues in PDF form. As such it contains 40 years
of canal restoration history, a unique record, and
deserves the support of canal users.

Rhodos
P Athanasopulos
Rhodos Tourism
Promotion
Organization, 3
Plotarchou Blessa
St, 851 00 Rhodos,
Ellás
2006
A4
47 pages,
paperback
Each municipality
of the island of
Rhodes has an
introduction and then a series of captioned pictures of local highlights,
many of them related to the coast but much smaller and less glossy
pictures than in the previous edition. Finally, there are a couple of
pages on the rest of the Dodecanese. Beaches range from those with
regimented rows of sunshades and deckchairs to the secluded ones
which can only be reached by boat.
Lewis & Clark
Travel Montana, Dept of Commerce
2003
230 x 100mm
21 pages, paperback
Free
A tourist booklet of things to do and relevant
sites to reach in Montana, this does expect some
background knowledge of the major American
canoe journey of the 19th century although more
detail is given here and books and websites giving
information on the expedition are listed. Information
on the sites, spread across the state, is limited to a
paragraph each but the fact that there are 26 of them
in this state alone is indicative of the high regard
with which the journey is held. The various bicentennial events over
2003 - 6 included Indians in canoe races at Great Falls.
Illustration is with small coloured photographs and a foldout sketch
map. The booklet is also available in other formats for the disabled.
Despite being primarily for drivers, the comment on the Upper
Missouri National Wild & Scenic River section will strike a chord.
‘Taking a trip on this section of the Missouri River is probably the best
single way to experience what Lewis and Clark saw on their journey.
Guided trips from river outﬁtters and/or canoe rentals for independent
trips are available in Fort Benton, Loma and Virgelle.’

And then to the Thames

Derek Pratt is to follow up his photographic book on the canals,
Waterways Past & Present (Jul, p36), with a similar book on the Thames.

BS publish adventurous activities standard

BS8848:2007 Specification for the Provision of Visits, Fieldwork,
Expeditions & Adventurous Activities Outside the United Kingdom has
now been published by British Standards after a highly unsatisfactory
consultation over the incomplete draft (Nov, p31). It costs £80 +
£5.95 P&P. We have not seen a copy.

Further Admiralty Charts

The UK Hydrographic Ofﬁce have issued six new folios of charts to
cover the Ionian and Aegean, taking in most of the Greek and Turkish
mainland coastlines and down to Crete. Nearer home, they have two
spiral bound A3 books of tough charts on waterproof paper, able to
be written on and then wiped clean. The books cover the Solent and
approaches and the Needles to Weymouth. Two more are to follow,
covering Exmouth to Falmouth.
For the last decade the UK Hydrographic Ofﬁce have sponsored
Admiralty Charts used in preparing our guides. One problem has been
that NP109, the NW European chart catalogue, has not had enough
detail to show which charts apply each time. Instead, I have been using
relevant pages torn from the UKHO’s own A2 reference catalogue and
not available to the public. However, NP109 now has these pages at A3
size, enough to make the information available to all. The growing list
of folios, ARCS Skipper and Leisure editions can be found in a separate
catalogue.

The world's 'oldest'

American magazine Canoe & Kayak is claiming to be ‘the world’s
most authoritative, most inclusive and oldest paddling magazine’. It was
launched in 1973, when we were celebrating our 20th birthday. They
also have Justine Curgenven as being the ﬁrst person to paddle round
Wales in a sea kayak, as recently as 2001.

Cross Post goes digital

Cross Post, the American Canoe
Association Freestyle Committee
newsletter cover ing flat water
freestyle paddling, is now available
only dig itally. Go to www.
freestylecanoeing.com.

Know the Code Before You Go
Scottish Natural Heritage
80 x 220mm folding to 80 x 50mm
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Storming the
Adriatic

Axel off the the old walled city of Dubrovnik.
Sea kayaking on the Adriatic for two weeks; what an
opportunity for some warm water paddling that I had not
experienced before. When Axel told me that he had two
weeks available we decided that it was a chance to explore
further aﬁeld than Scotland or Wales. We wanted a wild
camping trip that would enable us to avoid large campsites
and conurbations as far as possible. Croatia, with its large
number of islands, seemed ideal and when Axel said that
he had been there several years before that clinched it. One
‘expert’ in a party of two should be adequate.
Did we want to waste time travelling overland with our
boats or hire the kit there? After some research we found
a very agreeable company, Adriatic Adventure, who were
prepared to hire the gear to us for a fortnight. After talking
to some friends, Mick and Linda Fitter, who had paddled
in Croatia ﬁve years ago, the option of hiring plastic boats
seemed to be a good choice because of the lethally sharp
rocks to be found on most of the islands.
We found BA flights from Gatwick to Dubrovnik,
where we had arranged to collect the boats, then had to
decide on the itinerary. The Kornati archipelago, which
is a national park, sounded fascinating and we both
immediately considered this as our number one option.
The archipelago consists of about 90 islands, islets and reefs,
most of which are uninhabited, and it is easily reached by
boat from Zadar. Most of the islands have a bare and harsh
environment with little growing on them. They were
once covered in forest but this was razed to accommodate
sheep. Now the sun sparkles on their multi coloured rocky
contours like pebbles cast into the sea.
After contacting Jadrolinija, the main ferry company,
by email we found that during July and August the
Dubrovnik to Rijeka ferry does not call at Zadar. The
second possibility was to take the ferry to Split, paddle
to Kornati and then head back to Dubrovnik. We would
almost certainly have to take a ferry part of the way back
from one of the islands. This plan, however, had several
problems; the most significant one was the paucity of
ferries between Split and Dubrovnik (3 a week). The
weather, of course, was the other major question mark. If
we lost time en route and missed ferries we might miss
our ﬂight home. The last and most practical idea, which
gave us some leeway for poor paddling conditions, was to
take the ferry to Split and paddle back to Dubrovnik via
the offshore islands.
We agreed that water would be a major problem and
bought Dromedary bags for 12 litres each. Our food
would be bought at Dubrovnik although we decided to
take some muesli and ready meals for the ﬁrst few days.
1:100,000 maps were bought from the Map Shop.
As Adriatic was not able to supply us with splits we
took our own. We got some odd looks at the airport
check in and were sent to the oversize luggage section.
Hopefully, the paddles would only be in two pieces when
we collected them again.
The heat was ferocious as we left the plane. There
wasn’t a cloud in the sky or a blade of grass visible on
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the scorched earth. Axel had arranged accommodation
in Dubrovnik for the ﬁrst night and our taxi was waiting
outside the airport. Although there are buses available we
didn’t fancy hauling our bags further than we had to. The
air conditioned 30 minute ride wasn’t too exciting until
we saw the medieval city of Dubrovnik far below the road
with the island of Lokrum just offshore. In the distance
were the Elaphite islands and, all around, the Adriatic
sparkled in the midday sun.
Our host, a big friendly man who showed us the way to
our apartment, greeted us. It was a small but comfortable
ground ﬂoor studio ﬂat with access to a patio garden. He
introduced us to his wife and gave us some details about
the geography of the city. The ﬂat was equidistant from
the old city and the ferry terminal and there was a petrol
station 5 minutes’ walk away, where we bought 3 litres of
fuel for the trip. We walked to the ferry terminal but the
ofﬁce was closed for lunch so we made our way to the
Adriatic beach. Finding the beach was easy but there was
no obvious sign of Adriatic Adventure. ‘Perhaps we should
have phoned up last night.’ Luckily, as we were wondering
around we saw a guy open up a small unattractive block
of a shed and start rummaging around. We introduced
ourselves and he said that his name was Edi. He was the
joint owner of Adriatic Adventure with Ivana and he had
been expecting us. He told us that they had several boat
stores but for security reasons didn’t draw attention to
unmanned buildings full of kayaking kit. We had a look at
the Prijon Seayaks that Ivana had mentioned in her email
and they seemed ﬁne. There were also a couple of Italian
Rainbow sea kayaks but they were of a smaller volume
than the Seayaks. We arranged to meet at 10 the next
morning to collect the boats and other gear. The ferry
booking ofﬁce was then open but we were told to come
back the next day (Monday) because the head ofﬁce was
closed and they had to ﬁnd out how much the kayaks
would cost. I showed them my email from the company
with the ferry prices but it was a jobsworth moment so
the next day it was.
As we had the rest of the day off we walked to the old
city of Dubrovnik. The medieval city was substantially
destroyed by an earthquake in 1667 and had been rebuilt
by Baroque town planners. During the siege of Dubrovnik
in 1991 - 92 Serbian forces shelled the city but never
managed to take it. There is little evidence of the damage
suffered by the city after a rapid period of reconstruction.
The city walls, which completely surround the old town,
are 25 metres high and some parts date back to the tenth
century. We crossed a stone bridge dating from 1471 and
entered the city by the Pile Gate. The place was teeming
with visitors speaking a multiplicity of languages. There
was a pleasant feel to the place with street musicians and
artists vying with one another for the attention of the
crowds. The main thoroughfares were wide but many of
the side streets were narrow until we came once again to
another grand church or museum. After a great pizza and a
beer we made our way back to the ﬂat, pleasantly tired.
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The email evidence

We struggled to the road with our kit, hailed a taxi and
made our way to meet up with Edi. He and another guy
were getting some gear ready for a small group going on
a day trip. Bemused onlookers watched as we spread our
kit out onto the beach and then start to pack the boats.
After ﬁlling our water bags up from the hotel we paid
Edi and agreed to meet him in two weeks’ time. It took
us about an hour to paddle to the harbour and en route
we identiﬁed our probable camping site for that night. At
the ferry ofﬁce there was again some discussion about the
charges for the boats. I showed them the email from the
company (again) and ﬁnally we got the tickets. We paid
£11 for our tickets and the boats cost £15 each. Shopping
was next and we left the store laden down with stuff that
would somehow have to ﬁt in the boats.
It was a little early in the day to think about camping so
we decided to see the old town from a different perspective.
We passed several large hotels with concrete beaches and
buoyed swimming areas. It was a hot day and there were
lots of people in the water. The old town wall, littered
with turrets and bastions, was a magniﬁcent sight from the
water. At a few places the town was accessed by gateways
cut through the walls and parasols had been set up on the
rock. We paddled as far as the small harbour where there
were several water polo games in progress. In the distance
we saw a few kayakers near the island of Lokrum. By the
time we reached the FKK (nudist) beach there were only a
few stragglers left behind. Most of the beach was bedrock
with small areas of stones and pebbles neatly arranged into

The FKK beach, for want of a better term.

tiny compounds. There were parasol bases dotted around,
an essential part of any beach in the Adriatic at this time of
the year. As there was no sign of rain we crashed out under
the stars. Much later we heard some noise from an adjacent
part of the beach and saw a group of kayakers arrive.

A paddle of the entire Croatian coastline

Axel was up early the next day and, as we were on a
FKK beach, he went for his naked morning dip. Some
of the other group quickly joined him for a swim. After
dressing they introduced themselves, Marija, Milena,
Daniel, Dragan and Velikom. They had just completed
a three week paddle of the entire Croatian coastline.
The purpose of their trip was to raise the proﬁle of sea
kayaking in Croatia and to get more people to try it.
Apparently, most sea kayakers that use Croatian waters are
non Croats. They had several sponsors including Garmin
and had regular updates with the media. They planned to
write several articles about the trip in the national press.
They were long standing friends, only two of whom were
kayakers, the others coming from climbing and caving
backgrounds. We were all to catch the same ferry. Milena
lived in Split whilst the others were going on to Rijeka
and then to Zagreb.
It was a short paddle to the harbour and we decided
to trolley the boats from the nearest slipway to the ferry
terminal. Our Croatian friends went for the quicker option
of manhandling the boats up some steps near the terminal.
My back hurt at the thought! My boat almost ended up in
the water prematurely when it slipped off the trolley and
was left dangling over the side of the quay. The ferry had
not yet arrived; ﬁnally it docked about two hours late but
it was only 15 minutes late departing. Kayakers were the
last to board and Daniel said that the best places would
be gone. It was another very hot day and we all ended up
sitting on deck out of the sun.
Marija spoke excellent English. Daniel and Milena were
proﬁcient and the others spoke as much English as we
spoke Croat. Between them they had been to the Kornati
archipelago numerous times and recommended that we
see it. Weather reports, however, were not looking good
and Daniel promised to send us text messages to update
us on the forecast. None of them had done any paddling
in the UK and we talked about tidal races like Jack Sound
and the Bitches as well as the fantastic opportunities for
kayaking on the west coast of Scotland. The wind, they
advised, was the only real problem in the Adriatic and,
because of the proximity of the mountains, it frequently
changed directions. Velikom, one of the kayakers, had a
lot of ﬁshing gear but they hadn’t caught anything worth

The Croatian paddlers on the ferry with Tony while Alex puts up his feet.
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eating so we didn’t expect too many ﬁsh suppers from our
efforts. They were surprised at the lack of ferries to Zadar
and double checked for us but they couldn’t ﬁnd any,
either. We said that we would try to get there via Split but
that we recognized that time and weather were probably
not on our side. The ferry called at several places. Korcula,
on the island of the same name, stood out for us. The huge
ferry docked alongside the old walled town and dwarfed
it. The fortiﬁed town jutted out on a promontory and
controlled access to the 2km of water between the Peljesac
peninsula and Korcula.

Korcula, seen from the ferry.
The journey to Split took about 6 hours and by the
time we ﬁnally disembarked it was starting to get dark.
We couldn’t ﬁnd a slipway and had to launch from the
main dock. There was a 2 foot drop to the water but we
executed a ﬂawless entry to the boats. No one seemed too
concerned about us mixing it with the big boys. There
were 3 ferries at the dockside and a huge catamaran came
in as we were paddling out of the harbour. Our kayaker
friends cheered as we paddled past the ferry and lots of
people waved to us.
Milena, who lived in Split, suggested that we camp on
the island of Ciovo, about an hour’s paddle away. We found
a couple of places near a derelict cottage. About 1km along
the shore we saw some lights and heard voices drifting
over the water but we weren’t disturbed until late at night.
It was the noise of the engines that initially roused us and
then we saw three sets of powerful lights bearing down
on us from the sea. ‘Surely they’re not so bothered about a
couple of kayakers that a trio of police launches have been
sent out to hunt us down?’ Of course not! These were the
local ﬁshermen trying to make a living. They moved over
the sea methodically, like a ploughman producing furrow
after parallel furrow. Sometimes they appeared to be only a
hundred metres or so from us. Chains clunked and rattled
as the catch was drawn in, diesel engines throbbed and
men shouted over the noise. This continued until about
5am. We had no idea what, if anything, they had caught
but it had ruined our night. To cap it all, mosquitoes had
bitten me. So much for my list of essential kit. For Scotland
I have a midge net and various sprays/lotions etc but it
hadn’t entered my head that I would need them here. Axel,
as usual, was well supplied with mosquito deterrents.

the coast and looked for possible landing sites if needed.
Daniel’s text message was correct.
A coastguard cutter roared up and suggested that we stay
much closer to the land as poor weather was imminent.
He said it was coming from the north and was called the
Bora. When I asked him how long it might last he pointed
a ﬁnger to the sky and said ‘Only God knows.’ We thanked
him for his information and once we had crossed the
Trogirski Zaljev (gulf), an open stretch of water, we hugged
the coast again to look for somewhere to land. There were
very few places available to us as, ideally, we didn’t want to
camp in someone’s back garden. By 1pm the wind, which
had been variable, became force 4/5 from the west and we
knew that soon we needed to be off the water.
We passed Veli Drvenik and its little sister, Mali Drvenik,
which were due south of us. It took about an hour before
we were able to ﬁnd a suitable place and for this hour
we were paddling into a 4/5 headwind. The sky and sea
state were very unsettled, thunderstorms raged in the
distance and wonderful colours illuminated the horizon.
We rounded a headland and saw a couple of houses with
concrete slipways only a few hundred yards away. This had
to be our landing site. One of the houses looked boarded
up so we made for it.
After carrying the boats towards the house we had a
look around. It was a large place and must have had 4 or
5 bedrooms. The doors and windows had metal shutters
which were rusty in places. It was probably only built in
the last 20 years or so and might have been abandoned
because of the Balkan wars. There was no road leading
to the property although the slipway led directly to the
house. Facing the sea was a covered veranda about 5 metres
square with a low wall around it. The spacious garden had
piles of building materials strewn around it although
shrubs had been planted and there were signs of their
being maintained.
Safely ashore, we relaxed, took stuff out of the boats and
cooked a meal. No sooner had we started to eat than the
deluge hit us. We had been ashore for an hour or so and
conditions had remained rough at sea. About 2km away
was the small island of Arkandel and we could see yachts
making little headway against the wind.
In the distance, thunderstorms rumbled on but they
didn’t appear to get any closer. Suddenly all hell broke
loose. A grey wall raced across the water, ﬂattening the
sea and turning it white. Within a matter of seconds it
hit us. Freezing rain driven horizontally reduced visibility
to a few metres. I threw a groundsheet over my pile of
stuff in the vain hope that it might reduce the damage.
With our backs to the tempest raging all around us, there
was nothing else to do. If I had tried to move under the
veranda, where Axel had quickly gone, my books and maps

Hit by a storm

There was an unsettled look to the weather. The wind
was changeable, as was the sea state. We stayed close to
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Tony clears up after the storm.

would have been papier mâché and my camera ruined. I
was only wearing shorts and could do little but hang on to
the groundsheet. It must have lasted about 20 minutes and
at the end we were feeling very cold. Axel was standing in
5cm of water as the drain in the enclosed patio couldn’t
cope and all around us was a soggy mess. Still, look on
the bright side; what if we had been on the water and had
been hit?
Axel said that we needed to warm up so we went down
to the sea. Although waves were still crashing ashore and
we had to take care, it was like getting into a warm bath.
We laughed like idiots at the bizarre circumstances in
which we had found ourselves. Dinner was ruined and the
saucepan had an additional few inches of water in it. My
camera was dead but it had done this before and I hoped
that after a couple of hot sunny days it might be OK.
In view of the uncertain weather we decided to sleep in
the tents that night. The water had drained from the patio
and it quickly dried up. We used some of the roof tiles
to anchor the tents. Although we had thunderstorms all
around us for most of the night, there was no repeat of the
day’s maelstrom.

Our worst night

We had a lazy morning and tried to dry our kit. The
bushes in the garden were convenient clothes hangers.
There was a bit of a breeze and the sun was hot, ideal
drying weather. The weather report from Daniel wasn’t
very optimistic, particularly for the Kornati region, so we
decided that our most realistic option (and had always
been) was to head for Dubrovnik via the islands. We
crossed to Veli Drevnik and then on to Solta although,
as the day progressed, conditions became rougher. After
paddling into a headwind of about force 5 for more than
an hour I was getting tired and had to seek refuge. Suitable
stopping places were rarely encountered during our trip
and this was no exception. The small storm beach was no
wider than 30 feet by about 10 deep. All that we could see
was a layer of ﬂotsam being pounded by dumping waves. It
was the only spot available to us, however, and we headed
for it. Luckily, there were no large nails or other sharp
edged bits under the plastic detritus and we hurriedly tied
the boats to some rocks and a small tree. It was probably

the worst night that either of us had endured whilst
camping and, needless to say, we didn’t get much rest. It
was impossible to put up my one man tent because of the
slope and the lack of a clear, rock free area. Axel’s hooped
bivi was only marginally better. My sleeping bag was wet
from the previous day so I slept in my bivi bag with my
clothes on. For extra protection I got inside my emergency
shelter and I was certainly warm enough. Although it
didn’t rain much that night we were regularly doused by
spray from the breaking waves just a few feet below us.
The gusting wind, rough ground and steep slope didn’t
add much to the charm of the place. We were constantly
having to adjust our position as we gradually slipped down
the slope towards the raging sea.

The previous evening’s wrecked yacht

After a hurried breakfast we were away by 7.30. There
was still a moderate sea and we had a force 4 on our beam
but the sun was out, hurrah... After about 30 minutes we
arrived at Rogac, where we stopped for coffee and cake
and bought a few provisions. Although Solta is one of the
closest islands to Split its lack of tourist facilities contributes
to its charm. I wish we had known that the previous night.
There was a big swell coming in as we left the harbour.
While some of the tourists looked concerned it was
exhilarating to push through the waves and make for the
headland beyond. By 2pm we had reached Stomorska and
had a look for the campsite (as marked on our map). There
was a solitary tent just back from the beach and under
some trees but no sign of toilets or showers. We assumed
that it was OK for wild camping and, trying not to take up
too much of the beach, we spread our still damp clothes
and sleeping bags out to dry. To compensate for the lack
of a hot meal the previous evening we retired to a small
restaurant for a couple of hours. It was a 15 minute walk
to the little harbour and we saw a couple of windsurfers
having some difﬁculty coping with the conditions at sea.
Being the linguist, Axel had the job of checking out the
weather reports from the yachtsmen. Apparently, on the
previous evening a yacht had been wrecked just outside
the harbour. There were no serious casualties but the boat’s
motor had been unable to cope with the conditions and
it had foundered. The weather forecast for tomorrow was

Split, seen from Stomorska across a still choppy sea.
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looking promising. We camped in the woods just above
the beach; the ground was ﬂat and a multitude of stars lit
the sky. With the only sounds being a murmur of wind in
the trees and the gentle lapping of the waves on the beach
it was a real contrast to the previous night.

Past as many attractive young women
as possible

The next day we were hoping to cover a good distance
and the conditions were promising. After 11/2 hours’
paddling we arrived at the Rt Razan lighthouse on the
most westerly tip of Brac for a pee stop. A man with
an Alsatian came out of the small cottage next to the
lighthouse. He quickly realized that we were no threat
and returned our friendly wave with a reluctant one
before going back into the cottage. Our biggest problem
crossing to Hvar from Brac was the ubiquitous gin palaces
racing past in both directions. There were a few ferries
and a number of yachts but they usually passed us at
some distance and were generally slower. (I’m inclined to
think that they were also more likely to be looking where
they were going). To our left and behind us we could see
the distant mountains of the mainland with Brac in the
foreground. Brac is famous for its white marble, which
was used in the White House, Washington DC, and the
Reichstag in Berlin. Hvar is a lovely sliver of an island,
cloaked in blue lavender every spring, and it has a friendly
coastline for kayakers seeking shelter for the night. Beyond
Hvar is the wild and mountainous island of Vis, rearing
dramatically from the sea.
The islet of Bisevo is just beyond Vis. Bisevo is home to
the Blue Cave, a fascinating grotto that is only reachable by
boat. Halfway across, a light westerly wind blew up but the
boats tracked reasonably well without skegs or rudders.
On reaching Hvar we had a quick lunch stop before
rounding a headland and paddling on along the island’s
southern coastline. We didn’t investigate Hvar town but
from our vantage point it looked an attractive place. The
best views of its Renaissance buildings that follow the
contours of the bay are from the sea. We had a helpful
tailwind which combined with the swell to give us a bit
of gentle surﬁng. Hvar’s coastline on this southern edge
had more potential camping sites than any other stretch
of coast during our trip. Every 1/2 hour or so we would
come across a small cove or bay suitable for camping. It
was Saturday and the weather was hot; every available
rock, slipway or beach had people basking in the sun. We
stopped brieﬂy at one small beach for a swim.
About 4pm we came upon an attractive little bay which,
according to our map, was called Dubovica. There were a
couple of cottages and a few more substantial ecclesiastical

buildings made of the local limestone. The beach was
steeply shelving and crowded so we had to take care
not to embarrass ourselves on landing. We both made
faultless exits from the boats and hardly got our feet wet.
Were those looks of admiration or irritation, probably
the latter. After hauling the boats past as many attractive
young women as possible, we merged seamlessly with the
rest of the crowd. A group of young men were playing
some instruments which included guitars, drums and a
didgeridoo. We had visions of them playing all night and
enjoyed their music for a couple of hours. To one side
of the beach there was a low building with some seats
outside. It turned out to be a bar although we suspected
that it was unofﬁcial as, even inside, there were no obvious
signs of its present function. By about 8pm we had the
beach to ourselves and we could see a crocodile of walkers
making their way up the hill by the path.

Axel at Dubovica on Hvar.
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The sculpture with an inscription

We left early the next morning before any of the locals
made the trek to the beach. After a few photographs we set
off and were greeted by a moderate sea state and a slight
headwind. During the morning we encountered high
cliffs with sheltered coves at regular intervals. Each cove
had a small shack with a plot of arable land adjoining it.
Some were clearly not looked after very sympathetically.
As the day passed by, the coves became more intermittent
and the coastline lost its cliffs to be replaced by low rocky
outcrops with dense scrub behind. By about 4pm the wind
got up another notch (5) and soon after we came across a
lovely bay with a couple of small shacks and a boatshed at
the water’s edge. There was no one about and the doors
were locked so we decided to stay for the night. Just like
the many other small dwellings that we had passed, each
with its own little landing, this was clearly a retreat from
the hurly burly pressure of 21st century life. There was no
vehicular access and a small motorboat would probably
take at least an hour to get here from the nearest access
point. One of the buildings and the boatshed were in a
generally poor state of repair although they were usable.
The other was in good condition. A small concrete veranda
had recently been laid and vines trailed overhead on some
trellising. Small stone walls had been built and some steps
led up to the hut. Gradually we could see a tiny cottage
garden slowly emerging from the wilderness surrounding
the hut and there was a sculpture with an inscription and
a photograph of a girl/woman outside the door of the hut.
We could not understand the words but the place seemed
to posses a loving and hospitable aura. We felt that the
maker of this place would not have minded us staying for
the night.
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Little kids ran away screaming

We had some light rain for most of the night but Axel
was ﬁne in his hooped bivi. I, on the other hand, foolishly
relied on my Pertex bag and by morning my eye was badly
swollen, presumably from a mosquito bite. As we had a
reasonable medical kit with us I was able to start a course
of antibiotics and, thankfully, within a couple of days the
swelling had gone. It wasn’t a pretty sight but didn’t affect
the paddling too much. Luckily, I wasn’t anticipating
meeting any attractive women during our trip!

Tony's swollen eye.
We were heading for the island of Korcula this day, one
of the greenest Adriatic islands. We stopped brieﬂy on
the Peljesac peninsula for lunch. With a following sea we
made good time to Korcula town. Rather than explore
the town we decided to look for a suitable camping spot
and then we would be able to relax a little. There was a
campsite indicated on our map but when we found it we
decided that it wasn’t really us. We got a few stares as we
paddled along the beach looking for the showers. When
we ﬁnally landed, people backed away from us and little
kids ran away screaming for their mothers. Yes, I know we
were a bit dishevelled and salt encrusted and I suppose

my swollen eye didn’t improve my appearance but did we
really look that bad? After a shower we both agreed, no, we
didn’t, well, at least, Axel didn’t. The facilities were ﬁne and
we were able to ﬁll up our water bottles but the site was
huge with little space between tents so we moved on. Not
far from the campsite was a small ferry terminal for local
boats. Here we found one of the ﬂattest places (very rare
in our trip) to crash out for the night. It consisted of the
concrete foundations and low walls for something that had
seemingly been abandoned. It was a real pleasure to be able
to lie down without slipping down a cliff edge or having
rocks digging into us throughout the night. The walls were
great for my aching back. What could be better than lying
down in a foetal position with my back against a solid wall
for a good night’s sleep?
Having identiﬁed our bed for the night, we paddled
back to the town against a ﬁerce headwind. There was a
small very central beach where we left the boats and we
had a look around the town. I went to a pharmacy for
some mosquito repellent. The lady was very sympathetic
about the state of my eye instead of backing away with
revulsion. Axel bought some very expensive bananas from
a bearded lady in the market. He decided not to complain
about being ripped off and we felt sorry for the woman.
To compensate ourselves for being gullible tourists we had
an excellent meal in a restaurant overlooking the harbour.
Korcula had many similarities with Dubrovnik; both
were medieval walled cities with narrow streets and ﬁne
buildings. Korcula, however, hadn’t yet been taken over by
expensive boutiques and salons to slake the tourists’ thirst
for things to buy. Local people still live here at the moment
but it won’t be long before the wealthy move in, the place
is spruced up and the former occupants of the old town
are relocated to some far off suburb.
When we got back to the boats the area had been
cordoned off for a concert although nobody seemed to
mind as we hastily retrieved the boats and left. It was
getting dark when we arrived at the terminal. The ferries
had stopped for the night and didn’t start again until about
5.30am. Apart from a few excited shouts by ﬁshermen in
the early hours we had a trouble free sleep.

Strange noises in the undergrowth

This day we were paddling to Mljet. It was going to
be a hot day and the sea was calm. Our ﬁrst port of call
was Korcula’s most easterly lighthouse at Rt Raznjic on
a small island. There was no beach here but it was a haven

Axel on the crossing to Mljet.
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for small boats with good camping possibilities. It took
us three hours to make landfall on Mljet and we had
encountered little trafﬁc en route. About halfway across we
had noticed a distinct current taking us to starboard and,
close to the island, it changed to port and became stronger.
It was akin to paddling through treacle and we had to push
a bit to get around the low headland. The surface of the
sea was rippled and there were shoals of small ﬁsh leaping
out of the water.
We arrived in a lovely aquamarine bay with a rocky
foreshore and woodland beyond. With some difﬁculty we
managed to scramble across the razor sharp karst to have
lunch under the trees. A police launch arrived soon after
and we had visions of their tracking us to ensure that we
didn’t camp illegally. Most of Mljet is a national park and
wild camping is not allowed. As we continued around
the eastern edge of the island the shoreline changed.
Gone were the low sharp rocks backed by thick and
impenetrable scrub to which we had been accustomed and
replacing them were low cliffs with interesting tortuous
rock formations and pine trees. Mljet has a colony of
mongooses. Originally they had been imported from
India to deal with an epidemic of snakes and they are still
thriving. Mljet has two forest shrouded saltwater lakes that
are accessible by narrow channels from the sea and we
were looking for an entrance. The afternoon, however,
was marching on and we needed to ﬁnd a campsite soon.
It wasn’t long before we found a sheltered creek outside

of which a couple of yachts were moored. We paddled
into the shallow creek and the yachts were soon out of
sight. We were at the bottom of a circular, possibly caldera,
shaped depression. All around us were steeply rising
sides blanketed with trees. We quickly hid our boats and
explored. There were a couple of little used tracks, one of
which followed the shoreline. After scrambling to the top
of the bank to see if we could identify where the inland
lake was, we had a bite to eat. Our immediate thoughts on
hearing the sound of a motor was to hide but it was only
a couple of kids in a dinghy; we had managed to slip the
net. Well, that’s what it seemed like at the time. We slept
on the barely discernable track close to the water’s edge. I
slept reasonably well considering the strange noises in the
undergrowth and the dark shapes of the overhanging trees.
At one point I woke up with a start. I knew I shouldn’t
have seen The Blair Witch Project but it was only Axel
talking in his sleep. He slept like a log as usual, darn that
Goretex tunnel bivi of his.

Sharing with a herd of goats declined

We quickly found the entrance to the lake. It was
another hot day with no wind. There was a slight current
against us in the channel. Apart from registered users there
are no powered craft allowed within the lake. Once inside
we had magniﬁcent views. There are several large bays and
the hills around are heavily wooded. On an island there is
a monastery with a restaurant and bar utilizing some of the

On the slipway at Sobra harbour on Mljet.
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Mljet's island monastery.

Tony awaits the arrival of his chocolate pancake.
monastic buildings. The staff were just opening the café
but, as the bread hadn’t yet been delivered, we couldn’t
have a cheese roll. The chocolate pancake was a very
tasty alternative. We took a few photographs. One was of
a solitary gull, the only one that we had seen during our
short visit to the national park. Then we left.
We had decided that the northern coast of Mljet looked
more promising for camping than the southern coast and
this involved retracing our journey back to the lunch stop
of the previous day where we had seen the police boat. It
was a long paddle before we reached the bay and turned
due east. There were a number of attractive looking bays,
here with small boats moored up, but it was too early in
the day to be thinking of a campsite. Unfortunately, as the
day progressed our luck ran out and, apart from a place that
we would have had to share with a herd of goats, there was
nothing suitable before we reached Sobra. Passing the small
ferry terminal as we paddled into the harbour, we landed
on a slipway. There was a guy painting his house, only a
matter of yards from where we were, and we asked him
if it would be OK for us to stay on the slipway overnight.
He said it would be ﬁne. We ate at a pizzeria by the water’s
edge within view of the boats and our kit. The waitress
who served us was very overworked but good humoured
and efﬁcient. There was little to disturb us overnight until
about 6am when a few cars drove past on their way to the
ferry terminal.

Wasp carnage

As we left at 7.15 the little harbour was coming to
life. Weather conditions were good and we passed several
large bays during the ﬁrst hour or so. There were a few
rocky outcrops and I decided to stop for a quick pee. The
rocks were razor sharp as usual and it was only with great

A sheltered creek in the national park at Mljet.
difﬁculty that I managed to get out of the boat. Axel was
unsympathetic and told me off. He was the navigator and
in charge today and he had been very concerned when I
disappeared. I slapped my wrist and said ‘Sorry, Captain;
it won’t happen again.’ It took us a couple more hours
to reach Rt Debeli, our jumping off spot, where we had
a break. The crossing to Lopud took about three hours. I
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thought that we had decided to pay a quick visit to Sipan.
The navigator, however, pressed on, perhaps mistaking
Sipan for a part of the mainland. Within an hour we found
our ﬁrst sandy beach in Croatia and spent the rest of the
day swimming and snorkelling.
We landed on the FKK side of the beach at U Sunj
because there was more room. Lopud has a small village of
the same name about a mile away. By 8pm the beach was
almost empty, as apparently is the norm in Croatia. We had
a bite to eat in one of the two bars before they closed.

Tony Sandry photographs

Lopud before the tourists arrive.
Whilst we were eating and enjoying some local red
wine, our attention was drawn to one of the waiters, who
was clearing up. One of the tables had scores of wasps
buzzing around a particularly sticky plate. When it comes
to wasps or hornets my prejudices prevail. I was stung
three times during one week’s camping many years ago
and I wasn’t winding them up or ﬂapping around. One
of my daughters is amazing (or is that crazy?) because she
seems unperturbed by a wasp crawling around her hand.
Once stung and all that! If a wasp comes anywhere near
me I whack it hard but, of course, I can’t hit dozens of
wasps without their retaliating so it has to be the bug spray,
zap them before they get me. This guy, however, picked up
a saltcellar and started to squash them one at a time. There
must have been dozens of wasp corpses on the table and
still he hadn’t been stung. I had to get my camera out and
photograph this carnage but too late. He must have got
bored and went off to do something else.

The honeymoon couple

During the night we heard some movement and when
we got up about 5.30 there was a small tent a few metres
away. It was occupied by a couple of honeymooners, an
English girl and Canadian guy. They were very pale. A
willowy young woman, who had crashed out overnight
on one of the sunbeds, threw her clothes off and went for
an early morning swim. It woke me up in no time at all!
By 9am people were arriving and the newlyweds were
asked to vacate their sunbeds. We assumed that they didn’t
want to pay for the bed and they moved. Alternatively,
when they discovered that they were on a nudist beach
they high tailed it pretty quickly. One couple, a huge guy
and a petite woman, spent 30 minutes blowing up the
biggest Lilo I’ve seen in my life. Two other couples, all
naked and recognizing one another, immediately covered
up with robes and towels before the ubiquitous pecks on
the cheeks.
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We decided to have a mid morning cup of tea and
got the stove going. A few minutes later the deckchair
attendant came over to have a look because some guy had
complained. Once he had satisﬁed himself that we were
using a stove and not an open ﬁre he was OK. He did
ask us what time we were going, however, so he could let
grumpy know. Axel had brought his snorkelling mask with
him and we swam a bit near the cliff edge. We saw small
ﬁsh that were of a multiplicity of lovely colours.
We left about noon and at least one guy must have
been pleased to see us go. It took about 40 minutes to
reach Kolocep. Unlike most of the islands we had visited,
there were caves, buttresses and striking rock formations.
We paddled into a few caves and saw the entrance to the
swimmers’ cave although we decided against abandoning
the boats and going in. As we crossed to Dubrovnik the
wind increased so it was a bit of a slog. There were a
number of pedalos going about their happy business in
the harbour area but I would have been a very concerned
parent if my children had been in one. The wind was
offshore and some very big cruise ships and ferries were
frequent visitors to the city. It was amusing to see these
little craft. They had raised middle sections with steps
going up to slides which made them prone to drift in the
wind. It must be great fun to have one’s own portable slide
in the right conditions. We hung around a bit to see if any
were in difﬁculties. During the trip we had met someone
who said that tourists from the former Eastern Bloc
countries were regularly coming to grief on the Adriatic.
We had paddled past an empty rubber dinghy that had
been blown onto some rocks only a few days before. We
camped overnight on the same FKK beach where we had
met our Croatian friends some twelve days before. There
was a spectacular thunderstorm later that evening.
We got to the beach in good time and sorted our stuff
out before Ivana and Edi arrived. They were surprised
but impressed by our trip. The weather had been unusual
for August, they said, and they hoped that it hadn’t spoilt
our trip. They mentioned that we were the ﬁrst people
to approach them about hiring boats and that they
were considering looking at the rental sector as well as
continuing with the guided trips for next year.
The only small thing that marred the trip was my loss
of an admittedly inexpensive multitool. A group of large
gun toting ofﬁcials at the airport were not very happy to
ﬁnd it in my rucksack. Axel and I were also feeling a bit
uncomfortable. However, when they took a good look at
us and could see two rugged weather beaten paddlers that
still smelt of the sea after nearly two weeks they let us go
after conﬁscating the wicked implement.

Tony Sandry

Notes:

• Five paddlers arrived late at night on our beach outside
Dubrovnik. They were a group of Croats who were trying
to raise the proﬁle of sea kayaking in Croatia. For the
previous three weeks they had paddled the entire coastline
of the country and were on their way home. They
were great company for the 5 hour ferry trip between
Dubrovnik and Split. As the weather was looking unsettled,
one of the group, Daniel, said that he would update us if
conditions deteriorated.
• We sent Daniel a text message the next day and he
replied that two twisters (media term) had passed through
our area that day.
• Through an interesting website, wunderground.com, I
found that wind speeds had been gusting up to 80km/h in
that area at the time.
• When I contacted the Met Ofﬁce for information about
the conditions that we had experienced that day I was told
that it would cost £200.
• The Bora, a northern wind that picks up very quickly,
apparently is quite frequent in the Adriatic.
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Grand Union Canal
Chilterns Section

Access and passage are not necessarily permitted and safe under all conditions.

F

Climbing over
the chalk
summit.
Lift bridge and private marina at Fenny Stratford.
NASA

rom Woughton Park (Jan 06 guide) the canal
passes Simpson, a beautiful thatched village
caught up in Milton Keynes, epitomized by its
mainly 14th century church with wooden rood screen
and 1789 monument to John Bacon.
The George Amey Outdoor Education Centre,
activities including canoeing, operates from a former
lengthsman’s house. Trekkers serves those in need
of liquid refreshment. Hedgerows of hawthorn, ash,
willow and elder shelter reedmace, cow parsley, yellow
iris and lilies with mallards, moorhens and
magpies adding life and dead ﬁsh detracting
from it.
A windmill stands back from an attractive
wharf setting just before the A5 crosses.
Before Fenny Stratford there is a house
with a garden seat which uses a cartwheel
as its back, attractive to look at but probably
less comfortable to use, especially with a large
boss in the centre. The lock is also awkward to
use as it has a swing bridge across the centre
of the chamber. On the other hand, the rise is
only 300mm, the smallest on the canal. The
bottom pound leaked but only near the top
of the canal. Rather than solve the leakage it
was decided to install an extra lock and accept a slightly
lower level in the bottom pound. The old northern
engine pumphouse was originally steam powered and

has a craft centre, gift shop and tea room
run by handicapped youths or the
Red Lion is close.
The Bletchley to Bedford
r a i lway c ro s s e s a n d t h e
f o l l ow i n g b r i d g e i s o n
the line of the Roman
Watling Street, for merly
the A5, accompanied by
the Br idge@Fenny. On
November 11th six cannons
will be heard, the Fenny
Poppers, celebrating the
dedication of the red
b r i c k S t M a r t i n ’s
c h u rc h bu i l t i n
1724 - 30 in early
Gothic revival style,
a tradition begun in

The George Amey Centre.

Thatched cottages in Simpson.

The wharf preceding the A5 in Milton Keynes.

1 7 6 0 by
antiquarian
Dr Browne
Willis, the lord
of the manor.
Now closely
following the River Ouzel, the
valley of which it will climb to Grove,
the canal is again lined by poplars and inhabited
by herons and swans. At the end of Water Eaton it
is crossed by the A4146 and is then back in open
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Guide
country although Stoke Hammond stands prominently
on the right bank.
It is still some way to Stoke Hammond which
begins with a church with a squat central tower and a
decorative 14th century font. Stoke Hammond Lock is
also known as Talbot’s and has a Victorian pumphouse
with semicircular windows.
A golf course and deer farm are passed to reach
Soulbury Three Locks or the Stoke Hammond Three.
The Three Locks public house is located in the former
stables. The area is haunted by a woman and child, the
noises of a lock are heard operating at night, pram
wheels squeak and a woman calls for her drowned
family. Crows have learned to catch crayﬁsh when locks
are empty by nipping off their claws. Terns and kestrels

Fenny Stratford Lock.

An avenue of poplars at Water Eaton.

Looking down the Soulbury Three Locks.
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also hunt along the canal and pochard and harlequin
ducks are less usual species to be found. The West Coast
Main Line makes its presence known at intervals.
As the canal moves from Buckinghamshire to
Bedfordshire there are ﬁne views over the River Ouzel
valley, interspersed with gorse as the canal begins to
follow the river’s exaggerated meanders, and St Mary
the Virgin’s church which dates from the 12th century.
At the point of one of these meanders, just as the
railway goes into tunnel, its portal in grey neo Gothic
brick, is the thatched Globe, one of the most attractive
canal public houses to be found anywhere, narrowly
missed by a tree falling across the canal in 2005. Herons
also take refreshment.
After Leighton Lock, Wyvern Shipping are to be
found, one of the oldest hire boat companies, using
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The Globe on the northern edge of Linslade.
a site earlier used by carrier L B Faulkner and canal
painter Frank Jones.
Tesco have a canalside site in Leighton Buzzard,
one of several such on this canal, before the A4146
crosses back. It is a town of 17 - 19th century and half
timbered houses with a 17th century Holly Lodge and
Georgian high street plus a pentagonal market cross of
1400. All Saints’ church of 1288 has a 58m central spire,
15th century wooden angel roof, sanctus bell, 13th
century font, misericords, brasses, mediaeval lectern, ﬁne
stained glass by Kempe and others and 15th century
grafﬁti carving on a pillar while guarding a relic of St
Hugh’s cloak of the ﬁctitious Simon and Nellie who
made the ﬁrst Simnel cake, a rather contorted chain of
reality. The bounds are beaten on Rogation Day. The
1633 almshouses were founded by Edward Wilkes and a
choirboy stands on his head in front on May 23rd while
the will is read. The town hall is 19th century and the
Cedars are where Mary Norton grew up, used by her
as the basis of Firbank Hall in The Borrowers. The town
name is from the Old English leac-tun, a vegetable
farm, belonging to the Buzzard family.
Behind the greenhouses by the canal on the Linslade
side is St Barnabas’ church of 1848, also with Kempe
stained glass windows.
The scenery opens up to the left as Leighton Buzzard
centre is left and a footbridge crosses on a bridge
which once carried a railway from Linslade to Luton.
Tiddenfoot Waterside Park with a former sand quarry,

Canalside tramway track at Leighton Buzzard.

now flooded, offers pony rides, walks, picnics and
angling.
Silica sand and gravel used to be supplied to London
by canal until the late 1940s, some of the track now
being used by the Leighton Buzzard Narrow Gauge
Society. The remains of some 1920s tramway track
stands quite high above the canal for easy loading.
The canal moves back into Buckinghamshire just as
the A505 crosses.
The Grove Lock has been converted from a lock
cottage to a public house while, at the following
Church Lock, the 14th century chapel with bell
turret has been converted to a private house. There is
a large ﬂooded sand pit to the left while the Chilterns
are becoming more prominent ahead. Bury Farm has
buffalo and sells buffalo milk, ice cream, cheese and
yoghurt.
The locks on the ascent of the Chilterns are mostly
in open country. Slapton Lock or Neale’s is not too
far from Slapton where the Perpendicular church has
notable 15/16th century brasses.
Horton Lock gives the best view of the scarp
slope of the Chilterns before they become lost to the
foreground scenery. To the east are hot air balloons and
gliders ﬂying from Dunstable and the 150m Whipsnade
white lion cut in 1935 in the chalk of the Dunstable
Downs to promote the zoo, the largest chalk carving
in the country. As the climb continues the locks get
closer together and the route twists and turns more
frequently. The two Ivinghoe Locks are followed after
the B488 by three Seabrook Locks, the middle one of
which has the best preserved of the backpumping
northern engine houses, meaning those north
of the Chilterns. To the east are Gallows Hill
with an array of aerials and Ivinghoe Beacon,
the highest point on the Dunstable Downs at
230m, the beacon being prepared for Elizabeth I
to summon men in the event of a Spanish invasion.
Scott probably changed the name slightly to
give him the title Ivanhoe. Beyond Pitstone is
Britain’s oldest post windmill, the Pitstone mill
of 1627. At one time it was owned by the
canal company but they sold it in 1842 to the
Ashridge estate. It was badly damaged in a squall
in 1903, was restored in 1962 and now belongs to
the National Trust. Birdlife on the canal ranges from
cormorants to swallows.
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Pitstone Mill.
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Church Lock with wide and former narrower bridge arches.

The Dunstable Downs from Horton Lock. The Whipsnade lion is in the centre of the picture.
A low swing bridge across the canal can be passed
with difﬁculty, then the West Coast Main Line crosses
on an unusual skew bridge with concrete arch ribs
running parallel to the tracks. Cheddington was the
scene of the Great Train Robbery in 1963. A mail train
was carrying £1,000,000 in old bank notes on their
way for destruction. Ronald Biggs and friends stopped
the train and attempted to save them the bother by
taking the notes to a farm in Linslade.
Above the pair of Marsworth Locks, or Norman’s,
there are a line of well heads in a ﬁeld, one with a
small tree growing from its top. Angling is banned on
this pound of the main line and the Aylesbury Arm
as far as the ﬁrst lock. As a result, the carp are able to
grow to full size and swim about at the surface without
fear. Indeed, the locals feed the ﬁsh with even more
enthusiasm than they expend on feeding the ducks.
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How long will it be before the ﬁsh in the rest of our
canals and rivers can similarly live unmolested again?
The 13th century All Saints’ church is another with a
squat tower, rebuilt in the 19th century. A public house is
now a thatched shop and a moat is found near the canal.
At Marsworth Junction there is a BW depot
accompanied by a hand operated crane. The junction is
the start of the Aylesbury Arm.
Marsworth, also known as Maffers, is one of the most
attractive points on the canal, especially where the B489
crosses by the White Lion at Startop’s End. There are
Bluebell’s Tearooms in a lock building. However, the
adjacent carpark is notorious for theft. Tring Reservoirs
were built in 1802 - 39, water being pumped up to
the 120m summit level where the channel is deeper
than usual for storage. There are white campion and
field pansies by the reservoirs which have been a
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Seven more locks, the upper one used in ﬁlming
The Bargee, take the canal to the 5km summit level
from Bulbourne Junction where there are a Georgian
drydock, a large lock keeper’s house and the Wendover
Feeder Branch, currently being restored.
North of the canal is the College Lake Wildlife
Centre in chalk pits begun in 1937, cement works
using excavated chalk and marl.
An 1848 BW depot with fanlights and a water tower

One of the Seabrook locks.

Chiltern farmland to the southeast of Cooks Wharf, Pitstone.

Marsworth Junction. The Aylesbury Arm leaves on the far side of the wharf building.
20ha national nature reserve since 1955, hides located
around this migration rest point with breeding and
wintering birds including goldeneyes, gadwalls, smew,
redbreasted mergansers, scaup, great crested and black
necked grebes, little ringed and ringed plovers, snipe,
common sandpipers, dunlins, redshanks, greenshanks,
ruffs, spoonbills, ospreys, purple herons, mute, whooper
and Bewick swans and black terns plus a heronry, edible
dormice and orange foxtail, broadleaved ragwort and
round fruited rush. The British Trust for Ornithology
have their headquarters close by so nothing unusual is
going to escape notice.

with spire has been the main lock gate construction
site for the south of England and built the model for
the Foxton inclined plane in 1897. It was closed in
2004 despite outcry from canal enthusiasts but will be
retained for operational purposes. The B488 crosses
by the Grand Junction Arms. There is an annual Tring
Canal Festival here.
Moving from Buckinghamshire into Hertfordshire, the
canal is now in Tring Cutting, 2.4km long and up to 9m
deep.The site of a controversial and expensive improvement
scheme, these days it is lined with sycamores and other trees,
ivy and clematis, and attracts kingﬁshers. There are horse
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The White Lion at Startops End.

The line twists and turns as it approaches the summit at Startops End.
ramps to help with recovery from the deep water. The
railway is hidden in its own Tring Cutting, 4km long, one
of the ﬁrst major railway cuttings.
Beyond Aldbury with its village green, stocks and
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pond, is a 33m Doric column and urn monument
of 1832 to the 3rd Earl of Bridgewater, the canal
pioneer who owned the 16km2 Ashridge estate on
which it is sited, with good oak and beech woodland.
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Bulbourne Dry Dock..

Bulbourne Junction, the start of the Wendover Arm.
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BW’s workshops at Bulbourne.

The deep Tring Cutting.
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The Chilterns are of chalk, some of the youngest
geological formations in Britain, and are noted for
their beechwoods and chalk turf.
Cow Roast is a corruption of cow rest where
there were pens for the use of drovers bringing cattle
from the Midlands to London. The lock begins the
continuous descent to the River Thames. Crossing the
bridge is the Icknield Way Path. While there are various
routes suggested for the Icknield Way, the Ridgeway
and the current footpaths which take their names, it is
clear that the route generally ran along the Chilterns in
this vicinity, a Neolithic route founded around 4,000
- 2,000 BC, the oldest road in Europe.
The lock also has a pumping station and a pond of
large terrapins and is a frequent prizewinner for its
ﬂowers.

The Icknield Way crosses at Cowroast Lock.
Watercress beds, using mineral water from the
Chilterns, are found often until Springwell Lock,
helped by following the River Bulbourne from
Dudswell Top Lock.
To the northeast of the canal Northchurch Common
has such birds as nightjars, woodcocks, grasshopper
warblers, redpolls and bramblings. Northchurch Top
Lock is also known as Bush or Barker’s, just above the
B4506 crossing. The church itself, St Mary’s in Saxon
ﬂint, is one of the world’s oldest with a handsome 15th
century Flemish chest, ﬁne 19th century stained glass
and the 1785 grave of Peter the Wild Boy who was
found near Hanover, moving on all fours and living on
grass. There are timber framed houses in the high street
and a section of Grim’s Ditch to the south.
The proliferation of lock names continues. The next
one, below which is a magniﬁcent copper beech, is
called Bushes, Old Ned’s, Awkward Billy or Crooked
Billet. The two Northchurch Locks by a park and
playground are also called the Gas Two from a former
gasworks while Berkhamstead Top Lock is also called
Broadwater, above a striking bridge painted black, red
and gold.
The former market town of Berkhamstead drew its
wealth from wool in the Middle Ages but also became
the port of Berkhamstead. It has four 17/18th century
coaching inns and a 17th century grammar school.
Graham Greene was born here and went to the school
where his father was headmaster, as a result of which he
was bullied and was sent away for 6 months. Sir James
Barrie visited friends with ﬁve sons who inspired Peter
Pan in 1904. Canada geese, kingﬁshers and even otters
are found here.
Berkhamstead Castle has a double moat, a tall 11th

Magniﬁcent copper beech on the Dudswell ﬂight.
century motte and bailey, curtain walls with D plan
towers and a square tower like keep. It was built by
Robert of Mortain, the half brother of William of

Colourful paintwork on a bridge at Berkhamstead.
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Normandy who received the oaths of allegiance of
the Saxon kings here in 1066. In the 12th century the
timber was replaced with stone and ﬂint walls, breached
by the stone throwing machines of Louis of France and
the barons opposed to King John in 1216 who took the
castle after a fortnight siege. Projecting platforms of the
outer earthworks may be siegework
from this campaign. Brick buildings
FACT FILE
were added later. Thomas à Becket
spent time here as Chancellor. The
Distance
Black Prince lived here from 1336 and
it was a favourite royal residence until
From Woughton Park to Boxmoor is 44km.
Elizabeth I, was visited by Geoffrey
Transport
Chaucer and Henry Tudor and was
There are stations at Fenny Stratford, Leighton
used to imprison King John of France
Buzzard, Cheddington, Tring, Berkhamstead
but had fallen into ruin by 1495, the
materials being used in town house
and Hemel Hempstead. Woughton on the
building. It still belongs to the Prince
Green, Bletchley, Heath & Reach and Leighton
of Wales.
Buzzard are variously served by Arriva Shires
The Crystal Palace public house
was designed by Parton, who also
buses, connecting via Aylesbury with Tring
designed its larger namesake. Opposite
Station, Berkhamstead and Hemel Hempstead,
is a totem pole which belonged to a
variously served by Arriva Shires and Arriva
Canadian timber company and was
carved in 1967 by a Kwakiutl Indian
Lucketts buses.
from Vancouver. However, when they
Campsites
moved to new premises they were not
There are campsites 10km away at Ridgmont
allowed to take their property with
and 2km away at Ivinghoe.
them. Bridgewater Boats occupy what
was a boatbuilding yard, boats being
Youth Hostels
launched sideways into the canal.
Milton Keynes youth hostel is 5km away and
Berkhamstead Bottom Lock by the
Ivinghoe youth hostel is 1km away.
Boat and the following lock by the
Rising Sun, which had stables, were
Water Quality
both referred to as Sweep’s because
Woughton Park - Pitstone: Good (1B)
chimney sweep Eli Oliffe kept a
Pitstone - Tring: Fair (2)
boatman’s store. Dalton Wharf, which
follows, had the first factory for
Tring - Berkhamstead: Good (1B)
producing sheep dip.
Berkhamstead - Boxmoor: Poor (3)
The 13th century St Peter’s church,
Licence
one of the largest in Hertfordshire, was
A BW licence is required costing £3 per day
restored in 1871 by Butterfield and
has several brasses and an east window
or £9 per week. BCU members (except SCA)
to William Cowper whose father was
already pay to use this canal.
rector when he was born in 1731. The
Canal Society
16th century Incent House has been
restored but the 17th century Sayer
Grand Union Canal Society, PO Box 254,
almshouses are intact because of a
Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP1 2SU
bequest by Charles II’s chief cook. The
OS 1:50,000 Sheets
A4251 follows the line of the Roman
Akeman Street.
152 Northampton & Milton Keynes
There are four Bourne End Locks,
165 Aylesbury & Leighton Buzzard
Lissamer’s or Topside, Bottomside
166 Luton & Hertford
next to watercress beds which were
Forecasts
harvested by a narrow gauge railway,
Sewerage adjacent to a sewage works
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire & Oxfordshire,
and Irishman’s after a drowned lock
09014 722 056
keeper. Little grebes are found near
Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire & Essex, 09014 722 Bourne End Mill, damaged by ﬁre in
1970 and rebuilt as a motel. St John’s
057
church of 1854 is by George Gilbert
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The totem pole at Berkhamstead.
Scott. There has been a public house on the site of
the Three Horseshoes since 1535. It now suffers from
flooding if one of the Winkwell Locks is operated
wrongly.
The West Coast Main Line crosses back over another
of the concrete arch viaducts. Above Boxmoor Top
Lock are houses with enormously long lawns down to
the canal.
Watercress beds are being abandoned as a nature
reserve. At the next bridge there is parking space for a
couple of cars near the railway although broken glass
questions the security.
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Sign the petition

From Pam Bell.
I have already mentioned this to you but I’ll take this opportunity to
remind you that WCA, along with other organizations and governing
bodies, is campaigning for ‘Land Reform’, ie a bill such as was recently
passed in Scotland, enshrining access rights, along with responsibilities.
We have support from MPs and AMs and have prepared a manifesto.
To make this a reality we now need to demonstrate public support by
delivering a petition along with the manifesto.
The petition can be signed online by following the link or copying
and pasting into your address bar the address http://petitionthem.com/
default.asp?sect=detail&pet=2856.
There is also a link from www.mountainandwater.co.uk/usk_access.
htm and from www.canoewales.com.
Please sign the petition and send it to as many people as you can. Ask
the people you send it to to send it to their friends and colleagues. You
don’t need to live in Wales to sign or to be directly involved in outdoor
activities. You just need to support the aim of fair access for all to our
natural heritage.
Keep your paddles wet.
Editor’s note: See Jul 06, p15.

Chinese whispers

From Nigel Timmins.
I would like to comment on a letter from Andrew Wilkinson
published in your magazine.
Let me put the record straight! Member’s interests are very important
to the BCU. That is why the English Coaching Committee sanctioned
the approval of the paddlesport review, which sought comment from
every member of the BCU and the coaching fraternity in particular.
The ﬁndings from that review resulted in the BCU suggesting changes
to the coaching scheme that are very similar to what we now have on
the table. During that review Sport England asked a large number of
NGBs to consider adopting the UKCC structure. Yes, anything that
Sport England advises us to look at, the BCU takes very seriously. It
would be negligent not to. Actually, in this particular case, the ﬁndings
from the review married with the requirements of the UKCC; therefore
it was not difﬁcult to assimilate the UKCC structure into the review.
I totally refute what Andrew Wilkinson implies I said. As far as I am
aware he did not even attend the recent meeting to which he refers. (I
have checked the attendance record.) It smacks of hearing what you
want to hear, particularly when reported by a third party. It is good to
see that ‘Chinese whispers’ are still alive and well!

The Grim Reaper and me, sea kayak designers

From Alan Byde.
I am in a continuing correspondence with a chap who is researching
Inuit kayaks and paddles. That caused me to find a brief way of
explaining a very long design process.
The Inuit hunters went to sea in kayaks and associated gear. Some
failed to survive. Those who did survive maybe had better kayaks, better
gear and better experience and ability. Only those who survived could
build the next generation of equipment. That way the designs were
reﬁned. Present day sea kayak and equipment designers are copyists;
they cannot be anything else.
The Grim Reaper designed the modern sea kayak and associated
equipment.
23 – 26th February 2007, the Kiwi Association of Sea Kayakers
held their AGM at Anakiwa Outward Bound School in the Sounds at
the north end of South Island, New Zealand. More than a hundred
attended. Groups were dotted about practising skills. It was reminiscent
of times in UK 40 years ago. The surroundings are very similar to
Lakeside Windermere. Saturday night Nigel Foster delivered his talk
about some scary times with polar bears north of Newfoundland.
Among those present was Dave Winkworth, now known as Crocodile
Winky. A couple of years ago on a remote shore in Oz he fought off a
large salt water croc that was about to eat a fellow paddler. Dave stuck
his thumbs in its eyes and it took off hastily to peaceful regions. Around

18 years ago, Dave, who was then a local government ofﬁcer, read my
book Canoe Design & Construction. He reckoned he could do that so
did it. Now he has a business building kayaks. His latest sea kayak is
the Nadgee. Odd name, the aboriginal name for a district in Victoria,
Australia. I paddled it for the ﬁrst time yesterday as I write. Sweet
mover. (The kayak, that is.)
That brief voyage was a ﬁrst in several ways, the ﬁrst time for me in
a kayak for twenty years. Just about the last time previously was when
I paddled John Dowd’s kayak at the Vancouver Expo. 1986. That was
a memorable time. Now age 78, I found the old paddle and balance
skills returning as if there had been no interruption. What I found this
morning as I woke were the muscles of the neck to right shoulder
grousing about my enthusiasms the previous day. Should have stayed
in practice. Full shoulder extension, sculling support, back of head
touching rear deck demanded muscular freedom that the body forgot.
The book Canoe Design & Construction was not a commercial success
for the publishers, Pelham Books. It was remaindered decades ago but it
is still available on the internet. It had remarkable effects. There are two
men in New Zealand who built good businesses, starting when they
read that book. One told me his ﬁrm built 9,000 kayaks to his designs
using the skills he learned from the book. Yesterday I was handed a
letter from another Australian. He was given a copy of the book which
was discarded from the local library after 25 years in circulation. His
ﬁnal words in a long and fascinating letter are ‘I hope you are pleased
to know that the ripples you created over 30 years ago are still moving
outwards.’ He builds GRP kayaks now.
It is odd that a book which was not a commercial success was the
fertilizer for at least four successful commercial businesses Down Under.
Me? Contented.

A message of thanks

From Mark Owen,White Water Consultancy International Ltd, Bronwydd,
Carmarthen.
The Family of Huw Evans WWC send their sincere thanks for your
kind expressions of sympathy and grateful contributions to the Air
Ambulance Wales (£1,085.00) and Tywi Surgery (340.00).
We have all been overwhelmed by the offers of support from all who
came into contact with Huw. These contributions are a ﬁtting tribute
for one of life’s characters.
Publisher contact
Canoeist, 4 Sinodun Row, Appleford-on-Thames, Oxon
OX14 4PE
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily
those of the editor or publishers. References to waters
do not necessarily imply that access or passage is legally
permitted or that they are safe in all conditions. The
editor and publishers can not be held responsible for
any omissions of references to hazards from notes on
these waters. They do not necessarily support advertising
claims nor do they hold themselves responsible for
inadequacies in items of equipment reviewed here.
Governing body enquiries
Canoeist is the magazine of Paddlers International and
the International Sea Kayak Association. Enquiries to
governing bodies and associations should be addressed
to them at the addresses to be found on the Classiﬁed
pages.
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Graeme Brautigam photographs

Orton Mere's Premier winner Julie Bright.

Pure chemistry for Julie and Sara

Orton Mere Slalom
It was a great double victory for Julie Bright and Sara Brautigam at
the ﬁrst of Proteus Canoe Club’s winter slalom series.
Paddling the new CS Canoe Chemical slalom boat, Julie won the
Ladies’ Premier class and Sara Brautigam won the Ladies’ Division 2
class, each by a comfortable margin, with Heather Slater ﬁnishing 3rd in
the Ladies’ Division 1 class.
All three were paddling the full Kevlar construction boat. Could this
be the winning boat for next season?
The competitors and spectators enjoyed a great day’s paddling with a
wonderful social atmosphere, following the tragedy of the Proteus CC
clubhouse and store being burnt down by vandals earlier in the year.
The team did a wonderful job running the event and doing the catering
from tents, an excellent event and well done to all.

Graeme Brautigam

Top slalomists retire

Stuart Bowman has retired from international slalom. He has
competed with Nick Smith as one of our leading C2 crews. Kim
Walsh, currently ranked 4th in Britain and sister of Olympic medallist
Campbell, has also retired from top level competition.
Johnny Brown

Slalom

Chasing the remaining places

Nottingham Slalom
There were two competitive weekends of battling for places in the
GB team at Holme Pierrepont, Nottingham.
There were 3 events; the ﬁrst took place on 28th April, the second
on 29th April and the 3rd over the weekend of 5/6th May. This ﬁnal
weekend had the qualiﬁcation runs on Saturday and the semi ﬁnals and
ﬁnals on Sunday. Team members are selected from points accumulated
over the two weekends. The point system works as follows: 30 points
for a 1st place, 27 points for a 2nd place, 25 points for a 3rd place, 23 for
a 4th place and only the best two results from each event counted. The
competition on Sunday was ﬁerce as the winner of was guaranteed an
automatic place in the team.
There were also fewer places for which to ﬁght because Campbell
Walsh and Fiona Pennie automatically qualified places following
international results last year including a bronze medal for Walsh and a
silver medal for Pennie (both Nottingham based) at the Prague world
championships.
In men’s K1 Huw Swetnam performed when it mattered and won
the ﬁnal nearly 1 second ahead of Andy Hadﬁeld. Richard Hounslow
had some excellent runs, winning the ﬁrst two events. Campbell Walsh
had a poor run with a 102 second penalty although this does not affect
his place in the team; he will certainly be looking to get back on top for
forthcoming slaloms.
In women’s K1 27 year old Laura Blakeman paddled consistently
winning the last two events. 19 year old Lizzie Neave accumulated
points by coming 3rd in the ﬁrst event and 2nd in the ﬁnal, followed by
Louise Donnington. Fiona Pennie, who already has a place in the team
won the ﬁrst event and came 2nd in the ﬁnal, demonstrating consistent
paddling.
In C2, Etienne Stott and Tim Baillie paddled fantastically; they
consistently won each of the three events, holding off pressure from the
newly formed crew of Dan Goddard and Nick Smith.
In C1 there was a big contest between Stuart McIntosh (GB’s most
successful C1 paddler in international competition for a number of
years with top 10 results in Athens) and David Florence (gold medallist
in the Augsburg World Cup). Stuart came out on top in the ﬁnal but
Florence won the ﬁrst two events.
John Macleod, team manager, comments ‘There has been some great
paddling this weekend with many talented athletes hungry for team
places. It is also a hugely important selection year for the senior team
who contest Olympic qualification at the world championships in
Brazil in September’.

Chloe Nelson-Lawrie

K1WC: 1 M Franklin, Shepperton, 415.24. 2 J Royle, Stafford & Stone, 559.99.
K1W: 1 L Blakeman, Stafford & Stone/PeakUK, 212.81. 2 F Pennie, 223.07. 3 L Donington,
Holme Pierrepont, 231.75. K1M: 1 H Swetnam, GB, 198.32. 2 A Hadﬁeld, GB, 199.01.
3 R Neave, GB, 199.62. 4 R Hounslow, GB, 201.06. 5 T Wakeling, GB, 202.58. 6 D Paxton, GB,
204.60. 7 N Stevenson, GB, 205.92. 8 G Hitchen, GB, 210.60. 9 T Brady, GB, 105.95.
10 J Morley, GB, 263.79. 12 J Akinyemi, GB. 13 D Cresser, GB. 14 T Jones, GB. 15 J Coombs, GB.
17 B Richardson, GB. 18 F Florence, GB. 19 H Mugford, GB. 20 Z Franklin, GB. C1: 1 S McIntosh,
PeakUK, 205.42. 2 D Florence, 207.08. 3 C Radmore, Cool Blue, 214.66. C2: 1 Stott/Baillie,
PeakUK, 224.73. 2 Smith/Goddard, PeakUK, 275.80. 3 Marshall/Marshall, Central, 294.14.

Left: Stuart Bowman
(with Nick Smith),
retiring.
Right: Johnny Brown,
work recognized.

ACM highlights

* The Slalom Committee have been pushing for a central online
entry system for events. This will cost £15,000 and involve all BCU
disciplines. An answer has been awaited from the BCU since May 2006.
* The European slalom championships at Nottingham left a deﬁcit of
£10,530.
* Participation in slalom rose 1% last year.
* Slalom organizer packs will be distributed on CD unless paper copies
are requested.
* Scottish slalom coach Johnny Brown has had his work recognized
with a Legend Award at the Canoe Slalom Oscars.

How much?

Charges for hire of the Holme Pierrepont slalom course have
increased from £700 to £900 for a weekend, a rise of 29%. The Slalom
Committee are querying whether this is correct.

IOC want equality

Sara Brautigam winning Division 2 at Orton Mere.
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The IOC want gender equality so it is expected that women’s
C1 and C2 classes will be introduced for the 2009 world slalom
championships and the 2016 Olympics. This would increase the number
of competitors, against the IOC policy of reducing numbers. However,
failure to comply could push canoeing out of the Olympics. Mixed C2
in slalom and wild water racing was abandoned in the 1970s as there
were too few entries at world level. This was also the case in Britain
where the memory of men berating their wives on course was not one
of the most edifying aspects of slalom.
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Chapel Falls Slalom
K1W1: 1 J Royle, Stafford & Stone, 101.77. 2 S Smith, Urchins, 105.77. 3 E Meakins, St Albans
& Hertsmere, 106.68. K1W2: 1 A Turner, Salisbury, 141.32. 2 L Paddock, Manchester, 202.46.
3 N Willdigg, Stafford & Stone, 292.14. K1WV: 1 J Cawthray, RAF, 104.54. 2 L McConnachie,
DENO, 139.82. K1M1: 1 W Cohen, Hydrasports, 88.56. 2 C Edwards, Llandysul, 89.75. 3 C Hogg,
Central, 90.45. K1M2: 1 H Mayer, Stafford & Stone, 103.32. 2 G Roberts, Warwick Univ, 107.81.
3 M Holiday, Holme Pierrepont, 109.02. C1.1: 1 R Davies, Bala, 95.21. 2 J Shaw, Ribble, 100.08.
3 J Hubert, Reading, 104.48. C1.2: 1 J Ibbotson, Green Star, 118.32. 2 I Green, 122.74.
3 B Kell, Lower Wharfe, 137.23. C2P/1: 1 Roden/Roden, Stafford & Stone, 97.96.
2 Hesford/Carlisle, Hydrasports, 113.11. 3 Downes/Clarke, Stafford & Stone, 113.89.
Off: 1 T Wakeling, Yat, 75.98. 2 D Paxton, Llandysul, 77.93. 3 T Jones, Bala, 82.71.

Freestyle

Holme Pierrepont Slalom
Sat: K1W: 1 F Pennie, 214.49. 2 L Blakeman, Stafford & Stone/PeakUK, 217.72. 3 E Neave,
220.63. K1M: 1 R Hounslow, PeakUK, 188.81. 2 R Neave, Stafford & Stone, 188.99.
3 H Swetnam, PeakUK, 195.57. C1: 1 D Florence, 192.89. 2 S McIntosh, PeakUK, 200.37.
3 C Radmore, Cool Blue, 207.46. C2: 1 Stott/Baillie, PeakUK, 218.20. 2 Smith/Goddard, PeakUK,
220.46. 3 Marshall/Marshall, Central, 234.74. Off: 1 P Bromwich, Wimps, 291.03. 2 F Lindesay,
Shepperton, 423.30. 3 C Warren, Hydrasports, 493.48. Sun: K1W: 1 L Blakeman, Stafford &
Stone/PeakUK, 220.83. 3 E Neave, 222.75. 3 F Pennie, 224.28. K1M: 1 R Hounslow, PeakUK,
197.32. 2 R Neave, Stafford & Stone, 197.85. 3 N Stevenson, Manchester, 202.67.
C1: 1 D Florence, 203.75. 2 S McIntosh, PeakUK, 212.54. 3 M Proctor, Stafford & Stone, 218.07.
C2: 1 Stott/Baillie, PeakUK, 222.42. 2 Marshall/Marshall, Central, 237.47. 3 Smith/Goddard,
PeakUK, 244.72. Off: 1 S Grant, Fife, 241.23 2 C Warren, Hydra Sports, 253.16. 3 A Martin,
Cleveland, 287.14.

World Championships
K1WJ: 1 E Jackson, USA. 2 M Wegman, Nederland. 3 N Newman, France. 4 F Meares, GB.
K1W: 1 R Gordan, Canada. 2 T Faux, Australia. 3 F Jarvie, GB. 4 L Evans, GB.
K1MJ: 1 E Carcia, USA. 2 T Fahrun, Canada. 3 D Jackson, USA. K1M: 1 E Jackson, USA.
2 P Csonwka, Slovensko. 3 N Troutman, Canada. K1SqW: 1 V Bertrand, Canada. 2 C O'Hara, GB.
3 E Runciman, GB. K1SqM: 1 B White, GB. 2 C Morita, Nippon. 3 G Nicks, GB. 4 J Reeves, GB.
C1: 1 D Burke, USA. 2 M Girardin, France. 3 G La Rue, Canada.

Brabants takes bronze again

Szeged Regatta
Tim Brabants added a second bronze World Cup medal to his 2007
collection with a solid performance in Szeged, Hungary.
Brabants (world silver medallist & European champion in 2006 and
Olympic medallist in 2000) paddled excellently, winning a bronze
medal in the men’s K1 1,000m event. He lost out to Canadian Olympic
champion Adam Van Koeverden, followed by Zoltan Benko (HUN),
ﬁnishing in a time of 3:28.8 seconds.
Another promising performance came from Matt Lawrence and
James Train in the C2 1,000m race. They improved on their Zagreb
performance by coming 8th in a time of 3:41.8. The winners of the
event were the German pair of Gille/Wylwenzek.
Abigail Coulson and Lucy Wainwright did not make the K2 500m
ﬁnal this time round but did the next best thing; they won the B ﬁnal
in 1:49.5. The Slovak crew which won the A ﬁnal posted a time of 1:48
so, all in all, it was still a very encouraging result for GB. The duo did
well in the K2 200m by ﬁnishing 6th.
Other women who paddled well were Louisa Sawers, Rachel
Cawthorn, Jenna Hawkey and Tara Nutt in the K4, who came 8th in
the 1,000m race; this is a non Olympic event.
Jonnie Schoﬁeld, who ﬁnished 7th in K2 500m at his ﬁrst ever ﬂat
water World Cup in Zagreb earlier in the month, was not at this event
as he was winning gold at the European wild water championships in
Bihac, Bosnia.
The results from the event will help determine who will be
selected for the European championships held on 28th Jun - 1st Jul in
Pontevedra. Brabants is clearly in an excellent position for selection!

Chloe Nelson-Lawrie

Ben White takes squirt event

World Championships
It was a successful week for Great Britain who won an incredible
four medals at the world freestyle championships in Ottawa, Canada,
over 29th April - 5th May.
The heat was on in the women’s K1 with the leader board constantly
changing throughout the event, so congratulations to Fiona Jarvie,
aged 30 from Wimborne, Dorset, who demonstrated her great strength
to win a bronze medal! Fiona has a number of awards to her name
including a bronze at the 2005 world championships.
The GB team also dominated the squirt classes with Ben White
winning a gold medal in the men’s event and Greg Nicks and James
Reeves taking 3rd and 4th places. The women performed well in the
female squirt event with Claire O’Hara and Emma Runciman taking
home silver and bronze medals!

Chloe Nelson-Lawrie

200m: K2W: 1 Kehlova/Kmetova, Slovensko, 38.048. 2 Patyi/Paksy, Magyarország, 38.408.
3 Kuczkowska/Walczykiewicz, Polska, 38.732. 6 Wainwright/Coulson, GB, 39.752. 1km: K1M:
1 A Van Koeverden, Canada, 3:27.639. 2 Z Benko, Magyarország, 3:28.371. 3 T Brabants, GB,
3:28.821. C2: 1 Gille/Wylenzek, Deutschland, 3:31.800. 2 Kozmann/Kolonics, Magyarország,
3:33.528. 3 Russhell/Beauchesne-Sevigny, Canada, 3:33.864. 8 Train/Lawrence, GB, 3:41.898.
K4W: 1 Magyarország, 3:16.712. 2 Zhongguo, 3:18.458. 3 Polska, 3:20.012. 8 GB, 3:28.586.

Pontevedra regatta course

The Spanish are building a new sprint regatta course near Pontevedra.
The 1.3km course is to be used for the European sprint championships
over Jun 27th - Jul 1st.

Hungarian invitation

We have received an invitation for competitors to take part in the
Hungarian Flatwater Masters Championships which will be run on
Lake Velence on Jul 21st/22nd as an open international. Distances will
be 200 and 500m and competition will be in 5 year age bands with a
wide selection of classes although entry is restricted to two 500m and
three 200m events per participant. [canoedoc@vnet.hu]

Backward paddling against bungees as part of the freestyle contest in the pool at the ICE.
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Sprint

Junior World Championships
C1: 13 G Pitt, GB. K1WT: 5 GB. K1MT: 11 GB. C1: 3 GB.

Gone off

Bulgarian coach Krassimir Ivanov is reported to have parted company
with the BCU. His views on drugs (Jan 06, p83) left ofﬁcials with quite
a bit of explaining to be done.
National Water Sports Centre Regatta
200m: K1WA: 1 L Wainwright, Nottingham, 42.09. 2 A Hemmings, Elmbridge, 42.88.
3 A Coulson, Reading, 43.05. K1MA: 1 J Schoﬁeld, Soar Valley, 36.19. 2 T Brabants, Nottingham,
36.70. 3 E McKeever, Bradford-on-Avon, 36.94. K1P: 1 J Oldham, Pennine Syngenta, 58.30. 2 J
Cotton, Newark, 59.77. 3 B Richardson, Newark, 1:00.46. C1A: 1 M Lawrence, Leighton Buzzard,
43.34. 2 J Train, Fladbury, 44.16. 3 M Weckowski, Polska, 44.76. K2WA: 1 Coulson/Wainwright,
Olympic, 39.16. [2 Train/Lawrence, Olympic, 41.25.] 3 Spencer/Braithwaite, Olympic, 41.74.
K2MA: 1 McKeever/Cox, Olympic, 33.42. 2 Brown/Schoﬁeld, Olympic, 34.43. 3 Majchrzake/Egan,
Salmon Leap, 35.20. K2P: 1 Baines/Cotton, Newark, 55.76. 2 Oldham/Richardson,
Newark/Pennine Syngenta, 56.54. 3 Gardner/Carter, NE Disability, 1:07.51. K4WA: 1 Olympic,
38.90. [2 Olympic, 39.70.] 3 Olympic, 40.00. 500m: K1GD: 1 C Thomas, Wey, 2:26.54. 2 H
Childerstone, Wey, 2:29.12. 3 J Illidge, Runcorn, 2:29.45. K1GC: 1 M Middlehurst, Addlestone,
2:21.52. 2 P Ayres, Wey, 2:21.68. 3 S Rooney, Banbury, 2:27.52. K1GB: 1 L Ferguson, Banbury,
2:16.90. 2 A Edmonds, Wey, 2:17.89. 3 J Collins, Reading, 2:18.05. K1GA: 1 J Walker, Royal,
2:03.09. 2 A King, Reading, 2:04.90. 3 C Spencer, Hereford, 2:07.22. K1WA/B: 1 L Wainwright,
Nottingham, 1:59.57. 2 A Coulson, Reading, 1:59.83. [3 M Lawrence, Leighton Buzzard, 2:00.90.]
K1WC: 1 A Wise, Royal, 2:13.69. 2 F Lamph, Wey, 2:18.89. 3 R Pascoe, Truro, 2:22.96.
K1WD: 1 H Hawkie, Truro, 2:25.99. 2 M Dilai, Penine Syngenta, 2:29.28. 3 L Suttle, Chelmsford,
2:30.62. K1BD: 1 J Young, Bishop's Stortford, 2:09.36. 2 J Corrigan, Salmon Leap, 2:13.55.
3 T Brett, Bishop's Stortford, 2:18.88. K1BC: 1 K Docherty, Salmon Leap, 2:03.97. 2 D Boyle,
Salmon Leap, 2:08.75. 3 P Wilkes, Chelmsford, 2:10.36. K1BB: 1 M Childerstone, Wey, 1:59.33.
2 M Welch, Wey, 2:00.92. 3 J Atwill, Bradford-on-Avon, 2:03.22. K1BA: 1 K Reeves, Addlestone,
1:50.56. 2 T Hide, Addlestone, 1:51.27. 3 E Rutherford, Elmbridge, 1:52.16. K1MA: 1 T Brabants,
Nottingham, 1:42.81. 2 J Schoﬁeld, Soar Valley, 1:44.82. 3 S Hastings, Exeter, 1:47.89. K1MB:
1 S Marchetti, Celbridge, 1:51.08. 2 P Egan, Salmon Leap, 1:54.13. 3 R Forbes, Royal Leamington
Spa, 1:55.20. K1MC/D: 1 C Pereira, Addlestone, 2:01.44. 2 S White, Leighton Buzzard, 2:04.77.
3 M Walsh, Wey, 2:05.81. K1P: 1 J Oldham, Penine Syngenta, 2:44.97. 2 B Richardson, Newark,
2:49.42. 3 J Cotton, Newark, 2:58.11. K1MasA: 1 T Philips, Worcester, 2:05.49. 2 R Littlewood,
Nottingham, 2:05.55. 3 A Grimwood, Lincoln, 2:10.22. K1MasB: 1 L McCarthy, Salmon Leap,
2:11.59. 2 M Nadal, Nottingham, 2:15.22. 3 M Moran, Worcester, 2:19.44. K1MasC: 1 K
Simpson, Reading, 2:27.11. 2 A Hicks, Norwich, 2:30.67. 3 P Jarratt, Lincoln, 2:32.56.
C1C: 1 J Styan, Fladbury, 2:19.27. 2 M Duck, Richmond, 2:26.56. 3 R Weir, Banbury, 2:28.26.
C1B: 1 M Weckowski, Polska, 2:08.84. 2 A Saturnus, Royal Leamington Spa, 2:13.80. 3 G Hunt,
Fladbury, 2:18.07. K2GD: 1 Illinesi/Hanlon, Elmbridge, 2:17.87. 2 Croucher/Childerstone, Wey,
2:20.57. 3 Sillitoe/Oxtoby, Leighton Buzzard, 2:21.45. K2GC: 1 Ayres/Middlehurst, Wey, 2:14.50.
2 Hussey/Rooney, Leighton Buzzard, 2:17.80. 3 Creamer/Wood, Leighton Buzzard, 2:25.70.
K2GA/B: 1 Spencer/Walker, Hereford, 1:57.64. 2 King/Churchill, Reading, 1:58.58. 3 Hilderley/
Edmonds, Wey, 2:06.86. K2WA/B: 1 Coulson/Wainwright, Olympic, 1:48.75. [2 Lawrence/Train,
Olympic, 1:51.36.] 3 Nutt/Hawkey, Olympic, 1:53.91. K2WC/D: 1 Wise/Oughton, Royal,
2:06.87. 2 Swallow/Dilai, Chester, 2:11.99. 3 Hawkie/Pascoe, Truro, 2:12.63. K2BD: 1 Brett/
Young, Bishop's Stortford, 2:06.12. 2 Murphy/Corrigan, Salmon Leap, 2:08.37. 3 Webster/Colyer,
Bradford-on-Avon, 2:12.20. K2BC: 1 Tye/Joy, Worcester, 2:02.13. 2 Leitch/Hussey, Leighton
Buzzard, 2:03.28. 3 Wilkes/Walkinshaw, Chelmsford, 2:04.96. K2BB: 1 Atwill/Howson, Bradfordon-Avon, 1:56.62. 2 Colyer/Lambert, Reading, 1:57.08. 3 Sealey/Sealey, Reading, 1:58.38.
K2BA: 1 Reeves/Beer, Addlestone, 1:43.08. 2 Parﬁtt/Rutherford, Elmbridge, 1:43.30. 3 Ede/Hide,
Reading, 1:44.77. K2MA: 1 Maloney/Fleming, Salmon Leap/Celbridge, 1:35.29. 2 Brown/
Schoﬁeld, Olympic, 1:35.72. 3 McKeever/Cox, Olympic, 1:36.67. K2MB: 1 Baker/Winstanley,
Nottingham, 1:50.67. 2 Pereira/Leahy, Addlestone, 1:52.50. 3 Clifton/Domonkos, Richmond,
1:53.83. K2MC/D: 1 Gavin/Watson, Richmond, 1:58.92. 2 Golding/, Salmon Leap, 2:01.76.
3 Luck/Walsh, Wey, 2:05.67. K2P: 1 Oldham/Richardson, Newark, 2:33.28. 2 Baines/Cotton,
Newark, 2:42.42. 3 Gardner/Taylor, Maidstone, 3:01.56. K2MasA: 1 Grimwood/Brookes, Lincoln,
1:57.14. 2 Swallow/Illidge, Chester, 1:57.96. 3 Blackman/Lawrenson, Burton, 2:08.44. K2MasB/
C: 1 Holmes/Moran, Worcester, 2:08.75. 2 Daniels/Simpson, Reading, 2:14.25. 3 Oliver/Oliver,
Lincoln, 2:18.10. C2B: 1 Weir/Weir, Banbury, 2:15.81. 2 Styan/Train, Fladbury, 2:16.72.
3 Duck/Chapman, Richmond, 2:19.52. K4GD: 1 2:10.44. 2 Wey, 2:11.19. 3 Elmbridge, 2:11.31.
K4GA-C: 1 World Class Start 5, 1:54.98. 2 World Class Start 1, 2:00.97. 3 World Class Start 2,
2:01.27. K4WA-C: 1 Olympic, 1:45.63. [2 Olympic, 1:46.66.] 3 Olympic, 1:48.16. K4BD: 1
Bishop's Stortford, 1:58.78. 2 Leicester/Bradford-on-Avon, 1:59.38. 3 Wey, 2:05.17. K4BB/C: 1
Salmon Leap, 1:50.01. 2 Wey/Addlestone, 1:51.50. 3 Chelmsford, 1:51.95. K4BA: 1 World Class
Start 2, 3:11.73. 2 World Class Start 5, 3:12.33. 3 World Class Start 6, 3:16.28. K4MA/B: 1
Olympic, 1:29.05. 2 Olympic, 1:30.40. 3 Olympic, 1:35.75. C4C: 1 Fladbury, 2:03.69.
2 Fladbury, 2:12.88. K4MasA: 1 Lincoln, 1:53.21. 2 Worcester, 1:55.53. 3 Burton, 1:55.73.
1km: K1GD: 1 C Thomas, Wey, 4:50.95. 2 H Childerstone, Wey, 4:53.85. 3 J Illinesi, Elmbridge,
4:56.86. K1GC: 1 K Trotter, Elmbridge, 4:36.80. 2 P Ayres, Wey, 4:47.85. 3 M Middlehurst,
Addlestone, 4:52.24. K1GA/B: 1 A King, Reading, 4:13.20. 2 J Walker, Royal, 4:14.65. 3 C
Spencer, Hereford, 4:17.42. K1WA/B: [1 M Lawrence, Leighton Buzzard, 4:06.25.] 2 R Cawthorn,
Wey, 4:09.83. [3 J Train, Fladbury, 4:11.03.] K1WC: 1 A Wise, Royal, 4:31.91. 2 F Lamph, Wey,
4:36.93. 3 R Pascoe, Truro, 4:42.95. K1WD: 1 M Dilai, Penine Syngenta, 4:47.10. 2 H Hawkie,
Truro, 4:51.17. 3 L Suttle, Chelmsford, 5:08.00. K1BD: 1 J Young, Bishop's Stortford, 4:24.59.
2 J Corrigan, Salmon Leap, 4:25.01. 3 T Brett, Bishop's Stortford, 4:36.11. K1BC: 1 K Docherty,
Salmon Leap, 4:17.38. 2 P Yates, Wey, 4:19.93. 3 P Wilkes, Chelmsford, 4:20.74. K1BB: 1 M
Childerstone, Wey, 4:09.00. 2 M Welch, Wey, 4:10.89. 3 D Colyer, Reading, 4:12.80. K1BA: 1 T
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Hide, Addlestone, 3:48.31. 2 B Parﬁtt, Elmbridge, 3:50.40. 3 E Rutherford, Elmbridge, 3:50.63.
K1MA: 1 T Brabants, Nottingham, 3:33.52. 2 P Wycherley, Wey, 3:37.82. 3 N Fleming, Celbridge,
3:40.66. K1MB: 1 R Forbes, Royal Leamington Spa, 4:01.72. 2 T Widdershoven, Truro, 4:01.78.
3 B Bradshaw, Barking & Dagenham, 4:02.26. K1MC/D: 1 C Pereira, Addlestone, 4:10.44. 2 C
Fleeson, Anker Valley, 4:21.94. 3 S White, Leighton Buzzard, 4:22.11. K1P: 1 J Oldham, Penine
Syngenta, 5:30.84. 2 B Richardson, Newark, 5:44.29. 3 J Cotton, Newark, 5:46.71. K1MasA:
1 D Pendle, Norwich, 4:15.59. 2 T Philips, Worcester, 4:16.81. 3 M Swallow, Chester, 4:21.88.
K1MasB: 1 L McCarthy, Salmon Leap, 4:30.28. 2 M Nadal, Nottingham, 4:33.86. 3 C Gavin,
Richmond, 4:39.94. K1MasC: 1 K Simpson, Reading, 4:52.50. 2 A Hicks, Norwich, 5:01.66.
3 P Jarratt, Lincoln, 5:07.97. C1C: 1 J Styan, Fladbury, 4:41.27. 2 D Meikle, Fladbury, 4:55.23.
3 M Duck, Richmond, 4:59.96. C1B: 1 M Weckowski, Polska, 4:28.93. 2 A Saturnus, Royal
Leamington Spa, 4:32.53. 3 G Hunt, Fladbury, 4:32.65. K2GD: 1 Croucher/Childerstone, Wey,
4:30.12. 2 Hanlon/Illinesi, Elmbridge, 4:34.67. 3 Simmons/Illidge, Bradford-on-Avon, 4:35.62.
K2GC: 1 Ayres/Middlehurst, Wey, 4:24.37. 2 Hussey/Rooney, Leighton Buzzard, 4:29.22.
3 Creamer/Parker, Leighton Buzzard, 4:37.73. K2GA/B: 1 King/Walker, Elmbridge, 3:54.32.
2 Spencer/O'Callaghan, Royal, 4:08.11. 3 Rowlands/Holmes, Worcester, 4:15.94. K2WA/B: [1
Lawrence/Train, Olympic, 3:49.61.] 2 Spencer/Braithwaite, Olympic, 3:53.39. 3 Sawers/Cawthorn,
Olympic, 3:54.14. K2WC/D: 1 Swallow/Dilai, Chester, 4:26.72. 2 Hawkie/Pascoe, Truro, 4:26.98.
3 Hunt/Dodds, Royal Leamington Spa, 4:56.74. K2BD: 1 Brett/Young, Bishop's Stortford, 4:12.27.
2 Murphy/Corrigan, Salmon Leap, 4:16.91. 3 Godleman/Lunn, Leicester, 4:26.89. K2BC: 1
Tye/Joy, Worcester/Leicester, 4:04.86. 2 Cordery/Beyer, Wey, 4:07.23. 3 Wilkes/Walkinshaw,
Chelmsford, 4:10.46. K2BB: 1 Colyer/Lambert, Reading, 3:55.01. 2 Atwill/Howson, Bradfordon-Avon, 3:59.28. 3 Jordan/Patterson, Maidstone, 3:59.74. K2BA: 1 Parﬁtt/Hide, Elmbridge/
Addlestone, 3:31.16. 2 Ede/Rutherford, Reading/Elmbridge, 3:32.99. 3 Williams/Haynes, Royal/
Leighton Buzzard, 3:35.58. K2MA: 1 Wycherley/Farrell, Olympic, 3:16.63. 2 Maloney/Fleming,
Salmon Leap/Celbridge, 3:17.25. 3 Brown/Schoﬁeld, Olympic, 3:17.83. K2MB: 1 Mayers/Kelly,
Runcorn, 3:40.94. 2 Baker/Winstanley, Nottingham, 3:44.14. 3 Wright/Widdershoven, Exeter,
3:44.85. K2MC/D: 1 Golding/Boyle, Salmon Leap, 4:10.39. 2 Head/Howe, Chelmsford, 4:11.74.
K2P: 1 Oldham/Richardson, Newark, 5:11.87. 2 Baines/Cotton, Newark, 5:25.58. 3 Brown/Taylor,
Maidstone, 5:30.70. K2MasA: 1 Swallow/Illidge, Chester, 3:57.94. 2 Grimwood/Brookes, Lincoln,
4:07.00. 3 Blackman/Lawrenson, Burton, 4:16.42. K2MasB/C: 1 Holmes/Moran, Worcester,
4:16.61. 2 Daniels/Simpson, Reading, 4:25.52. 3 Dodson/Reeves, Addlestone, 4:27.82.
C2B: 1 Train/Hunt, Fladbury, 4:07.29. 2 Sikorski/Weckowski, Polska, 4:12.59. 3 Weir/Weir,
Banbury, 4:34.41. K4GD: 1 Wey, 4:16.55. 2 Elmbridge, 4:19.78. 3 Leighton Buzzard, 4:23.37.
K4GA-C: 1 World Class Start 3, 3:41.01. 2 World Class Start 1, 3:53.69. 3 World Class Start
2, 3:56.23. K4WA-C: 1 Olympic, 3:34.55. 2 Olympic, 3:40.66. K4BD: 1 Bishop's Stortford,
3:55.01. 2 Salmon Leap, 4:09.70. 3 Wey, 4:13.66. K4BB/C: 1 Banbury, 3:50.24. 2 Chelmsford,
3:50.91. 3 Leighton Buzzard, 3:52.84. K4BA: 1 World Class Start 3, 1:33.55. 2 World Class
Start 4, 1:35.91. 3 World Class Start 5, 1:38.39. K4MA/B: 1 Salmon Leap/Celbridge, 3:04.42.
2 Olympic, 3:06.97. K4MasA: 1 Burton, 3:45.05. 2 Worcester, 3:49.14. 3 Lincoln/Runcorn,
3:49.20. C4C: 1 Banbury, 4:06.51. 2 Fladbury/Wey, 4:25.53. 2.5km: K2GD: 1 Childerstone/
Croucher, Wey, 12:18. 2 Illidge/Simmons, Runcorn/Bradford-on-Avon, 12:20. 3 Ward/Hanlon,
Elmbridge, 12:31. K2GC: 1 Rooney/Hussey, Banbury/Leighton Buzzard, 12:09. 2 Creamer/Parker,
Leighton Buzzard, 12:10. K2BD: 1 Young/Brett, Bishop's Stortford, 11:26. 2 McLean/Wood,
Banbury, 12:06. 3 Collins/Collyer, Reading, 12:07. K2BC: 1 Wilkes/Wilkes, Chelmsford, 14:18. 2
Tye/Stone, Worcester, 14:20. 3 Beyer/Howson, Addlestone/Bradford-on-Avon, 14:23.
5km: K4MasA: 1 Nottingham, 18:32. 2 Lincoln, 18:57. 3 Worcester, 19:09.

UK Sport conﬂict of interests

A committee of Government MPs have called for independent drugs
testing, as in Australia and the USA. They say that UK Sport should not
do the job as there is a conﬂict of interests.

Snow kayak competition

The Dutch ran an indoor snow kayak competition in March.
Snowworld was the venue for this new concept.

Great Bedwyn parking charges

BW have imposed parking charges at the wharf in Great Bedwyn on
the Kennet & Avon Canal. Village residents have complained that this
will result in parking moving to their village streets instead. The charges
are £1 for 4 hours, £2 for 8 hours and £8 up to 24 hours.

Ocean racing group

Tim Cornish, formerly of Great Britain and now president of the
South African Canoe Confederation, is chairing an ICF Ocean Racing
working group. It seems likely to cover outrigger and surf ski racing.
Whether it also covers sea kayaks and marathon kayaks remains to be
seen, especially as some marathons include both tidal and non tidal
waters.

No kayaks in Corsica Raid

The Corsica Raid will not include kayaks this year. The organizers
say they want to make the event more accessible and the kit is not easy
to ship from the other side of the world.
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Action during the Basingstoke Canal Marathon at Mychett.

Tao seeks cancer cure

Tao Berman was due to take part in the Teva Mountain Games
in Colorado over May 30th - Jun 3rd, this year supporting Prostate
Cancer Research. He was expecting it to be tough as the 10km
run, 2 hour mountain bike race and road bike race are all leg sports,
leaving only the kayak event as an upper body event for which he
is fully trained. He hopes to raise $25,000 for the cause. To help go
to http://athletes.kintera.org/faf/r.asp?t=4&i=224724&u=224724166761379&e=1039258239.

IC developments

The Asymmetric Canoe with its spinnaker has reached the point
where it is not expected to change signiﬁcantly in the foreseeable
future. The next phase is the Development Canoe. This will allow the
International Canoe hull shape to catch up with its other changes, the
Nethercott shape having been unchanged for 35 years. The DC may
have a slimmer hull (more canoe shaped, perhaps) and the all up weight
could come down to 50kg. There will be no minimum jib size but
spinnakers will not be permitted, the AC meeting that need. Several
DCs are aﬂoat or being built and draft rules will be discussed at the
Melbourne world championships in January.

Been there, done that

Weymouth’s plans to have the National Sailing Academy fully
revamped as one of the first venues to be prepared for the 2012
Olympic Games seems feasible or even likely. However, Lord Coe’s
suggestion that this would turn it from a ‘top class venue into a world
class’ competition venue has missed the boat, the centre having already
hosted the IC world championships since the 2012 award.

Wider beneﬁts of 2012

2012 Olympic chairman and BDA patron Lord Coe attended a
reception at the House of Commons in February to mark the start
of the British dragon boat racing team’s medal bid at the world
championships in Sydney this September. A series of BDA days will
introduce the public to participation in dragon boat racing and allow
them also to try other watersports as part of the Olympic legacy of
getting the public into sport in association with the London games.
China has 50,000,000 dragon boat racers and it is hoped to have
exchanges with Chinese crews ahead of the Beijing Olympics next year.
Also present at the reception was John Grifﬁths, who has won the
Mussabini Medal for his coaching work with the British women’s
squad.

IDBF gain GAISF membership

It has been a long and difﬁcult road, not least because of the negative
campaigning by the ICF, but the IDBF have ﬁnally been accepted
into membership of the General Association of International Sports
Federations. This should be the end of the problems caused by ICF
president Ulrich Feldhoff but it isn’t. He has issued a statement that
there are now two world governing bodies for dragon boat racing, the
ICF for ICF members and the IDBF for IDBF members. Feldhoff ’s
continuing dog in the manger attitude can only be bringing the ICF
into disrepute.

Marathon
World Championships
K1WJ: 1 L Sawers, GB, 1:39:402. 2 L Belcher, Australia, 1:39:44. 3 E Medveow, Magyarország,
1:41:58. K1W: 1 A Hemmings, GB, 2:11:11. 2 R Csay, Magyarország, 2:11:17. 3 B Gomes,
Portugal, 2:11:30. K1M60+: 1 A Morton, GB, 1:45:26. 2 M Pouteyron, France, 1:59:40.
3 J Sorin, France, 2:17:13. C1.40-44: 1 S Train, GB, 1:50:03. 2 H Maigrot, France, 1:54:04.
3 G Marion, France, 2:20:14. K2WJ: 1 Sawers/Walker, GB, 1:34:332. 2 Vichova/Krauzova,
Ceská, 1:34:34. 3 Buchwuller/Lakner, Magyarország, 1:34:363. K2MJ: 1 Urban/Hubert, France,
1:27:061. 2 Daniels/Hastings, GB, 1:27:08. 3 Poulsen/Lovenrose, Danmark, 1:27:41.

Sailing
Europa Cup
AC: 1 R Wood, GB. 2 S Bowen, GB. 3 C Brown, GB. 4 P Allen, GB. IC: 1 C Newman, GB.
2 P Ullman, Deutschland. 3 M Radek, Deutschland.
Nationals
AC: 1 R Wood, Saundersfoot, 7. 2 J Robson, Ullswater, 23. 3 A James, Grafham Water, 25.
IC: 1 S Allen, Hayling Island, 9. 2 M Goodchild, Medway, 10. 3 C Newman, Draycote Water, 20.
Dee Regatta
AC: 1 J Robson, Ullswater. 2 G Caldwell, Blithﬁeld. 3 C Brown, Scaling Dam. IC: 1 G Nicholson,
Dee. 2 F Robson, Ullswater. 3 T Marston, Dee.
Draycote Water Regatta
AC: 1 R Wood, Saundersfoot. 2 P Allen, Hayling Island. 3 C Brown, Scaling Dam. IC: 1 M Shreeve,
Draycote Water. 2 M Bower, Blithﬁeld. 3 C Newman, Draycote Water. Travellers’ Trophy
winners: AC: 1 R Wood, Saundersfoot, 226. 2 R Michael, Hayling Island, 176. 3 C Brown,
Scaling Dam, 164. IC: 1 S Allen, Hayling Island, 148. 2 R Goodchild, Medway, 145.
3 C Newman, Draycote Water, 136.
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CROSSWORD 1
A
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I
S
T

Compiled by Graham Dugdale

Clues

Across
7
8
10
11
12
14
15
16
17
18
22
23
24
25
27
29
31
32

Broken arm in hesitant sailor (7)
Creator may capsize (7)
George the lad is pleased with his new boat (4)
Small mountain pool (4)
Chandler has to repaint inside (5)
Could be a waterfall or lion I hear (4)
Our favourite craft (5)
Lean catamaran worker (4)
Bay on north Kent coast (5)
Seaman heading southeast with little you, to cause
harm (5)
Poor kale grows out of enclosed water (4)
Island in the Outer Hebrides (5)
Ship _ _ _ _ me hearties! (4)
Noisy prosperity for horizontal spars (5)
Tie down the whip (4)
Untidily bury the red jewel (4)
Device for securing the anchor chain (7)
Sailing into the wind (7)

Down
1
2
3
4
5
6
9
13
15
16
19
20
21
26
28
30

Liquid measure drowns Eddy's old sailing ship (7)
England's largest 22 Across (10)
Badly cooked stew sets a course for America (4)
Sounds like these roosters are in charge of an eight
(3)
Securely tie up ship's speed (4)
Mr Crosby has a good one for direction (7)
The sea (5)
O bless changes on Greek island (6)
Inland waterways (6)
Theatre players, initially are denying split when
marooned (4,6)
Portuguese jellyﬁsh and ﬁghting ship (3,1,3)
Perspire (5)
Blind sailing if you hit this (3,4)
Sail support comes from a sturdy tree (4)
Heave-ho, maybe at a large house (4)
Bark loudly in the cove (3)

Memories to share?
Do any of the trips you have done deserve a
larger readership than your club newsletter
alone can give? More space? More coloured
pictures? We are pleased to hear from
those who wish to share memories of their
trips with others.

Independent Publisher Awards

Inaugural
Achievement Award
winner

mail@canoeist.co.uk
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Back then
50 years ago

* For the world slalom championships there would be a British team leader, trainer and doctor but each competitor
should ideally have a personal manager.
* Course plans were sent before the event and to be learned as far as possible before seeing the site.
* Canoe polo was recommended to break the monotony of slalom training, the latter ideally for an hour a day
although this would be unrealistic for most.
* Four new strokes had been learned from world slalom champion Sigi Holzbauer while resident in Britain, the draw,
sculling draw, cross bow and bow rudder.
* Maurice Rothwell had named his kayak Fido because he spent so much time towing it on a piece of string while
touring in low conditions.
* Raymond Baxter and Brian Johnston did a recording for the BBC Light Programme from kayaks at Shepperton.
When Raymond fell in it sounded like lots of wooden matchboxes being smashed together.
* It was suggested team members should have a badge to wear at all times when it was not appropriate to wear the
team blazer with its badge, even for intimidating opponents at tennis.
* The spread of Tay River Race times was just 85 seconds for the 10 competitors, 30 seconds being between 1st and 2nd.
* The ICF published the ﬁrst draft of the WWR rules.
* A guide to the River Awe in this issue from Loch Awe to Loch Etive predated the hydroelectric dams.

20 years ago

10 years ago

* Shaun Baker set a new world height record of 15.8m on Sgwd yr Eira after most of his party suddenly
developed backache.
* The ICF were working on a Guide to World Waterways.
* Consultants said the Rochdale and Huddersﬁeld Narrow Canals should be restored.
* Norman Stanier was commuting by canoe to his new job at the Ackers Trust to beat the Birmingham trafﬁc.
* Dave Manby rang the AA with the good news that his van only needed bringing back from France this
time, not Turkey.
* An angler at Erwood jumped up and down with rage, shouted obscenities and cast his spinner and hooks at
a party with children on the Wye.
* Media features on access were bringing CRACK to the attention of paddlers, despite the BCU’s wall of
silence on them.
* Buoyancy aid manufacturers Crewsaver appointed Will Drown as a salesman.
* Les Bristow paddled the Devizes to Westminster Race as the second leg of a triathlon. DW support crews
were involved in a murder enquiry after a girl’s body was found near Maidenhead on the night of the race.
* The Royal Canoe Club ran a riverboat cruise to celebrate Jeremy West’s double world sprint championships
win.

*An enquiry on the future management of the Wye began with the City of Hereford claiming the EA were
spending £1,000,000 for anglers to get boaters removed from the river.
* The DW was celebrating its 50th running. Phillips/Lewis took their third win while Danielle Selwood
became the ﬁrst woman ever to win a medal in the overall K2 event.
* A Pakistani DW entrant, to whom the British Embassy only issued a visa under great pressure, absconded on
arrival in Britain.
* Karen Trotter appeared on Radio 4’s Natural History Programme, explaining about whales seen from her sea
kayak.
* A notice banning canoeing appeared on the tidal part of the Conwy.
* The EA were trying to increase angling with extra ﬁsh stocks, removal of the canal close seasons and a radio
advertising campaign.
* There was a call for more coverage of naturist canoeing in the magazine but with a better gender balance in
the pictures than in Friar’s Peloponnese series.
* Lawrence Chapman reported his research into whether canoeists disturbed ﬁsh,
republished by the ICF.
* Andy Watt suggested paddlers might be damaging the river environment in Nepal.
* Jim Rossiter had been managing the GB marathon team for 25 years.
* 75 year old Dick Price paddled round Cape Horn.
* Eric Totty, approaching 90 and believed to be the oldest sea kayak paddler in the UK, was out off Anglesey and wrote
about his favourite paddle, the Summer Isles.
* Paddlers International negotiated access to Falmouth Marina for paddlers to view the Tall Ships Race participants.
* Canoe clubs in east Germany were suffering because of the loss of former Communist state funding.
* Making jet ski users pay for licences and take tests would not make them behave responsibly yet there were too many
to ban.

www.canoeist.co.uk

Has your email address changed or do
you want to be added to the mailing list
when copies of Canoeist are issued?
Email mail@canoeist.co.uk
with your details.
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waves at sunset sequence with the very quiet
voice and optional barely audible music. Maybe
turning it on to send the kids to sleep could be
another way to help your relaxation.

Age discrimination series

Twenty Twenty TV are producing a series
which may be called Grandad’s Back in Business,
each week pitting a pensioner who wants to
return to work against a youngster starting
out, keeping an eye on age discrimination
legislation. Canoeing was thought to be a
suitable industry and so we were approached.
However, people in canoeing generally don’t
want to go away in the ﬁrst place...

Pilates for Men

Enhance Wellbeing Ltd, 8 Raby Park,Wetherby,
Leeds LS22 6SA
1 hr 25 mins
There is considerable overlap between this
DVD and Pilates Essentials (Nov, p32). Quietly
spoken Lindsey Jackson takes two men through
the exercises, one showing the beginner’s level
and the other more advanced, exercises which
are actually harder than they look although she
often suggests easing off if discomfort is felt. The exercises, sometimes
with overtones of yoga, should help a range of problems and improve
posture and sexual performance. They should ease tight hamstrings,
lower backs and stress generally and assist those with asymmetry caused
by some sports.
A kayak in white water makes a brief appearance in the introductory
session before the main section. Lindsey’s style in correcting the few
faults with the minimum of fuss actually works against home use, where
more emphasis on bad habits to avoid might not come amiss.
If you take it in your stride there is a bonus power section to
challenge you further. For relaxation there is again the very slow motion
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Ray of hope

Ray Mears has inspired many canoe sales
after his TV appearances. He was even shown
spearﬁshing from the canoe.

More where that came from

Shaun Baker’s coaching of Jack Osbourne
for ITV’s Adrenaline Junkie 2 to go over a New
Zealand waterfall has been well received by
the producer, who saw the right balance between safety and adrenalin.
Shaun has been promised there could be plenty more big names to
follow.

BBC Wales looks at Scottish access legislation

BBC Wales’ Week In Week Out programme was due to go out on May
29th with a feature seeing whether Wales should follow the Scottish
access legislation. Mike Dales of the SCA was interviewed and took
presenter Rhidian Thomas on Loch Katrine, water previously closed to
canoeists. Mike Smith at Stanley, seen as the arch opponent of canoeing,
was also interviewed to get a contrasting view.
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Do you know
Gill Lack photographs

Lights for canoeists

From Chris Hawkesworth.
We are in dialogue with British Waterways over lights for canoeists in
tunnels. The aim is to open up more canal tunnels to paddlers.
Can you add anything to this debate from personal experience or
from your organization?
It would appear that whilst there is a general requirement to wear
lights at night there is little consistency anywhere on the type, the how
or the method.
In the Nov 84 issue of Canoeist we reviewed the Buoyancy Aid Light from
Eclipse Racing, price £1.15 excluding battery. I carry a white McMurdo strobe
light with a lithium battery but it is a single use product and cannot be switched
off once activated. We have, of course, reviewed a number of head mounted LED
units although none gives 360˚ coverage and so is of no advantage over a boat
mounted unit as far as conspicuity is concerned.
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Private sales
Dagger Medieval kayak,
multicoloured red, 8 feet long, adj
backrest/footrest, end handles etc, VGC,
£250. Plus various paddling kit inc Hiko
and Crewsaver buoyancy aids, £30 and
£20. Prijon Supratex spraydeck, £35.
Prijon Artistic helmet, £20. Riot Premiere
195cm paddle, £45. Schlegel Duralen
200cm paddle, £45. All VGC and ONO,
viewed Warwicks. 01788 813928.
Klepper Slalom 59 stored in dry
loft for the last 40 years. Still in
good condition (including skin) and
paddleable. Photographs available.
Located in the Chilterns. Sensible offers
to keithhowell@tesco.net or tel 01494
864351.
Pyranha H2 255 white water kayak,
colour red, new front foam, £250 ono.
Roofbars, Thule, good condition, for
guttered car with locks, £25 ono. Email
chgreaves@googlemail.com for photos.
Available for viewing N Hants. Tel 01252
686466.
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Based on the acclaimed
coastal guide series, this is the
book which has been most
often requested from Canoeist.
The most detailed boater’s
guide available to the British
coast in a single volume, it is
appropriate for those making
day trips as well as those
undertaking circumnavigations.
Full of sound and practical
advice, it gives essential
guidance on aspects of
safety and has an exhaustive
directory of useful information.
The text is fully illustrated
with coloured mapping
and photographs. This is an
invaluable resource for anyone
venturing out onto Britain’s
coastal waters.
Foreword by Sean Morley.
Size A4
357 pages
724 photographs
63 maps
Soft cover
0 85288 906 0
1st edition June 2006
Price £29.50

ʻFor anyone planning a small boat/kayak journey, anywhere around the coastline of Britain,
I suggest this book is absolutely essential reading.ʼ - Paul Caffyn, Sea Canoeist Newsletter.
ʻmakes for absorbing reading.ʼ - Ceufad.
'A good read for all those interested in Britain's long and varied coastline.' -Dave Robertson,
Scottish Paddler.

